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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

Commercial jet transports have, for more than 10 years, been equip-
ped with autopilots capable of tracking ILS beams. Progressively over
this period of time, improvements in performance and reliability have
been achieved as better ILS beams; airborne sensors and control laws be-
came available. And yet, anomalies of the ILS beams such as noise,
bends, centering error, overflight interference, and failure shutdown
remain dominant factors in the formulation of automatic approach coupler
control laws. The principal objectives in the continuing development of
new controls laws are to attenuate the adverse effects of atmospheric
disturbances, and to increase the tracking accur.cy to the average beam

( center. The resultant control laws always include some performance com-
promise in allowance for beam imperfections. The reasons for these com-
promises and their impact on performance are discussed in this report.

Since the introduction of inertial navigation systems on commercial
jet transports, much theoretical analysis (Ref. 5,6 ) has been devoted
to consideration of the potential of using INS outputs to enhance auto-
pilot approach coupler performance. Several similar control laws have
been independently derived. The Boeing research which led up to the
subject program has been paralleledby other Government and industry
efforts, with generally similar results. During the current program,
two different inertially aided autopilots were analyzed and successfully
test flown.

The general objective of this program was to analyze and demon-
strate the performance capabilities of three autoland control laws which
have varying degree of dependency on inertial navigation system inputs•
Thus, a perspective oil the relative marit of the autopilots is gained.
All three control laws had been developed by The Boeing Company prior to
the award of the contract.

The specific objectives of this program were to:

1. Identify the advantages of inertial smoothingI •2. Define the limitations of inertial smoothing

3. Determine criteria which will permit exploitation of theadvantages of inertially smoothed systems

The advantages of inertial smoothing were determined by a perform-
ance comparison between a conventional autopilot that requires no iner-
tial system inputs; a contemporary autopilot that employs inertial in-
puts for path damping; and the inertially smoothed autopilot which uses

Ref. 5. Todd M., Complementary Filter Scheme for Premixing INS and ILS
Information, Service Technology Corp., Report 580, October, 1970.

Ref. 6. Design, Development and Flight Evaluation of Inertially Aug-
mented Automatic Landing Systems, Lear Siegler, Inc., interim
Report ADR-.754, April, 1971.



inertial inputs for both path damping and beam filtering. The conven-
tional autopilot control law, used in this study, is nearly identical
to a control law which has been in commercial service for several years.
This autopilot is certified for Cat II operation and is configured for
automatic flare to touchdown. Thus, the conventional autopilot control
law is quite representative of early versions of. autoland autopilots.
The contemporary autopilot control law, referred to as the .nertially
damped system, is similar to recently certified autopilots both in the
degree of dependency on inertial system inputs and performance capabil-
ity, Thus, it is representative of the best autoland-autopilots pres-
ently in service.

The inertially smoothed autopilot control law, used in this study,
is the inertially damped autopilot with a first order complementary
filter added. Thus, the performance differences between the inertia2ly
damped and the inertially smoothed control law are solely attributable
to the complementary filtering of an inertially derived rate signal
with the ILS beam signal. In summary, the three autopilot control laws
were specifically chosen to illustrate the progressive performance im-
provement attainable through the use of inertial feedback terms.

The second program objective: to define the limitations of iner-
tial smoothing, was pursued through analysis of the sensitivity of the
control law to inertial navigation system errors. It follows that when
the dependence on inertial system input is high, that the propagation
of inertial system errors will also be high. Thus, there is a point of
diminishing returns. This point of diminishing returns is identified
for a first order complementary filter method of inertially smoothing.
The inertial navigator used is a commercial type with a one nautical
mile per hour circular error probability (CEP). There is no discus-
sion of the relative merit of first and second order complementary fil-
tering. That subject has been analyzed and information is available in
the literature (Ref. 7 ).

The third program objective: to determine criteria which will per-
mit exploitation of the advantages of inertially smoothed systems, was
accomplished through two stages of analysis. In the first stage, cri-
teria were developed which define the required levels of automatic
approach system performance for Cat II and Cat III operation. These
criteria were used throughout the program as the '"ardstick" for
measurement of absolute performance. The criteria define both the
touchdown and approach tracking requirements. In the second stage, hav-
ing defined these performance criteria, and also having analyzed the
three autopilots performance capabilities in presence of ILS beam ano-
malies, it was then possible to determine approximately what type and
magnitude of ILS beam anomalies are tolerable and yet result in accept-
able system performance. The product of the third program objective is
a set of automatic approach system performance criteria and, secondly,

Ref. 7. Todd M., Second Order Complementary Filter for Premixing INS
and ILS Information, Service Technology Corp., Report STC-DOT-
TSC-43-71-755, May, 1971.
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a matrix set of tentative conclusions relating-the FAACat I and Cat II
beam inspection criteria to the resultant system performance with con-
ventional, inertially damped and inertialiy Smoothed autopilotsi

This final report was generated in partial satisfaction of the
terms of Contract DOT-FA71WA-2629 between the FAA and The Boeing Com-
pany. Essentially, the program was divided into tr tee parts: an analog
computer simulation of the autopilots to analyze p :(.formance and develop
the performance criteria, a flight test equipment pieparation culminat-
ing with six flights, and a simulation and flight test data reduction
effort.

4
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2.0 AUTOLAND CONTROL LAWS

The three types of a u.iand control laws used in this study ex-
hibited varying degrees of dependence on the inertial navigation sys-
tem (INS) as shown below:

o System A - Independent of INS

o System B - Derives damping signals and, hence, basic stability
from INS

o System C - Derives basic stability plus short term position
data from INS

Until recently, approach control laws have been developed under
annoying constraints imposed by the lack of high quality feedback
sources. Consequently, performance achieved was mediocre by present
day standards. ILS couplers developed under such constraints provided
rather loose beam tracking, poor wind performance, and a high level of
control activity.

Now the INS has alleviated many of the design problems by providing
high quality attitude information, stabilized acceleration signals, and
highly accurate ground speed. With the availability of these high qual-
ity signals, the practical restriction on higher gains was relieved, and
this cleared the way for achieving near-optimal-tuning of the system;
i.e., tighter tracking and better performance in the presence of atmos-
pheric upsets. The inertially damped coupler thus has the potential to
provide a substantial improvement over the conventional coupler.

The designer's goal of routinely achieving accurate automatic land-
ings was still hampered by an acute problem, that of znomalous behavior
of the ILS beams. For perfectly transmitted azimuth and elevation ref-
erences, the INS-damped autopilot, properly designed, would meet the
designer's goals. However, three distinct anomalies stand between the
real ILS beems and a perfect space reference:

1) Multipath distortion (bends caused by signal reflections)

2) Localizer interference caused by overflying aircraft
3) Susceptibility of ILS beams to ground equipment failures

Reduction of system dispersion and activity, caused by ILS beam
anomalies, to an acceptable level cannot be achieved simply through
heavy filtering of the localizer and glide slope beam deviations. Ex-
cessive filtering of the beam through straight-forward techniques gives
rise to system destabilication. That is, the larger the filter time
constant, the greater the phase shift, and the stability of the guid-
ance system is very sensitive to phase lag. However, the INS velocity
and acceleration signals provide an excellent means to derive an iner-
tial estimate of aircraft trajectory and, hence, complement the ILS
radio information. As a result, considerably larger time constants can
be introduced into the beam filter as long as the high frequency signal
attenuation is compensated by inertial information. Thus, both the ILS
beam deviation and the inertial signal may be summed into the same fil-
ter (with proper gains), and the output of the filter will estimate

4



quite accurately, and virtually noise-free, the average ILS beam center.
This technique is commonly referred to as "complementary filtering"l,
and provides "inertial smoothing" of the II beams.

2.1 Conventional

The conventional autoland control law is referred to as System A
in this report. System A makes relatively little use of inertial in-
formation. This system is non-inertial in the sense of not requiring
an inertial navigator to provide signals. The inertial signals used by
System A are usually the sensor outputs of a vertical gyro, rate gyros,
and body mounted accelerometers.

The configuration and gains of System A were selected to be typical
of systems designed before the sophisticated INS was available. System
A is not an exact duplication of classical autoland systems in service,
but was designed to have similar response to II distortion. System A,
as simulated and flight tested, is representative of conventional auto-
land control laws in the sensitive region of the ILS anomal•, response
spectrum.

2.1.1 System A Lateral Control Law

The System A lateral control law is shown in the simplified block
diagram of Figure 2.1.1. The roll attitude command is formed by a com-
bination of proportional plus integral localizer deviation together
with derived beam rate, lagged roll and course heading error. The ILS
localizer is used as the lateral deviation sensor by all autoland sys-
tems to which this report is applicable. Integral control is used by
System A as well as Systems B and C to prevent steady state standoffs
from the localizer beam. The last three signals approximate lateral
ve..ocity which is needed for airplane path damping.

A wide variety of sensors and signal processing has been used to
estimate lateral velocity. Some systems have used only heading for
damping. Others have used only beam rate, or a combination of beam rate
and lagged roll. System A uses all three in a blend similar to that
used by some conventional systems. System A exhibits the characteris-
tics of each damping signal by employing the three most commonly used by
conventional autoland systems.

Derived beam rate contains the lateral velocity information neces-
sary for damping. The time constants in the rate taker and the gain K6
could be adjusted to achieve excellent performance if it were not for
the presence of noise on the localizer. The rate taker magnifies the
high frequency noise. This leads to excess activity and path disper-
sion because the response is quickened through the addition of the de-
rivative of the disturbance.

Realistic localizer noise considerations lowered the derived rate
break frequency a factor of three, and Kj by an order of magnitude,
compared to the desirable values obtained without considering noise.

isee Appendix A
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The beam rate gains and time comstants for System A are typical of con-
ventional autoland systems in service. A more detailed discussion of
derived beam rate and the other damping terms appear in Appendix B and
the first two sections of Appendix A.

The lagged roll term is a lateral velocity approximation ignoring
sideforce. The simplified aircraft model in Appendix B ignores side
force to show that heading is the integral of roll attitude. A lag is
used instead of an integrator so that steady state stand off from the
localizer beam cannot occur. Dynamic sideforces become significant at
the dutch roll frequency causing the approximation to break down and
limit the value of KO. In addition, lagged roll is not as effective

as it might be for damping low frequency modes because bank angle is
lagged rather than integrated. Lagged roll is effective in combating
wind upsets only to the extent that bank angle represents the deriva-
tive of lateral velocity.

The course heading error is a lateral velocity approximation ignor-
ing drift. Since sideslip cannot be completely eliminated, the airplane
drifts during maneuvers. The approximation errors during maneuvers in-
crease the phase shift at the dutch roll frequency. The resulting de-
crease in gain margin restricts KO to a value less than the equivalent

gain for true lateral velocity.

The use of course heading error increases lateral deviations re-
sulting frow cross wind shear. The heading path, in its attempt to
maintain heading, inhibits aircraft weathercocking to prolong the act-
ion of sideforce. A low frequency windshear response mode arises from
the time required by the path integrator to command the heading which
produces the proper crab angle. These effects increase the wind shear
induced deviation by a factor of five when course heading error is in-
cluded for damping.

Figure 2.1.2 shows this increase in wind shear induced lateral dis-
placement resulting from the incorporation of heading into the System A
control law. The upper lateral displacement trace shows 4 feet of de-
viation by a modified System A control law retaining the same beam rate
and lagged roll paths but not using course heading error. Simply in-
cluding the heading signal, to get the unmodified System A control law
with its improved damping, changes the response to the one shown by the
lower lateral displacement trace which peaks at 21.5 feet of deviation.

The complete detail block diagram showing all gains, time con-
stants and switches for System A is shown in Figure 2.1.3. The reader
will note that the system is not completely independent of the INS.

The roll attitude feedback is obtained from the INS rather than the con-
ventional vertical gyro, in order to reduce mechanization complexity
and instrumentation requirements.

It will be noted that 'Systems A, B, and C all use the same roll
and roll rate gains, aileron authority, and roll and roll rate command
limiters. Thus, all performance differences can be attributed to the
lateral control law alone because the same aircraft and inner loops were
used for all three systems.
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All approaches .were flown with the spe6d brake handle slightly
out of the zero detent to eliminate spoiler deadzone. This increased
rolling moment gradient and authority which decreased path deviation in
turbulence. This allowed better separation between team disturbance
responses and atmospheric disturbance responses during flight testing.

SI I 2 " -'

The cruise *and capture modes are identical for Systems A, B, and
C. Two simple lateral cruise modes, Track Hold and Track Command,• were
provided for use prior to localizer capture. AlL three modes employed
true track angle -with a resolution of 0.044 degrees which the G.E.
flight control computer received digitally five times per second from
the INS binary bus. The local magnetic variatioi., an 'internal constant

, '1 • in the flight control computer, was 1included to enable the pilot to
select on the G.E. mode panel the track-cohmand and runway'heafting with
standard magnetid reference. I

Oqiy two localizer modes were usedI so !that system complexity was
minimized.. Lateral autoland systems typically use three modes, switch-
.ig to the final mode only aftei the aircraft is accuiately tracking the

localizer. The System A c6ntrol law assumea the guidance -task at On
Course, the completion of the capture maneuver. Autopilot tracking was

-~ , • good prior to the insertion of simulated localizer anomalies at low al-
titude. '

2. L.2 Systern A Longitudinal Control Law ,

The System A longitudinal ,control law is shown in the simplified
block diagram of Figure 2.1.4. This control law is typical of control
laws which wer6 mechanized to' achieve early Category II certification
and are presently in widespread use.

The basic feature of this control law, in contrast to systems B and
SC, it the pitch attitude f~edback for minor loop stabilization. Pitch
attitude command, the output of the guidance computer in the early 'auto-
pilots, w~s compared with airplane pitch attitude from a vertical gyro,
and ithe differdnce between these signa•s. was used to modulate the ele-
vator ccntrol actuator. This same principle was employed in designing
the early longitudinal autoland systems. 'It will be shown in Section
2.2.2 that pitch attitude feedback is detrimental to the achievement of
good wind performance and, hence, is replaced with signals d?rived from
'vertical acceleration.

The bandpass filter oA the' pitch rate feedback' signal in Figure
2.1.4 exiAts for the purposes o; 1) filtering high frequency body bend-
'ing modes and general seilsor noise, and •) washing out the steady state
component of the pitch rate gyro output during sustained turns. For

i autoland, thelfilter is essentially a low pass device.
I I

,During glide slope control, the pitch attitude command is comprised
of a signal that is proportional to glide slope beam error and the out-
put of the path integrator. This integrator performs two distinct func-
tions, I) it nulls the berm orror, and 2) it integrates the wasled-out
accelerometer signal to produce an estimate of change in descent rate.

beam error, which is derive4 from the glide slope receiver output,
provides the estimate of vertical deviation. This signal is limited to
0.2 degrees in a&l three systems so that the evaluation of system
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performance in the presence of glide slopi beam disturbances would be
based on control law criteria only. However, the 0.2 deg lJmiter was
frequently saturated during flight test due to wind disturbance and
beam tracking was consequently -degraded. In practice, autopilots typi-
cal of System-A do not employ a beam limiter to reduce the effect of
anomalous beam behaviour. An analysis of the effect of tbIs limiter is
presented in Section 4.

The vertical path filter through which the glide slope signal is
passed provides only minor filtering of ILS beam disturX'-nces, as the
break frequency is rather high. However, without another good qiwlity
source fromwhich to estimate vertical position, the break frequaency
cannot be reduced without degradation in stability.

At flare altitude, the pitch command control is switched to 'ki.
flare computer, which prior to this time, was continuously synchronlzed
in such a manner that the cbange in pitch command at the instant of
switching is zero. Also at flare, the gain programmer applies a zero
gain to the glide slope feedback, the accelerometer signal is switched
out of the path integrator and the integrator assumes a hold condition.

Figure 2.1.5 contains the complete block diagram including gains,
time constants, and switches for System A. Mechanization of the A
System in the digital computer was accomplished using this block dia-
gram to describe the transfer functions.

As pointed out in Section 2.1.1, the A system, as actually mechan-

ized in the autopilot computer, was not independent of the INS. Atti-
tude feedback as well as vertical acceleration were obtained from the
inertial navigation system simply as a matter of convenience. Perform-
ance using a vertical gyro pitch attitude signal would have been sub-
stantially unchanged.

2.2 Inertially Damped

The inertially damped autoland control law is referred to as System
B in this report. System B relies on extensive use of inertial infor-
mation to provide a high quality damping signal. The configuration and
gains of System B were selected to be typical of systems designed to
utilize INS outputs for damping.

System B is not an exact duplication of inertially damped autoland
systems in service, but was designed to have similar response to ILS
distortion.

2.2.1 System B Lateral Control Law

The System B lateral control law is shown in the simplified block
diagram of Figure 2.2.1. The roll attitude command is formed by propor-
tional plus integral localizer deviation with wtshed out* track angle
deviation for damping.

*A washout device is a high-pass transfer function used to eliminate an
unwanted steady state signal standoff.
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The INS track angle does not have approximations as did the damping
signals used in conventional autoland systems. The track angle devia-
tion is the angle between the extended runway centerline and the velocit,
vector of the airplane with respect to the ground. The only barrier to
achieving the desired high damping gains is the magnitude of INS drift
errors since track angle signal does not have dynamic approximation
errors other than digital sample data effects.

The washout is placed on the track angle deviation signal to re-
move the low frequency errors. A drawback of this error cancellation
technique is the loss of low frequency damping capability. The third
section of Appendix A treats the use of the INS as the velocity signal
source for damping.

The complete detail block diagram showing all gains, time con-
stants and switches for System B is showM in Figure 2.2.2. Comments
applicable to the inner loops, cruise modes, capture mode and mode
switching appesr in Section' 2.1.1.

2.2.2 System B Longitudinal Control Law

Figure 2.2.3 describes the basic longitudinal control law for the
B system. The absence of pitch attitude is apparent and, hence, the
basic difference between systems A and B is established.

Two paths of vertical acceleration feedback are to be noted in
Figure 2.2.3. One path is shaped according to basic stability consider-
ations and is fed back in place of pitch attitude for minor loop damp-
ing. The other feedback path of vertical acceleration is introduced
into bhe derived altitude rate network to complement, and hence smooth,
the altitude rate from -he air data computer.

The excellent wind resistance exhibited by the B (and C) system is
directly attributable to the vertical acceleration feedback to damp the
inner loop. Although pitch attitude feedback offers an excellent means
to provide phugoid mode damping, this classic means of stabilization
actually degrades Tlide slope tracking performance. To illustrate, re-
fer to Figure 2.2.4.

The hypothetical updraft Ug produces an uneven distribution of in-
stantanenus ugward acceleration along the body as shown. Acceleration
at the tail, 'T) is greatest because the nose down pitching moment in..

duced by the gust is added to the vertical acceleration aft of the CG.
At the CG, the upward acceleration ECG is independent of the induced

pitching moment, while h, the resultant acceleration at the nose, is

smallest because the acceleration and the pitching moment are subtrac-
tive. This distribution gives rise to an inherent tendency of a static-
a.lly stable airplane to return to its trimmed angle of attack. However,
the pitch attitude signal opposes the downward pitching moment and com-
mands the elevator to produce a nose-up moment. This increases the
amount of deviation from the beam.

In the acceleration damped system (B and C), an instantaneous, nose-
down elevator command is generated by the accelerometer. Thus, the
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inherent tendency of the airplane to pitch down is supplemented rather
than opposed by the action of the elevator. Consequently path devia-
tion is minimized.

Referring again to Figure 2.2.3, it is to be noted that the B sys-
tem employs the same vertical path filter as did the A system. As a
result, the response of systems A and B against beam disturbances is
approximately equal.

The detailed block diagram of the B system in Figure 2.2.5 points
out three other distinct differences between Systems A and B. Firs*,
the glide slope capture in the B system employs pre-capture synchroni-
zation which results in a pre-loading of the path integrator. Conse-
quently when glide slope capture occurs, the elevator command does not
"11step" to a new value and the nose-over maneuver of the airplane is
smooth. No bias is necessary to achieve a "flv-down" maneuver, as in
the A system. Further, no additional switching is necessary in the B
system after glide slope capture is achieved - including FIL•AE. This is
the second fundamental difference in control law between systems A and
B.

The flare maneuver is achieved by programming the beam error to
zero, and utilizing radio altitude to command a diminishing altitude
rate. In Figure 2.2.5, it can be seen that the altitude rate command
during G/S control is nothing more than a constant gain on the beam and
beam integral path. That is, whenever radio altitude is greater than
50 ft., the limiter on the flare command is saturated at 50 volbs. This
constant value is then multiplied by the beam error (plus integral).

The third difference in systems A and B is the high quality alti-
tude rate feedback in the B system which is obtained by mixing the
washed-out vertical acceleration from the INS with a compensated alti-
tude rate signal from the air data computer. This process is the same
form of smoothing as used by the C system on the glide slope beam.

2.3 Inertially Smoothed

The inertially smoothed autoland control law is referred to as
System C in this report. System C not only relies on extensive use of
inertial information to provide a high quality damping signal, but also

A derives short term position information from the INS to smooth the es-
timate of ILS deviation. The configuration and gains of System C were
selected to represent a practical implementation of the concept that
could easily be mechanized with present day equipment.

2.3.1 System C Lateral Control Law

The System C lateral control law is shown in the simplified block
diagram of Figure 2.3.1. The roll attitude command is formed by a com-
bination of complementary filtered localizer deviation plus integrated
beam error together with INS track angle deviation for damping.

The inertially smoothed System C replaces the proportional local-
izer deviation signal path with a first order complementary filter posi-
tion estimator. The complementary filter removes high frequency local-
izer deviation information and derives short term position from INS

19A
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track angle deviation to exactly replace the loss. The output of the
complementary filter is true position with no dynamic modification to-
gether with low passed ILS and IPTS errors. A more detailed discussion
of the complementary filter is given in Appendix A.

The input to the path integrator is localizer deviation. This
prevents bias errors at the complementary filter output from causing
steady state stand offs from the localizer beam.

The washout on track angle deviation (reference System B) was
omitted to improve low frequency damping since the path integrator
also prevents standoff resulting from bias errors in the track angle
deviation signal.

The complete detail block diagram showing all gains, time constants
and switches for System C is shown in Figure 2.3.2. Comments applic-
able to the inner loops, cruise modes and capture mode appear in Sec-
tion 2.1.1.

System C uses the path integrator for mode synchronization prior
to On Course*. Thus, when the System C control law assumes the guid-
ance task at On Course, there is no transient in the roll attitude
command.

The complementary filter output is initialized by allowing the
filter to run with a relatively short time constant and without track
angle deviation during capture. At On Course the complementary filter
time constant is increased and track angle deviation is included as an
input. As a consequence of this initialization and mode switching,
System C smoothly and rapidly converged to the extended runway center-
line to produce consistently small lateral displacements at low alti-
tude and touchdown.

2.3.2 System C Longitudinal Control Law

The simplified block diagram in Figure 2.3.3 illustrates the basic
mechanization of the C system. It will be noted that the B system and
the C system are identical in every detail with one exception - the
vertical path filter in system B is replaced by the complementary fil-
ter in system C. This complementary filter, as shown in the figure
requires two additional inputs to complement the beam error. Vg
(ground speed) from the INS is necessary to compute a valid descent
rate command. Derived altitude rate is also required to develop an
altitude rate error. It is this rate error which is used to complement
the beam error from the gain programmer.

Figure 2.3.4 shows the complete block diagram for the C system.
This diagram shows very clearly the mechanization of the complementary
filter. Two switches and two time constants are included within the
filter to provide for a glide slope capture that is similar to the B

SOn Course (0/C) is a submode of the roll axis approach mode. The logic
state exists subsequent to the first time the conditions given at the
top of Figure 2.3.2 are satisfied.
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system. However, 10 seconds after capture,, the time constant is
switched from .15 to 1i seconds and 'the altitude rate error is intro-
duced to the filter. At this point, the system begins to wash out all
initial condition errors, and steady state is achieved only after the
beam error from the gain programmer is nulled to zero by the path in-
ýtegrator.

At FLAIRE*, the complementary filter is essentially placed in HOLD;
otherwise, the mechanics of FLARE are the same as in the B system.

*LARE is a submode of the pitch axis approach mode. The submode exists
when sensed radio altitude is lrss than 50 feet.
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3.0 AUTOLAND PERFORMAfCE CRITERIA

The intention in developing a refined set of criteria for accept-
able autoland is twofold: firstly, performance criteria are the princi-
ple basis upon which different autopilot control laws can be compared
and, secondly, on an absolute basis the criteria will aid in the de-
termination of the performance level of the automatic approach system.

The autoland performance criteria are considered to be the same for
both Category I" and III operations. This stems from the fact that in
both cases the edirplane trajectory is to be controlled in such a manner
that the airplane is safely landed on the runway without subjecting the
occupants to unnecessary or unpleasant maneuvers. The quality of
approach performance is determined by the success in meeting this ob-
jective and is independent of visibility.

The lowering of visibility reduces the pilot's ability to detect
poor approaches and take corrective action. Hence, the probability
that the system makes a good approach must increase so that system
safety is maintained at a constant level. For this study, the required
probability of a successful approach was chosen to be 95% for Cat II
and 99.9999% for Cat III. That is to say that for Cat II, it is
acceptable for one in twenty approaches to result in a go-around for
reasons other than failure to acquire visual reference. For Cat III,
the airplane must not, more often than once in a million approaches,

execute an unacceptable landing.

The failure to achieve a successful approach and landing could be
the result of equipment malfunction or inadequate performance, but for
this study it was assumed that all the failures are attributable to
poor performance of a normally operating system. Abnormal performance
due to equipment malfunction must be detected through redundancy or
independent monitoring. Failure detection is considered a problem in-
dependent of the requirement to provide satisfactory normal perform-
ance, and is beyond the scope of this report.

Presently, two performance criteria are outlined in AC 20-57A and

AC 120-29 to specify a "•window" at 100 feet altitude and the autopilot
beam tracking accurac(y. 'The two criteria are related as one estab-
lishes a target dimersion (the "window") and the other, an autopilot
maneuver specification (beam tracking accuracy). In this section two
new, but similar, criteria are derived. The first is referred to as
the "footprint" criterion and is an extension of the existing "window".
The second is referred to as the "maneuver" criterion and is a refine-
ment of the existing tracking specification.

The footprint criterion specifies the target, at low altitude,
* which the airplane must hit with the specified Cat 1I or Cat III proba-

bility. The footprint is a two dimensional constraint on displacement
and displacement rate from the desired line of flight. In contrast,

* the "window" concept has only a displacement dimension and thus does
not fully take into account the correction in flight path that may be
required very shortly after disconnect. Specifically, the footprint
criteria for both lateral and longitudinal axes are designed such that
successful passage through the footprint will assure that a minimum
of subsequent correction to flight path need be made during flare and
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rollout. In the case of the lateral axis, path corrections up to an
acceleration of one foot per second squared are considered acceptable
subsequent to entry within the footprint. This level of corrective
acceleration is considered reasonable both for flight path corrections
after decision height for Cat II and rollout corrections after touch-
down for Cat III. Therefore, the footprint is applied for all alti-
tudes between zero and 100 feet and independent of the category of
approach being made. The footprint, like the window, is defined by the
location of tuo ideal planes within which the localizer and glide slope
would lie if they were perfect. Therefore, the footprint is referenced
to the runway and n't to measured glide slope and localizer beam devia-
tions.

The maneuver criterion is an extension of the present autopilot per-
formance specification. The maneuver criterion is designed to be repre-
sentative of a typical pilot's assessment technique when monitoring the
performance of an autopilot during a coupled approach in VFR conditions.
The VFR stipulation implies that the pilot is capable, through visual
reference, of determining flight path deviation and rate with respect
to the ideal flight path which is extended runway centerline and the
published glide slope angle and aim point. In contrast, the present
autopilot and flight director performance specifications call for lo-
calizer tracking to within 25 ua of beam center with no sustained os-
cillation. Thus, beam misalignment in conjunction with a 25 ua track-
ing error may result in airplane displacement off the runway edge.
(equivalent to 28 ua) and yet the autopilot performance would be classi-
fied as satisfactory. Clearly a pilot is concerned with overall apter
accuracy and would consider such performance unacceptable. Therefore,
the new maneuver criterion is referenced, just as the footprint, to the
runway location and not to the measured beam. It is expected that the
vast majority of coupled approaches to touchdown will be made, at least
initially, under VFR conditions to allow pilots to gain confidence in
the operation of the system and bo gather data on its performance. A
pilot may reasonably expect that a good autopilot will filter out near-
ly all of the "incorrect" beam information. This further justifies
taking the view that the maneuver criterion, just as the footprint, be
measured with respect to the runway and not to the beams. The pitch
maneuver criterion is applied between one thousand feet altitude and
flare altitude (50 feet for the 727). The roll axis maneuver criterion
is applied between one thousand feet altitude and touchdown.

3.1 Roll Axis Footprint Criterion

The roll axis footprint criterion which is used in this report re-
quires the satisfaction of all four inequalities which follow:

J->IyI (3.1.1)
• •2

-JR y + y - for y. _0 and 0 5h <I00 (3.1.2)

J _Ry+y+ y for y0 and O_<h<i00 (3.1.3)

Jl - (10 - R) A (3.1.4)
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The symbols in these inequalities are defined in the Table of Abbrev-

iations and Symbols.

The following parameters for the footprint criterion were used:

R = 1.0 seconds

A = 1.125 feet/second2

J = 60 feet

The roll axis footprint criterion is plotted in Figure 3.1.1.

" The roll axis footprint criterion defines the lateral limits of the
runway between which touchdown must occur in order to be safe and acV
ceptable on a routine basis. FAA Advisory Circular 20-57A defines
these limits by specifying that the outboard landing gear shall be no

.closer than five feet from the lateral limits of a 150 foot runway.
This defines a one dimensional "restricted zone" which the aircraft
landing gear may not penetrate for an acceptable landing as shown in
Figure 3.1.2.

This one dimensional (lateral deviation only) restricted zone de-
fining the region outside the footprint is an insufficient constraint
for acceptable touchdown. If the lateral velocity is not zero at
touchdown, that velocity must be arrested through an acceptable maneu-
ver before penetrating the restricted zone further down the runway. Not
only is this a dynamic property of physical systems, but the pilot
does, in fact, recognize this property and his estimate of the success
in avoiding the restricted zone after touchdown is factored into his
rating of the acceptability of the landing. The pilot has some reason-
able idea of the performance of his aircraft, both the response during
the maneuver to arrest the lateral velocity and the time required to
establish that maneuver.

Since we know that the acceptable lateral acceleration for the
maneuver is small compared to the forward velocity, the radius of the
turn will be large. Thus, it is a reasonable approximation to use the
equations for constantly accelerated motion from an initial condition
at t = t . That is:0

y = YO + YO + t+1/2at 2  (3.1.5)

Now the criterion is that the min-max of y not be in the restricted
zone. The min-max.of y occurs when ý equals zero. The equation for
is:

y yo + a t = o (3.1.6)

Solving for the time of the min-max as a function of k yields:
* 0

a
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Substituting equation (3.1.7) into equation (3.1.5) yields:

.2
yo + Ry 0 - o (3.1.8)

2a

For the case of y 0 • O,(a)must equal + A and the min-max may not

lie in the left restricted zone.

"-J Yo + R Yo - Y for fo (3.1.9)
2A

And for the case of >_ 0,(a)must equal - A and the right re-
0

stricted zone must be avoided.
"2

J Yo + R yo + o for > 20 (3.1.10)

Equations (3.1.9) and (3.1.10) yield a constraint in the y - y
plane which evaluates the ability of the aircraft to remain within
"the lateral bounds of the restricted zone when a corrective maneuver
is applied. When the restricted zone constraint itself, epuation
(3.1.1), is added a closed footprint criterion in the y - y plane is
formed.

This criterion does not only apply at the instant of touchdown.
It is clear that the pilot is assessing the situation in a manner simi-
lar to this at altitudes up to decision height and acquisition of vis-
ual reference. Thus, in this report the footprint criterion is con-
sidered applicable between the 100 foot altitude and touchdown. The
lateral position and velocity in the constraint equations are always
with respect to the extended runway centerline.

The extension of the applicability of the footprint criterion to
100 feet suggests the additional constraint that, if the corrective
maneuver is initiated at an altitude of 100 feet, the cross runway vel-
ocity be reduced to zero at or before touchdown. In this way, the need
to continue the maneuver through flare and touchdown which increases
the landing risk, is eliminated. Considering the time to go and the
response time of the pilot and aircraft, the constraint may be derived
from equation (3.1.6) by solving for Yo" This yields the final con-

straint equation for the roll axis footprint criterion:

lyl 5 (l0- R)A (3.A.)

Here the ten seconds represent a conservative estimate of the time from
100 feet to touchdown which tends to emphasize reducing lateral velo-
city to zero before touchdown.
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Now having derived the full set of four constraint equations for
the footprint criterion., it is necessary to evaluate the parameters
J, A2 and R in order to use the criterion. Referring to Figure 3.1.2,
it is clear that the allowable lateral displacement to reach the re-
stricted zone: is given by:

= restricted zone width landing gear width (3.1.12)
2 2 (..2

This requires that the landing gear of the aircraft with the given size
be over the allowable portion of runway width and not in the restricted
zone.

For the 727 aircraft on a 150 feet wide runway, this becomes:

Y = 70 - 10 = 60 feet (3.1.13)

In the determination of the parameter,.A, it must be remembered
that the footprint criterion is not exprekoing safety considerations
alone, but rather restricts aircraft posiions and corrective maneuvers
to those which are acceptable on a routifie basis. In commercial pas-
senger service, the pilot wants the corroctive maneuver to be minimal
at altitudes below 100 feet. A maneuveý equivalent to two degrees of
bank angle was considered suitably minijaal without being excessively
restrictive. For coordinated maneuverS, the bank angle and cross run-
way acceleration are related by

a = g tan (3.1.14)

Using this relationship leads to

A = 1.125 ft/se 2  (3.1.15)

A reasonable value for R, the reaction time of the pilot combined with
the time required to establish the ., degree bank maneuver, at low al-
titude is

R = second (3.1.16)

Now the constraint equations and p'.rameter values have been derived to
plot the roll axis footprint criterion of Figure 3.1.1. This restricts
the lateral position, velocity, an4 corrective maneuvers from decision
height through touchdown to those ;'cceptable day in day out during com-
mercial passenger service. The fo~,tprint is conservative in that the
corrective maneuver is restricted to be very gentle. This footprint
is more restrictive and realistic i-,han the one dimensional footprint of
AC20-57A because lateral velocity A taken into account. The flight
test experience of 65 automatic lanj4ings and simulation of many hundred
automatic landings has demonstrated that this refined footprint criter-
ion is representative and not exceszively restrictive.
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3.2 Roll Axis Maneuver Criterion

The roll axis maneuver criterion which is used in this report re-
quires the satisfaction of the inequality

Y _ ly + I 1 Gl Y'2 0 (3.2.1)

for altitudes between localizer approach on course and touchdown. The
symbols in this inequality are defined in the table of abbreviations
and symbols.

The following parameter values for the maneuver criterion were
used:

S= 17 ft/degree for 0 < h < 100 Ft.

,=l17 +.~) ft/degree for h Ž! 100Ft.

r2 = 5 ft/degree
h -100

Y =h- 100 +6o ft forh ? 100 Ft.
2.3

Y=6o ft for 0 < h < lOOFt

In addition, a criterion on nuisance wheel activity should be imposed
in the form of the allowable power spectral density of wheel motions
resulting from locelizer anomalies. However, this specification was
not developed during this study. This report does not use a criterion
on nuisance wheel activity.

The roll axis maneuver criterion with the proper parameter values
should provide a separation between acceptable and unacceptable auto-
land which shows similarity to pilot evaluations. Defining the larg-
est routinely acceptable maneuver is a more difficult task than sizing
the footprint. The footprint size was dete-rmined by requiring that the
aircraft land on the runway and not run off the edge. That led to
firmly fixed numbers. The basis of the maneuver criterion is pilot
confidence and passenger comfort which are much more difficult to de-
scribe quantitatively in terms of aircraft motions. In spite of this
difficulty, the maneuver criterion developed and used for this report
is a reasonable model for pilot opinion. This criterion is practical
and useful even though it does not reflect the variability among pi-
lots or aircraft.

A maneuver criterion is essential because although the aircraft
landed in the target footprint, the manner in which it got there may
have been unacceptable. The maneuvers above 100 feet may not have been
the kind to be tolerated every day in commercial passenger service. Or
at some point during the approach, the pilot may have become extremely
doubtful that the autoland system would get the aircraft into the tar-
get footprint.
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The auboland performance criteria of AC 120-29 are one dimensional
(displacement only), contain large discontinuities, and apply to de-
viations from beam center. With most autolands likely to occur in
VFR conditions the extended runway centerline should be the reference
rather than the beam center as discussed earlier. In addition, the
pilot tightens his tolerance on system performance in a nearly contin-
uous manner rather than in a stepwise fashion. Further, the pilot
evaluates performance using attitude and cross runway velocity as well
as displacerent.

Early attempts to refine and extend the performance criteria of
AC 120-29 placed constraints on additional state variables one at a
time. As these criteria were evaluated, it was found necessary to vary
the allowable deviation of each state variable as a function of the
other state variables. This interdependence was first expressed as
discretely different limits according to the value of other state var-
iables. This one-at-a-time form rapidly became too cumbersome and led
to the development of a criterion on the state variables in an inte-
grated form. That is, a single equation was developed to continuously
constrain all of the relevant state variables at one time.

Although the pilot's attention varies from parameter to parameter,
he forms an integrated assessment of the total vehicle state. Eval-
uation is made on this combination of maneuver variables or state. That
is, as the aircraft is displaced to the right there is less tolerance
of velocities to the right, and right wing down bank angles. Thus, it
is more representative to change the limits on each variable as a func-
tion of the other variables. Further, this interdependence is better
expressed in a continuous form rather than by only a couple of discrete
step changes. The continuous form better describes the pilots' evalu-
ation characteristics.

It is well recognized that the maneuver tolerance decreases as the
aircraft gets closer to touchdown. However, a three step staircase
with altitude is a poor characterization of this behavior. A non-
linear or piece-wise-linear, continuous function is a more realistic
description of the pilots' maneuver tolerance.

As in AC 120-29, the maneuver tolerance is best expressed as a
lateral deviation boundary. This boundary is made a function of alti-
tude to resolve ambiguities resulting from variations in the nominal
glide path and course width. Then the interdependence of the maneuver
variables may be brought in through sensitivity factors which trade
lateral deviation for the other variables. Thus, the functional form
of the maneuver, criterion that develops is:

Yy+÷ y+ yJ (3.2.2)

To see the interdependence of variables built into equation (3.2.2),
let us take a hypothetical example. Suppose for a moment that

Y = 50 feet
K1 = 10 feet/foot/second

S= 25 feet/foot/second
2
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Then some borderline cases are:

Case y y y

1 50 0 0

2 0 5 0
3 0 0 2

4 30 2 0

5 -30 -2 0
6 70 -2 0
7 5 2 1

Notice that in cases 1 - 3 the parameters yield a limit on each
variable, as in the classic case, if all other variables are zero. But
now in case 4, when the velociiv is to the right, less lateral devia-
tion to the right is permitted befoze the inequality is violated. With
the velocity to the left as in cases 5 and 6, we see in case 5 that' the
left deviation is restricted as in case 4, but in case 6 a greater de-
viation to the right is permitted in the presence of a left velocity.
However, the aircraft cannot satisfactorily reach the state of case 6
from an initial condition of tracking the runway centerline because the
constraint inequality would have to be violated before that state is
reached. Case 7 shows a further reduction from case 4 in allowable
lateral deviation when acceleration to the right is combined with' ve-
locity to the right.

To gain further insight into the implications of this constraint
equation, write the equation for constantly accelerated motion.

- -At y (3.2.3)
0 ~2 Y

Equation (3.2.3) predicts the lateral deviation At seconds after
the observation of the instantaneous state y02 o', YO at At = 0

with the assumption that the acceleration YO will be constant at its

instantaneous value. Notice the similarity between the right hand
sides of equations (3.2.2) and (3•3.3). Thus, we see that in some
sense the maneuver criterion claims that the pilot cbkes' not on2y
about the present lateral deviation but also what it will be in the
future if the present trend continues. This prediction aspect of
the criterion is reasonable in view of the pilot's intuitive feel
for the physical laws of motion. People have a feel for the rela-
tionship between position, velocity, and acceleration or they would
be unable to walk across a busy street, drive a car, or fly an air-
plane. However, the exactness of the prediction depends on the per-
son's ability to perceive the relevant variables and evaluate the pre-
diction equation. Recognizing this uncertainty, equation (3.2.2) ex-
presses the coefficients as K's rather than relating them to a predic-
tion interval. This allows individual adjustment of the sensitivities
without regard for prediction interval so that a better match to the
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evaluation process is obtained.

Now, realizing that y is proportional to ground heading and "y" ist
proportional to bank angle for small perturbations, equation (3.3.2)
may be rewritten as

Y l y+ 'G + K2 01 (3.2.4) I

One should be cautious about extending the application of this type of
criterion or placing too much faith in its absolute accuracy. .It is
intended for application in judging simulated autoland system response
to localizer beam anomalies which are encountered on a routine basis.
There are reservations about its applicability in turbulence or any
attempt to implement it inflight or use it to evaluate flight data.
Further study is required before extending use of this criterion' be-
yond the current investigation.

The parameter Y is dependent on allowable runway width and airplane
size at low altitude. That is, the landing gear must be over the run-!
way. Thus Y was taken to be equal to J at low altitude.

* Now the allowable deviation, Y, must vary as a function of how
close the aircraft is to touchdown. For Lhis lateral criterion, al-
titude has been selected as the variable to indicate the proximity toq
touchdown. The pilot wants the aircraft within the runway edges from
100 feet on down. Hence Y should be constant from 100 feet through

I touchdown. For guidance on the allowable lateral deviation, examine
the FAA Category II specification for autopilot performance. The
autopilot is required to track centerline within 25 microamps between
100 feet and 300 feet and within 35 microamps above 300 feet. The 25
microamps at 100 feet is about 60 feet so that at this altitude the
two criteria are reasonably in line with each other for a 727 size air-
craft. But we would reject the occurrence of the step change at 300
feet. There is a further problem as shown in Figure (3.2.1). It is
seen that the allowable lateral deviation varies with glide slope an-
gle and localizer beam width. The localizer beam width is detepmined
by runway length in order to keep the beam gradient constant at thres-
hold. It is desirable to eliminate this strong dependence on beam
width and glide slope by fitting a single function of altitude through
the curves. The best fit is

Y =• 0- + 60 for h 1 100 feet (3.2.5)5.3

Select K such that 8 feet per second ( 'G = 2.56 degrees) of cross

runway velocity for 2 seconds causes violation of the maneuver criter-
ion at low altitude. In 2 seconds the aircraft has displaced 16 feet
so that K1 = (60 - 16)/2.56 = 17 feet/degree. Further, select K2 such

that a 5 degree bank angle held for 2 seconds violates the maneuver
criterion. After 2 seconds the aircraft has displaced 5.6 feet and has
a ground heading of 1.66 degrees so that 2 = [60- 5.6- 17 (1.66)] /

5 = 5 feet/degree.
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Now at 1500 feet of altitude select K1 such that a cross runway velo-

city of 20 feet per second held for 4 secons will violate the maneuver
criterion. Thus K1 = 38.5 feet/degree at 1500 feet. And select K2

so that a 10 degree bank angle held for 3.5 seconds violates the man-
euver criterion. This leads to K2 = 5 feet/degree.

Making a straight line fit between the values at 100 feet and 1500
feet yields the conclusion:

K1 = 17 feet/degree for 0 $ h ._ 100 feet (3.2.6)

h = 100
X = 17 + r5 - feet/degree for h ? 100 ft (3.2.7)

K2 = 5 feet/degree (3.2.8)

The basis for the maneuver criterion and its associated parameter
value have been discus~sed. Although the size of the acceptable man-
euver is consistent with the autopilot tracking accuracy specification
of AC 120-29, the maneuver criterion used in this report has been re-
fined by including anticipation.

3.3 Pitch Axis Footprint Criterion

Basically, the problem encountered in defining a reasonable "foot-
print" boundary in the 50-100 foot altitude band was one of finding
the maximum allowable values for altitude and altitude rate deviations
from the ideal glide slope ( Ah and A h respectively) such that an
airplane which is equipped with reasonable flare control, and does not
exceed these maximum deviations, will touchdown within the Category III
dispersion limits on the runway. The "footprint" criterion problem
was thus approached in the following steps.

(1) First, it was assumed that each system was provided with a
flare coupler whose performance was satisfactory for Cate-
gory III operation. Since this study concerns the behavior
of certain autoland control laws in the presence of ILS
disturbances, it will not include air lane response devia-
tions which are not related to the G/S signal, such as the
flare maneuver. Evaluating approach performance below the
flare attitude would complicate even more this very diffi-
cult task. Furthermore, the actual ground effects and the
action of the throttle during flare have significantly greater
influence on the touchdown dispersion than does the action
of the flare coupler. Consequently, the "footprint" criter-
ion was developed without concern for problems associated
with the design of flare control laws. Suffice it to assume
that the flare coupler (and throttle control) will satisfy
the flare requirements for Category III touchdown dispersion.
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(2) Hypothetical touchdowns at the extremes of the acceptable
zone (see Figure 3.3.1) were presumed. The problem was then
worked backwards to determine the location of the nose of
the airplane with respect to the ideal G/S which would have
caused these limiting case touchdowns. This step deter-
mined the maximum and minimum Ah boundaries.

(3) The extreme Ah boundary of the "footprint" was defined
by finding those descent rate deviations from nominal which
caused the same longitudinal offsets as the maximum Ah
deviations. Thus, the four points in the graph of Figure
3.3.2 were determined.

((4) To add a degree of safety to this "footprint" criterion, the
extreme A h points in Figure 3.3.2 were translated by 5 per-
cent into the favorable Ah region as shown in Figure 3.3.3.
Similarly, the extreme A h points were moved by 5 percent
into the favorable Ah region; and finally, for the ini-
tial trials, points were then connected as shown in Figure
3.3.4.

3.3.1 Assumptions and Constraints

In order to establish a meaningful boundary for Ah and Ah
for the low altitude band of the G/S, certain assumptions were re-
quired. These assumptions had to be reasonable and free of arbitrary
statements. For example, a particular glide slope angle may have been
assumed in order to fix the geometry for an extreme, worse-case condi-
tion.

In addition, certain restriction, which hereafter will be referred
to as constraints, •-.re required in order to reduce the complexity of
the problem to a level where meaningful discussion and communicatio,.
may be possible. The following is a list of these assumptions and con-
straints.

3.3.1.1 Assumptions

(1) Each autoland system is provided with a flare cou~pler which
will satisfy the touchdown dispersion requirements if, prior
to flare, the airplane remains within the footprint. Several
flare couplers have already been certified whose performance
easily meets these requirements on a 2 0 basis.

(2) For the shortest flare maneuvers, the worse case rate of
change in descent rate is linear and can be expressed:

• = m t (3.3.1)

where h = rate of change of altitude FPS

m = constant

t = time ~ sec
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(3) The longest "float" caused by the flare coupler will'be that
demonstrated by the 747 airplane with a .95 probability.
Although this probability (2 0 ) is considerably less than

i x 1- 6 (4.75 0 ), the 747 performance data are considered
reasonable and valid for worse-case comparisons in that both
theoretical.analyses and empirical results show that the 747
touchdown dispersion is greater than that of the 727-100
(Category II) or the 367-80 (autoland research) airplanes.
This is due primarily to the physical size of the 747 com-
pared to the other two airplanes. In addition, the 747
Category III performance analysis has been documented by
Boeing and approved by the FAA.

(4) The nominal touchdown.point for the 727-100 airplane under
certified autoland control is 357 feet beyond the G/S trans-
mitter for a 2.5 DEG glide slope beam (Reference 1). The
nominal touchdown point for any airplane under control of a
particular flare coupler may be altered very easily by simply
modifying the throttle control.

(5) The flare maneuver will always be executed at a gear height,
above the runway level, of at least 35 ft. The normal gear
height at flare for the 727-100 is 50 ft.

This assumption relates to the problem of terrain depressions
in the region of the approach zone immediately preceding the
runway threshold (from -1000 to 0 ft. shown in Figure 3.3.1).
Depressions in this region give rise to delayed flare execu-
tions which may cause very hard touchdowns. Indeed, extremely
large depressions coupled to maximum G/S deviations can cause
touchdowns which may result in structural damage. Therefore,
since depressions greater than 15 feet would often result in
hard landings, it will be assumed that runways suitable for
Cat. II and Cat. III operations will be free of depressions
greater than 15 feet below rummy level in the zone immediate-
ly ahead of the runway.

(6) The maximum ground speed during the flare maneuver is 240
Fps (142 Kts).

(7) The minimum ground speed during the flare maneuver is 180 FPS.
(1o6 Kts).

3.3.1.2 Constraints

(1) Glide slope angles u-nder consideration will be in the range

2.5 5 0 .5 3.0o
(2) The main landing gear must not touchdown less than 300 feet

nor more than 2500 feet from runway threshold. This constraint
must hold true for each facility, individually regardless of
runway configuration and beam geometry.

Ref. 1 Boeing Document D6-24406, Performance Analysis of "the 727-100
and 727-200 Autoland Systems, O'Toole, P. L.
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(3) The greatest allowable descent rate at touchdown will. be
-6 FPS, a firm but safe value according to test pilot opinion,
flight test results, and structural limitations.

(4) The "footprint" will be such that

Ah < o when Ah = Ah MAX

and Ah > o when Ah = Ah M33

NOTE: Whenever the airplane is below the beam,

Ah > 0. Whenever Y<G/S angle, Ah < Oo

3.3.2 Determination of the Maximum Altitude Deviation

Determination of A hmAx (below beam deviation) for the 50-100 ft

altitude band was achieved by hypothesizing a touchdown at the minimum
allowable point (300 ft. in Figure 3.3.1) and then computing the most
linear trajectory from that touchdown point up to the 35 ft. beight
above runway, as shown in Figure 3.3.5. A height of 35 ft. rather than
50 ft. was used because by Assumption No. 5, the longest delayed flare
execution occurs at the lower altitude.

The most linear trajectory could be computed if the shortest longi-
tudinal distance, AIX in Figure 3.3.6 were known. To find this mini-
mium AX, consider four extreme cases:

Case G/S '-'Deg Vg FPS

1 3.0 2 240} Assumption No. 6

2 2.51 Constraint No.1 24 A p o

3 3.0 180 Assumption No. 74 2.5 18o0

First, since ground speed changes less than 10% during flare, the
change in sink rate is primarily due to changes in flight path. Hence,

Ax = At. V cosY 0 At V 9 (3.3.2)

where V is grotud speed F- FPS

A t is time from execution of flare to touchdown
Sec

Y is flight path angle ^, DEG

The duration of the flare can be expressed

At = h (3.3.3)
AVE
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where hAVE is the average descent rate during flare

Ah = vertical distance covered during "flare which is

35 feet

Now, hAVE is easily determined from assumption No. 2 and'constraintNow,

No. 3; that is, the rate of change in h during flare is liiiear and the
worst-case, touchdown rate is -6 FPS. Hence,

hAVE ,h(3.3.4)
2

"• = •ZARE -6

2

where LARE is the true descent rate at the execution of flare

hT/D is the descent rate at the instant of touchdown

Substituting Eq. (3.3.4) into Eq. (3.3.3),

At -A70 -6(3.3.5)
t FLARE

and substituting Eq. (3.3.5) for At into Eq. (3.3.2)

AX (3.3.6)
FlARE"6

Finally, in order to obtain AX in Eq. (3.3.6) as a function of glide
slope and ground speed only, we must replace the F term. According

to constraint No. 4, when the altitude deviation is at maximum value,
the altitude rate deviation, Ah, must be less than zero; i.e., if the
airplane is below the beam the maximum distance, then it must be return-
ing to the beam. It follows then that the very worst-case occurs when

A=o0.
Therefore, since we are dealing with zero altitude rate deivation,

hnM-Vg tan 8

--- Vg 8/57.3 (3.3.7)

where B is the glide slope angle :- DEG

Substituting Eq. (3.3.7) into Eq. (3.3.6),

AX = 70 Vg (3.3.8)
Vg- - 6  0_ + 6
"57.37.3 Vg
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Under FAA requirements listed in (Reference 9), the lowest possible
reference datum is 47 ft. We will, therefore, apply Eq. (3.3.8) to the
four cases of glide slope and ground speed shown above using the 47 ft.
reference datum point. The result is shown in the Table of Figure 3.3.6.

As shown in Figure 3.3.6, case 3 yields the smallest value (-817
Ft.) for AX in Eq. (3.3.8). That is, the lowest speed coupled to the
highest glide slope will produce the most linear trajectory from flare
altitude to touchdown, and hence, the smallest value for AX in the four
cases.

To obtain the numerical value for AhM, we first obtain the verti-

cal and horizontal distance from the main gear to the G/S receiver an-
tenna on the nose "of the 727-100 airplane, which is shown in Figure
3.3. T. Numerically,

Horizontal Distance = 70 ft
Vertical Distance = l0 ft

The location of the nose A X, referred to the horizontal coordinate
in Figure 3.3.6 is determined by

AX =300+ AX +70 =300o-817+70=-447

The nose location above the runway is 35 + 10 = 45 ft. Consequently,
since we are dealing with the 3.0 deg. beam angle,

A = = [898 - (-447)] tan (3.0) - 45 (3.3.9)

The 898 ft. value is the required location from threshold of the glide
slope transmitter for the 3.0 deg. beam whose reference datum is 47 ft.
Eq. (3.3.9) reduced to

AhM = = 25.4 ft. (3.3.10)

3.3.3 Determination of the Minimum Altitude Deviation

The same procedure used to determine the maximum allowable altitude
deviation below beam is not applicable to the determination of the min-
imum altitude deviation, Ahi (above beam error). This is because all

flare computers to date operate "open-loop" with respect to range, i.e.,
there is no runway distance information input to the autopilot flare
coupler. Consequently, there is no assurance that an airplane, which is
tracking the beam perfectly at the beginning of flare, will touchdown
less than 2500 ft. from threshold. As a result, no realistic, worse-
case trajectory could be derived by simple assumptions and straight-
forward mathematics as was done in the minimum touchdown case.

The problem of determining A h., was approached by considering

the following analysis. First, the glide slope transmitter was located

e. 9 FAA Advisory Circular 120-29, Criteria for Approving Category I
and Category II Landing Minima for FAR 121 Operators, September,
1970
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hypothetically in accordance with the worse-case glide slope ( 8 = 2.5
deg, the same glide slope to which the test airplane was subjected).
The maximum reference datum height of 60 ft. was postulated and, hence,
the location of the transmitter was 1375 ft. down runway from threshold,
the greatest possible distance.

By assuption No. 4 (Section 3.3.1.1), the nominal longitudinal dis-
tance of the 7(27 flare maneuver which is initiated with zero deviation
is 357 ft. Hence, the total longitudinal distance remaining, without
regard for altitude deviation or dispersion of the flare maneuver (tur-
bulence, wind shear, sensor and autopilot inaccuracies, etc.) was (see
Figire 3.3.7).

2500 - 1375 - 357 - 768 ft.

The 2500 foot figure is the maximum allowable down runway touchdown
position. If a thorough statistical analysis were employed here to de-
termine the percentage of 768 ft. that may be reserved for a AhMI
the result would likely have been a negative quantity; i.e., the air-
plane should nominally be located somewhere below the beam when begin-
ning the flare maneuver in order to maximize the probability of landing
within the touchdown zone.

The "float" caused by this hypothetical flare maneuver was taken
from assumption No. 3 (Section 3.3.1.1) -- the 20 dispersion of the
747. (Reference (3) points out that the following factors contributed
to 747 twuchdown dispersion about the nominal.

A. Airplane Configuration; weight, c.g., flaps, etc.

B. Approach Speed

C. Beam Angle and Reference Datum

D. Receiver Centering Error

E. Path Alignment Accuracy

F. Beam Bends

G. Autopilot and Sensor Tolerances

H. Vertical Turbulence

I. Horizontal Turbulence, including Wind Shear
(Reference 3) shows that the variance (C 2) for all the effects,

A through I above, is 54,000 ft 2 , but an extreme, worse case glide slope
transmitter location has already been postulated. Hence, we ignore
C (beam angle and reference datum). Furthermore, those variables
which induce deviations only dur'ing glide slope control should be ig-
nored. This implies that the variables D, E, F, be totally removed
from the overall variance. Thus, since the variance of the sum of

Ref.3 Boeing Document D6-33220, 747/SPZ-I Fail-Operational Autoland
System Performance Analysis
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random variables is equal to the total variance,

oT/D2  5•,0O0 - oC2 C- 0-D 2 I - (3.3.4)

where
F2T/D is the total variance for the worse-case touchdown

dispersion that we seek
C is the 747 variance due to beam angle and reference

datum
OD2 is the FAA prescribed variance due to airborne re-

ceiver centering error

0E 2 is the FAA prescribed variance due to patI alignment
y OF2 is the 747 variance due to beam bends

From reference (3) the values for these variances are substituted in

Eq. (3.3.11).

T/D = 54,ooo - (5,85o + 2,700) - 1oo - 4,55o, - 4oo

= 4o,400 ft 2  (3.3.12)
and consequently

2 =1D = 402 ft[L] (3.3.13)

The value in Eq. (3.3.13) was applied as a constraint on the flar.
computer; i.e., performance specifications for flare couplers used
in autoland systems must require that longitudinal "overshoots" re-
main withill 402 ft. with 4.750 probability. This Irequirement may be
relieved depending upon the strictness of the 2500 ft. boundary.

Referring now to Figure 3.3.7, the longitudinal distance that re-
mained on the runway for AhMIN computation was easily determined.

Subtracting the maximum "float" distance in Eq. (3.3.13) from the re-
maining distance available on the runway, 768 ft. gave a total of
366 ft. with which to compute Ahi.. No airplane geometry enters

into the computation, since as shown in Figure 3.3.7, the geometry was
accounted for in the nominal distance consumed by the flare maneuver.

Recalling that the worse-case beam angle for this case is 2.5 deg

AhM = -366 tn 2.50 = -l6 ft (3.3.14)

[lIn a strict sense, this value corresponds to a 2.3 q number since

the discussion concerns a single-tailed distribution.
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As 'statedbriefly above," Eq. (3.3.10) and Eq. (3.3.14) essentially
1provide the basis on which to deffhe the performance specifications
for a Category II and Category III flare coupler. In other words, if
the airplane is within the AhX and ,Ah. boundary (and also within

the Ahm and AhU N boundary iihich is derived'below) at flare alti-

tude, the flare computer must cause the dirplane to touchdownbetween
300 and 25Q0 ft. on the runway.

'3.3.4 Determination of the Maximm and Minimum Altitude Rateý
Deviationt

To estiblish the vertical footprintiboundary, thi maximum and!
minimum descent rate deviations, the simulated 727-100 airplane was

I used. Stated simply, the problem was one of finding the relationship
between sink r.te deviations and altitude deviations.

The 7ý7-i00 airplane, equipped with the three types of longitudinal
autpland systems istudied in this program', was simulated and evaluated
for altitude rate errors. BUginning at 100 - ft (dear ý;eight) and
zero beam ,deviation, various altitude rate deViations, 'h,:were intr6-
duced into each autopilot system until t6e resulting peak altitude
errory Ah, :reached values of -16 ft ( A )' and 25.4 ft.

A h for ascending and descending rape errors respectively. The

values of 'Ah %that caused ehch system to peak at these maximum and
minimum altitude errors were then averaged, and' this average was
selected as the maximui (and miniium) altitude rate errors in the
footprint. Quantitatively,

AhA = 5.64 ft/sec : (3.3.19)
AhMIN = -3.0 ft/sec, , 3.3.16)

-Hence, the value in Eq (3.3.15) is 'the largest descent rate error
allowable at 100 ft. altitude! and the upper limit on the vertical
*axis of the footprint. 'Similarly, Eq (3.3.16) is the lower limit qn
the vertical axis. *

3.3.5 Complete Footprint

Plotting the vdlues of Eq. (3.3.10), Eq4 (3.3.14);, Eq. (3.3.15)
and Eq. (3.3.16) on rectilinear coordinates results in the X points
on the-axes of Figure 3.3.'8. The O-p6ints in the Figure result from
tra'nslatirig the maximum and minimum points 5% into the favorable
quadrant; i.e., the airplane will not be permitted to be'at 'the ex-

,treme allowable altitude deviation udless the rate deviation is in
the direction to decrease the error. Finallr, the O-points were con-
nected as showp in Figure 31.3.8 by the solid lines.

It should be stressed that the fpotprint 'sho4n in Figure 3.3.8 is
the maximum allowable path variation due to all causes including beam
bends, winds, offsets, etc.
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33.4 Pitch Axis Maneuver Criterion

The problem in defining a reasonable maneuver criterion reduces tofinding values for the coefficients C 2 and the function F(h) in

tha ?ollowing inequality:

F(h) 1 4h + C Ah + C2oI (3.4.1)

where

8 =pitch rate -- DEG/SEC,

F(h) = function of altitude

It is to be noted that the terms which comprise the maneuver equa-
tion in the pitch and roll criteria do not exhibit one-to-one corres-
pondence. In the roll axis, the third term in the maneuver equation
is roll attitude. The pitch maneuver equation, (Eq (3.4.1) on the
other hand, uses pitch rate to augment the maneuver description. Bas-
ically, the difference is due to the relationship between the terms in
question and the inertial accelerations which result from these terms.
To illustraste, the steady state, lateral acceleration is proportional
to bank angle while the steady state, normal acceleration is propor-
tional to the rate of change of pitch angle.

In developing the initial values for F(h), the Category I_ track-
ing requirements defined in FAA AC20-57 were used as a guide. However,
the "all causes" F(h) was made to coincide with the smallest altitude
deviation allowed by the "all causes" footprint. Moreover, the slope
of F(h) was increased beyond that of the Category II tracking require-
ment by a factor which was approximately proportional to the ratio of
the average footprint altitude deviation to the minimum tracking re-
quirement, 12 ft.

The values of C1 and C2 were determined by finding a beam bend

which barely induced an exceedance of the footprint boundary and then
varying C1 and C2 until the maneuver boundary was also barely exceeded.

3.4.1 Maneuver Boundary Determination
F(h), the actual boundary, was estimated from the FAA tracking re-

quirement of AC 20-57. This requirement stipulates that an airplane
coupled to the glide slope ILS must track the beam within ± 35 ua or
± L! ft, whichever is greater, from 700 ft. altitade to the decision
height, 100 ft. Converting ua to degrees, this tracking requirement
becomes ± 0.163 DEG or ± 12 ft.

The relationship between altitude deviation and glide slope de-
viation can be expressed
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Ah= I---- .h (3.4.2)

where

A 8.= deviation in glide slope angle -, DEG

IS = actual glide slope- angle - DEG

hA D = deviation about the. actual glide slope ,• ft.

h: = altitude . ft.

Taking the nominal glide slope, 8= 2,75 DEG, the FAA tracking
requirement, will be converted to linear deviation, Abe. For the

above beam case at 100 ft altitude, the negative linear deviation, Ah$D

becomes:

AMD.(lO0) = :-.163 (100) = -5,.6 ft, '(3.4.3)
2.913

and for below beam case, A hD+, the positive linear deviation is

A hD+ (400) = .163 (1oo) = 6.3 ft (3.4.4)
2.587r

At 700 ft. •ititude, the above beam deviation stipulated by the
FAA tracking requirement is

AD- (700) =-.163 (700) = -39.2 ft, (3.4.5)
2.913

and the below beam deviation at 700 ft. is

Ah , (700) = .163 (700) = 44 ft. (3.4.6)

The slope of Ah,. with respect to altitude can be determined from
Eq (3.4.3) through Eq T3.4.6), realizing that the altitude band covers
600 ft. The slope for above the above beam boundary is

3.2-5.L =-.o05o,

and for the below beam boundary, the slope is

44-6.3 0.62

The 35 ua requirement coincides with the ± 12 ft requirement at an
altitude of 214 ft in the above beam case and 190 ft in the below beam
case, Therefore, the below beam deviation boundary derived from
AC 20-57 is
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_ h I -056h for 21A _'h>_ 70O;D -JI ( 3 .4 .4 )
Ah _ -12 ft forh < 21 4 ft..

and the above bei boundary is

A hD., < .o62h for-190 5 h s 700 (48

AhD+ _< 12 ft. for h < 190 1 (.

To reduce the complexity of this development, the A hD boundary was

made symmetrical about the ideal glide slope by

(1) replacing the minimum value of 12 f•. in Eq (3.4.7) and
Eq (3.4.8) with the minimum altitude deviation allowed by the
footprint boandary, which is 16 ft.

(2) averaging the slopes in Eq (3.4.7) and Eq (3.14.8) and then in-
creasing this average by a factor of 1.5 to obtain a final
slope of .089.

(3) finding the altitude which satisfies the equation

.•089 h = 16,
and letting this altitude replace the 214-ft. in Eq (3.4.7)
and 190 -ft in eq (3.4.8).

With these refinements in Ah", it was thus decided to bound the man-

euver criterion with AhD. Thus, F(h) in Eq (3.4.1) can now be expressed

F(h) =.089h for 180 - h 5 700 (3.4.9)
F(h) =16 for h < 180

Above 700 ft., no constraints are placed on the airplane maneuver.

3.4.2 Determination of Maneuver Coefficients

The simulation was adjusted so that the response of the A system
to sinusoidal beam bends would reach a peak at 100 ft. altitude. To
achieve this particular response, the height at which the bend was in-
troduced was varied. Next, the amplitude and duration of the bend were
varied until the footprint criterion was barely exceeded (at the .100 ft.
height). The expression for the bend thus determined was

DISTcos 21 t] ,. DEG (3.4.10)

Having determined the bend which caused marginal performance with re-
spect to the footprint criterion, it was reasoned that this particular
bend should also cause marginal performance with respect to the maneu-
ver criterion.
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To achieve marginal performance in the A system with respect to
the Maneuver criterion, simulated approaches were conducted against the
bend described by Eq (3.4.10), and the value of C1 was varied until the

inequality in Eq (3.4.1) barely held. Next, the value for-C2 was

varied until the peak value of the right hand side of Eq (3.4.1) be-
came insensitive to the change in C2 . Finally, C1 was decreased until

the inequality again was satisfied. The resulting values for these co-
efficients were

1 = 3 5 (3 .4 . .U )
c2 =- 3 . 5 J

The maneuver criterion then, which applies to all;2 causes during the
approach, can be expressed .,

F(h) k Ih + 3.5 - 3.5 61 (3.4.12)

where F(h) is described in Eq (3.4.9). Figure 3.4.1 compares the man-
euver criterion boundary with the equivalent tracking boundary required
by AC 120-29.

3.5 Maneuver and Footprint Criteria Application

The maneuver and footpring criteria were applied in several dif-
ferent ways for the purpose of illustrating the comparative performance
of the three autopilotso The reasons for the varied application were
related to characteristics of the criteria themselves and also the par-
ticular autopilot experiment being performed.

The maneuver and footprint criteria are a set of inequalities
which define the extreme limit of allowable autopilot performance. The
criteria only define a logical state in that a criterion is either be-
ing exceeded or it is not. When a criterion is exceeded, it is of in-
terest to note how long this situation prevailed. However, on most
approaches, none of the criteria are exceeded and, in such case, no in-
formation is provided as to the quality of the approach. Thus the use
of the pitch and roll axis maneuver criteria equations as inequalities
has only limited value. The same is true of the footprint criteria and
for the same reason. To overcome this limitation, two techniques were
developed to expand the usefulness of the maneuver and footprint cri-
teria concept. These techniques are described in the following sub-
sections.

3.5.1 Reduced Footprint Criteria for Bends Only

With the exception of the few runs made on the analog simulator to
study the effects of winds and turbulence, all the simulator work was
directed to the study of the effect of beam anomalies. Thus the air-
plane, regardless of which control law was being used, tracked beam cen-
ter nearly perfectly until a beam disturbance was introduced. In actual
practice, the following random variables all contribute t the difficulty
of obtaining perfect performance:
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A. Receiver Centering Error

B. Beam Alignment Accuracy

C. Beam Bends

D. Vertical Turbulence

E. Horizontal Turbulence

One object of this study was to determine an allowable footprint
boundary for airplane deviations which are the result of anomalous beam
behavior. Consequently, the task was to determine the percentage of
the "all causes" roll and pitch axis footprint boundaries that can be
applied to variables B and C above. Essentially, the effect of varia-
bles A, D and E must be subtracted from the "all causes" footprint and
the remainder can be allowed for the effect of beam anomalies. A dif-
ficulty in this approach is the fact that the three autopilots do not
have the same sensitivity to variables D and E.

In Section 4.1, it is shown that the effect of wind disturbances
is far greater on the System A pitch and roll autopilot than it is on
either System B or C autopilcts. Further, the effect of winds must be
described on a probability basis. This is because the required proba-
bility of a successful approach through the zone in which the foot-
print criteria apply is specified as 95% (2 0 basis) for Cat II and
99.9999% (4.9 0 basis) for Cat III operation. Therefore, the amount
of the footprint that must be given over for the effects of wind must
be established on a probability basis before any can be allowed for
the effect of beam anomalies. Clearly an autopilot to be used for Cat
III operation must be far less sensitive to wind disturbances than an
autopilot suitable for Cat 11 operation. Otherwise, more often than
once in a million approaches, an approach will fall outside the foot-
print due to the effects of wind alone. In summary, to rigorously
specify the footprint size which may be applied to the effect of beam
anomalies only, it is first necessary to determine the effect of winds
on autopilots A, B and C both on a 2 0 and 4.9 0 probability basis.
In each axis, six values for the effect of winds would have to be de-
termined and then subtracted from the "all causes" footprint criterion
to specify six different footprints for the allowable effect of beam
anomalies. This is burdensome, but even worse, it leads to a situation
where a different "bends only" footprint would have to be dedicated on

5 the simulator to each autopilot type and category of operation (II or
III). To alleviate this problem, a single "bends only" footprint was
used on the analog simulator. This footprint was appropriate for the
System B autopilot in Cat II operation.

3.5.1.1 Pitch Axis '"end Only" Footprint Criterion

The least complex method for determining a boundary for variables
B and C above was to find the total variance for variables A, D and E.
With this variance known, the task then reduced to finding the mean
deviation that will cause the total variance of variables A, D and E
to exceed the "all causes" boundary of Figure 3.3.8 once every 20
trials. A distribution, or more appropriately a density function, will
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result with the following characteristics:

mean = B' 351)

variance = 0?, J
Refer to-Figure 3.5.1. At a particular ILS facility, the mean,

P(BC)., is a function of the beam anomalies-bends and alignment; and
t he variance, y2A-, is a function of centering error, and vertical

and horizontal turbulence. In other words, the mean will vary from
facility to facility depending upon the characteristics of the glide
slope beam, while the variance remains relatively constant over all the
facilities. Hence, the problem was to determine and p in Figure

3.5.1 such that a total area of 5% lay beneath both tails of each den-
sity curve P1 and P2 for Category II operations.

Now 2 2 2 2 (3.5.2)
0 =~ +l a + 10c 352

ADE A 3 D 3 2

where

a0A 2 Variance of centering error
A

S2
S2= Variance of vertical turbulence

Y E = Variance of horizontal turbulence

The 1 factor in the second and third term in Eq. 3.5.2 is due to the

fact that turbulence is about 3 times more effective on path deviation
after the airplane enters the flare maneuver than during glide slope
tracking. This is very conservative because 100% of the turbulence
variance was accounted for in the flare dispersion. Using the values
in reference (3) and translating from AX to Ah through a nominal
G/S angle of 2.75 DEG,

0A = L1_. 2 1 .231 ft2  (3.-.3)
20.9)

I D2 1 71. 822
3 •20-5•.@ = 3.97 ft 2  (3.5.4)

I 2 = (1 15•)2 = 20.6 ft 2  (35s.5)

Hence, Eq (3.5.2) becomes, in value,

ADE 24.8 ft (3.5.6)
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and the dispersion is

orADE = 4.98 Ft. (3.5.7)

To determine the 5% point, one tail of each curve in Figure 3.5.1
(A_-2 and A2 _2 ) can be neglected because these areas result in a per-

centage number which is smaller than the round-off errors of AhMAX

and A h... Therefore, the object is to derive the multiple of sigma

such that 5% of the P1 area lies in A- 1 (see Figure 3.5.1), and like-

wise 5% of P in A2 1 . Since single-tailed probabilities of 0.05 are

desired, the sigma number which must apply is that which corresponds
to the double-tailed 0.10 probability. Appropriate tables show a sigma
number of 1.6.

Therefore, (Eq 3.5.7) must be multiplied by 1.6. Hence

1.6 0 A,DE = 7.97 Ft. (3.5.8)

Hence, Ic the mean of curve PI, in Figure 3.5.1 is located

= -16 + 7.97-- -8.03 - -8.o Ft. (3.5.9)

Consequently, Ah.iLS, the minimum allowable altitude error which

will apply to beam bends and alignment only becomes

Am = -8.o Ft. (3.5.10)

SL

Similarly, subtracting the value of 1.6 aADE in Eq. (3.5.8) from

25.4 ( A h•A, all causes) yields the value for U2 ,C, the mean of

P2 in Figure 3.5.1.

Thus
2BC ,s = 25.4 - 7.97 = 17.43 A 17 ft. (3.5.13)

and it follows then that AhMAx , the maximum allowable altitude

error which applies to beam bends and alignment only, will become

Ah 1X = 17 ft. (3.5.12)

To complete the extreme points in the footprint for beam bandsoan
only, AhMM and Ah MAX were reduced in approximately the same pro-

portion that Ah 1M and AhMAX respectively were reduced to obtain

the values in Eq (3.5.10) and Eq (3.5.12). Thus
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A - -1.5 ft/sec (3.5.13)
b = 3.5 ft/sec (3.5.14)

Eq (3.5.10), Eq (3.5.12), Eq (3-5.13) and Eq (3.5.14) define the ex-
treme points on the reduced footprint which will be applied to beam
anomalies only. Translating these points by 5% into the "safe" quad-
rants, as was done in the case of the "all causes" footprint, and
conrecting the points linearly, resulted in the footprint boundary
shown in Figure 3.5.2. This boundary governs the beam disturbance
performance by each autoland system, and, if the response of the air-
plane to any beam upset was outside this boundary, the approach was
called unacceptable.

3.5.1.2 Roll Axis "Bend Only" Footprint Criterion

The same technique used to reduce the "all causes" pitch axis
footprint criterion to a "bends only" criterion is also applied to
determine the "bends only" roll axis footprint. The problem is to
identify the lateral displacement variance due to causes A, D and E.
This is done for System B under Cat II operational conditions (2 hbas-
is). This variance is then multiplied by 1.6 and subtracted from the
"all causes" footprint displacement limit to determine the "bends
only" footprint displacement limit. The .1 "g" maneuver limit which
connects the displacement and displacement rate boundaries of the "all
causes" footprint is retained for the "bends only" footprint.

From references (1) and (3), the variance attributable to causes
A, D and E is estimated to be:

CA,D,E= 8.75 ft. (3.5.15)

To obtain a single-tailed probability of .05, a sigma of 1.6, which
corresponds to a total probability of .1, is applied:

1.6a = 14 Ft. (3.5.16)
A,D,E 1 t

The "all causes" footprint displacement limit is 60 Ft. (Eq. 3.1.13)

and the displacement limit of the "bends only" footprint thus becomes:

J = 60 - 14 = 46 Ft. (3.5.17)

The whole of the "bends only" footprint can then be defined by equa-
tions 3.1.1, 3.1.2, 3.1.3, and 3.1.4 with J = 46 feet. This leads to
the "bends only" footprint given in Figure 3.5.3. This boundary gov-
erns the beam disturbance performance by each autoland system and, if
the response of the airplane to any beam upset was outside this boun-
ary, the approach was called unacceptable.
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3.5.2 Reduced Maneuver Criteria for Bends Only
III I LI • ..

The same reason for the reduction of the footprint criterion
boundaries tp define a "bends only" critbrion exists fok the reduc-
tion of:the pitch1 and roll ax.s maneuver criterion boundary. ;The
"bends only" maneuver. ckiterion is determined by reducing the 'thres-
hold value .of .the maneuver equation inequality by the. same percentage
as the footprint boundaries are reduced' to defOine the "bends only"
footprint criterion., The roll and Ditch axis "bends 6nly" maneuver,
criteria were used exclusively on tle analog simulation.

3.5.2.1 1 Pitch Axis "B'nd Only" Maneuver Criterion

The, footprint below beam deviation allowance was reduced from
25.4 feet to 17 feet ,in going from the "all causes" to the "bends
only" footprint. Se6 Figures 3.3.8 and 3.5.2. Thus, the "bendi only"
footprint is appr'oximatelyr 67ý the size of the "all causes" footprint.
Applying this 67% to equation (3.4.9o) to reduce the "all causes" man-
euver criterion by the same factor gives:,

* F(h) = .o6 h for 1180 < h _ 700 Ft.

F(h) = 10 for h < 180, Ft.
The maneuver r riterioh is given by equation (3.4.12) :

F(h) , [Ah *+ 3.5 A - 3.56]

The "bends only" pitch maneuver equation is defined by equationd
(3.4.12) and (3.5.18).

3.5.2.2 Roll Axis 'ýBend Only" Maneuver Criterion
I I

The footprint displacement allowance was reduced from 60 feet' to
46 'feet in going from the "all causes" to the "bends only" fogtprint.
See Figures 3.1.1 and 3.5.3. Thus, the 'bends only" footprint is approx-
imately 77% the size of the "all causes" footprint.

Applying this 77% to thd Y parameter of equation (3.2.1) to ie-
duce the "all causes" maneuver criterion by the same factor gives:

I

Y;= h-100 +. 46 ft for h 100 ft.

(3.5.19)

Y,-46 ft. for 0 < h < 100 Ft.

and, for clarity, repeating the rest of equation (3.2.1) to compltely
define the "bends only" maneuver criterion:
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S= 17 ft/degree for 0 < h < 100 Ft.

S= 17 + (h6100) ft/degree for h _ 1O0 Ft.

S= 5 ft/degree

Y Ž fy + +

3.5.3 Maneuver Equation

By design, the maneuver equation has a continuous value. That is,
at any moment in time, the maneuver equation value can be calculated.
This calculation was continuously performed on the analog simulation.
For the flight tests, the continuous maneuver equation value was post-
flight calculated for all approaches. Thus, both for the simulator and
flight data, the maneuver equation could be interpreted by noting in-
3tantaneous value or by taking average value over a period of time.

As discussed in Section 3.5.2, the maneuver equation, when it ex-
ceeds a threshold value, is said to be a criterion and this criterion
was the measure most often employed on the simulator to compare auto-
pilot performance in the presence of beam disturbances. However, there
were many occasions in which the equation value did not exceed the
criterion threshold, and in this case the peak value of the equation
was used as the comparative measure of performance.

Throughout this report, in Figures which illustrate the path time
history of the flight test airplane, a positive number referred to as
the "M.E.A." is given for each trace. The M.E.A. is the average value
of the maneuver equation between airplane altitudes of 350 and 50 feet.
The average value of the pitch and roll axis maneuver equations, over
the final portion of the approach, is a single number in each axis,
which well describes the overall performance.

In summary, the peak value and average value of the pitch and roll
axis maneuver equations were used to compare autopilot performance on
a fine scale. This application of the maneuver equation was especially
useful where no criteria violations occurred but yet a comparative meas-
ure of performance was desired.

3.5.3.1 Pitch Axis Maneuver Eauation

The pitch axis maneuver equation is given as an inequality in equa-
Stions (3.4.9) and 3.4.12). Combining these inequalities to form an

equation gives:

F(h) = 16 A iah + 3.5 - 3.5 1 for h <180 Ft. (3.5.20a)

F(h) = .089h = t Ah + 3.5 AA1 - 3.56 Ifor 18o 5h 5700 Ft. (3.5.20b)
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The flight test flight path data was plotted against range to theglide slope transmitter instead of altitude. For this reason, the func-
tions of altitude in equation 3.5.20 are changed to functions of range
with the assumption of a 2.5 degree glide slope beam angle:

F(P) 1 16 = IAh + 3.5 Ah - 3.5i I for P < 410 Ft. (3.5.21a)

F(P) = .0039P = ah + 3.5 Ah - 3.56 1 for'41-0P56,100 (3.5.21b)
Equation (3.5.21b) is simply a means of desensitiziag equation (3.5.21a)
when range is greater than 4100 feet (altitude greater than 180 feet).
As such, the equations can be normalized to derive the maneuver equa-
tion for ranges greater than and less than 4100 feet:

M.E. = IAh + 3.5 Ah - 3.561 for P < O4100 Ft. (3.5.22a)

M.E. = 16 IAh + 3.5 AA - 3.561 for P_4100 Ft. (3.5,22b)
.0039 P

From this equation, it is apparent that the Maneuver Equation has acontinuous value that is a function displacement from the ideal glide
path (Ah), displacement rate from the ideal glide path ( A ), pitch
rate ( ) and range.

The maneuver equation (3.5.22) was implemented on the analog sim-
ulator. Also, at two second intervals, the pitch axis flight data was
used to calculate a maneuver equation value. For the flight data, allthe maneuver equation values on an approach were averaged to determine
the maneuver equation average (M.E.A). It is of interest to consider
that any given M.E.A. could have been the result of standing off the
ideal glide path by that number of feet. Of course, normally the av-
erage beam error was less than the maneuver equation average.

3.5.3.2 Roll Axis Maneuver Equation

The roll axis maneuver equation is given as an inequality in
equation (3.2.1). Converting the inequality to a continuous equation
gives:

6o ly + K G + K2  I for o< h <100 Ft. (3.5.23a)

S+ 6o = y + K_ G + K2  MI for h 2!100 Ft. (3.5.23b)S5.3 -l*G+K

where:

K, = 17 ft/degree for 0 < h < 100 Ft.

K1 = 17 + ( ft/degree for h Ž 100 Ft.

K2 = 5 ft/degree
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Equation (3.5.23b) is simply a means .of desensitizing equation (3.5.23a)
when altitude is greater than 100 feet. As such, the equations can be
normalized to derive maneuver equations for altitudes greater than and
less than 100 feet:

M.E. = •y+K 1  +K0 for 0 <h < loOFt. (3.5.24a)

M.E. =318 y + K1*G+12 for h lOOFt. (3.5.24b)

The maneuver equation (3.5.24) was implemented on the analog simu-
ltor. Also, at one second intervals, the roll axis flight data was
used to calculate a maneuver equation value. For the flight data, all
the maneuver equation values on an approach were averaged to determine
the maneurer equation average (M.E.A.).
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4.0 ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS OF INERTIALLY SMOOTHED SYSTEM

This section will treat in detail the actual advantages and limi-
tations of the C (inertially smoothed) system. General statements have
appeared in earlier. sections which imply that the C system wotld be
highly preferred to the conventional (A) system. There are statements
and illustrations in other sections which indicate that the C system
rejects anomalous beam behavior a great deal more effectively than does
the B system. The intent of this section is twofold: 1) to support
these earlier statements by presenting discrete proof of the superior-
ity of the C system; and 2) to show that the C system is not without
problems by pointing out the operational limitations and other disad-
vantages.

The p'roblems associated with the performance of all autoland sys-
tems lie in two general categories.

(1)' Environmental - Winds

(2) ILS beam characteristics - bends noise, interferenc,
etc.

There are other categories of autoland problems, but this study is
confined to the comparison of control law performance. Hence, those
problems which concern failure modes, redundancy, mechanization, etc.,
will not be included in this report.

The A autopilot, under the constraint of first generation sensors,
performs marginally, with respect to these two categories of problems.
Prior to the innovation of the IMS, engineers, under the handicap of
poor quality iensors, endeavored to resolve the major problems in the
two categories above by deriving and approximating critical system var-
iables. Now, however, the INS has introduced a second generation of
critical airborne sensors, and as a consequence, path deviations re-
suiting from wind disturbance can be greatly attenuated. Control laws
similar to the inertially damped B system were the first to employ INS
inputs. Soon, however, several groups in Government and industry dCs-
covered that the INS also provided the means to attenuate path devia-
tions resulting from ILS beam anomalies. Section 2 treats the develop-
ment of the C system in detail, and therefore, it will not be repeated
here, However, the point is clear that the INS, working through a
suitable control law, largely overcomes the environmental as well as
ILS related problems and thus provides the means to achieve consistent
automatic landings.

4.1 Comparative Wind Performance

To illustrate the fact thab the INS provides the means to resolve
the envirrnmental problems connected with autoland performance, several
response curves will be presented. Many of these responses were taken
from simulation results, and although it is very aldftcult to validate
a predfcted wind response tbrough flight tests, there 'Is an abundance
of evidence in the flight data which indicates that the simulation pre-
dictions are indeed reasonable.
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Most of the wind response curves show similar responses for the B
and C systems, particularly in the pitch axis. Consequently, the ad-
vantages of the inerti.Ufy smoothed system in the presence of wind dis-
turbances will be related to the A system only. However, inertial
smoothing does hold improvement potential over inertial damping by vir-
tue of the capability of inertial smoothing to employ higher gains.

Although the same general line of reasoning, regarding comparative
wind performance, applies to both pitch and roll control laws, the two
axes will be discussed separately, beginning with the pitch axis.

4.1.1 Pitch Axis Wind Performance

The most serious impediment to the achievement of accurate, longi-
tudinal autoland systems is, by far, the effect of the wind shear pheno-
menon. Of elVl the random variables which affect path deviation and,
hence, touchdown dispersion, wind shear has been the most difficult to
deal with, Figure 4.1.1 illustrates the comparative performance of the
three types of pitch autoland systems in the presence of a simulated
8 KT/1O0 Ft head wind shear (diminishing tail wind). This shear was
introduced at 500 ft. altitude, and peaked at a value of 15 KTS. The
peak offset of the A system for this wind is approximately 30 ft.,
substantially greater than the all "causes" boundary in the xaneuver
criterion and a factor of three to four times greater than the effect
on the B or C systems. A simulated tail wind shear (diminishing head
wind) is illustrated in Figure 4.1.2 with about the same results.

Because simulation results may leave some doubt as to conclusive
findings, an attempt to duplicate the effect of a wind shear actually
encountered in flight was performed. The following four figures are
included to illustrate the procedure used in this effort.

Figure 4.1.3 shows the simulated response of systems A, B and C
to an artificial G/S beam bend, and as expected, system C rejects about
twice as much beam disturbance as do systems A or B. The flight test
results for this same condition, shown in Figure 4.1.4, apparently in-
dicate a disagreement with the simulation prediction. However, in-
spection of the flight data (ground speed and indicated air sneed) in-
dicated that a 4 KT/1O0 Ft wind shear, as depicted in Figure 4.1.5, was
present during each approach. This same condition was repeated by sim-
ulation techniques, and the approximation of the wind shear was in-
cluded as an additional upset. The results are shown in Figure 4.1.6.
Notice that the C system response virtually doubled in amplitude as a
result of the wind disturbance while the A system response more than
tripled. The B system, for which response to beam bends was about the
same as the A system in Figure 4.1.3, also shows a doubled response to
the bend when the wind is present. Now because the A system had al-
ready saturated its beam limiter in responding to the wind upset, nearly
the entire excursion of the A system can be attributed to the wind.
However, systems B and C, which were holding the wind-induced deviation
within controllable limits, responded partly because of the beam bend
and partly because of an overshoot response to the wind.
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Another important point to emphasize in the preceding sequence of
figures is that the responses of the A and B systems to beam bends are
nearly equal in still air (Figure 4.1.3), but a substantial difference
is noted when the wind shear is present (Figures 4.1.4 and 4.1.6).

The preceding sequence of figures has presented the relative per-
formance of the three autoland systems against wind shear, the most
adverse disturbance with respect to longitudinal path deviation. The
remaining atmospheric disturbances - vertical gusts, longitudinal gusts,
rotary winds, etc., will be regarded as one entity and referred to as
random turbulence.

Figure 4.1.7 taken from the analog computer simulation, illustrates
the comparative effect of random turbulence on the path deviation of
"each system. The peak offsets of System A, in Figure 4.1..7, are con-
siderably greater than the peak offsets of the other two systems. This
particular figure does provide an example of the relative path control
capability of each system in the presence of random turbulence.

Figures 4.1.8, 4.1.9 and 4.1.10 are illustrations taken directly
from flight test data. These figures show convincing evidence that
systems B and C exhibit much greater wind stiffness than does System
A. The environmental conditions to which each autopilot system was
subjected in these figures was nearly identical because the approaches
from which the data were taken occurred over a short period of time on
each of three flight days. Figure 4.1.8 shows the actual flight path
of system A on three approaches. Figure 4.1.9 describes the actual
path of the B system for five approaches performed on the same three
days, while Figure 4.1.10 describes four approach paths of the C system.
Since there were no artificial beam disturbances on any of these
approaches, the path deviations shown in these figures resulted princi-
pally from atmospheric disturbances.

In summarizing the comparative effect of winds on the three longi-
tudinal autoland systems,

1. System B and C exhibit approximately the same degree of wind
stiffness, owing to identical outer loop gains.

2. Path deviation variance caused by winds in the A system are
approximately a factor of 3 greater than either system B or
C.

3. Referring back to the discussion in Section 3.5.1.1, the var-
iance, g2, for wind disturbances for a System B autopilot is

24.6 ft2 (Equation 3.5.6). Using a factor of 2.5, a very con-
servative estimate for the relative performance of dhe A sys-
tem, the A system variance would be 61.5 ft 2 , and consequently,
the 2 C value would be 15.7 ft. Therefore,

20'. = 9.9 Ft.

20 A = 15.7 Ft.
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4.1.2 Roll Axis Wind Performance

Inertial smoothing of the localizer beam deviation has no direct
impact on autoland wind performance. Linear transfer function analysis
shows identical wind performance for systems with and without inertial
smoothing but otherwise the same. Improved wind performance arises
from high quality lateral velocity information and increased gains.

System C indirectly achieves slightly better wind performance than
System B. Some of the reduction in localizer disturbance induced later-
al displacement was traded to double the displacement gain in the iner-
tially smoothed system. The increased stiffness of System C in the wind,
is most noticeable for a wind shear disturbance.

The windshear performance characteristics of System A were dis-
cussed in Section 2.1.1. Figure 4.1.31 shows the simulated crosswind
shear responses of the three systems. System B shows a peak lateral
displacement of five feet induced by the end of the vindshear, while
System C shows a peak of three feet.

Observed lateral deviations caused by the wind during flight test
were similar to those observed on the simulation. Figure 4.1.12 illus-
trates the comparative wind performance of the three systems by showing
the lateral deviation of the midpoint of the line joining the main land-
ing gear obtained by inertial smoothing of the camera tracking system
data. The three lateral deviation traces were obtained with no artifi-
cial beam disturbances on the fourth, fifth, and seventh approaches
during the second test flight. These three approaches were made over
a time span of thirty two minutes and encountered similar wind condi-
tions. All of the systems initially tend to track about ten feet left
of centerline in the presence of ten degrees left crab because the
localiser antenna was mounted on the vertical tail.

Composites of three undisturbed System A, and five undisturbed
System B and C approaches are shown in Figures 4.1.13, 4.1.14, and
4.1.15 respectively. These thirteen approaches were undisturbed in the
sense of there being no localizer disturbances. The lateral deviations
were solely the result of winds.

The maneuver equation magnitude (MEA) was computed once per sec-
ond and averaged over the final approach segment shown in the figures.
This computation is discussed in more detail in Section 3.5. The com-
posite maneuver criterion average for the three undisturbed System A
approaches is ll.5 feet. The composite averages for four System B and
four System C approaches are respectively 7.4 feet and 5.8 feet. The
flight data indicates that System B achieves a thirty five percent re-
duction in maneuver criterion average compared to System A. This re-
duction results from inertial damping through the use of INS track
angle deviation. System C exhibited only half the maneuver criterion
average of System A. The maneuver criterion average of System C is
eighty percent of System B. This reduction is attributable to the
increased gains allowed by inertial smoothing.
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4.2 Beam Sinusoidal Noise Rejection

The capability of the C system to "reject" substantially more
erroneous ILS information than the A or B system, without decreasing
the stability margin, is probably best illustrated with the closed
loop frequency response curves (Bode plots) of the three systems.

Figure 4.2.1 describes the glide slope deviation-to-IIS distur-
bance (8/ 0 NOISE) frequency responses of the A, 3 and C systems.

At the lower frequencies, wherein the long term giidance information
is contained, all three systems exhibit unity gain. However, th6 C
system response to G/S beam signals beyond 0.1 rad/sec is substantially
attenuated compared to the responses of the A and B systems. The A
system response not only shows a tendency to resonate at 0.15 rad/sec,
but also exhibits a pass band that is approximately one octave wider
than the pass band of the C system. The B system response, meamnhile,
shows less tendency to resonate, but exhibits a pasp band that is
even wider than the A system.

The two frequency response curves in Figure 4.2.2 illustrate the
good G/S tracking capability of the C system. The solid curve is a
duplicate of the 8/8 NOISE response in Figure 4.2.1 and is presented
only as a comparison to the dotted curve which describes the vertical
deviation-to-vertical disturbance (h/hDIST) response of the C system.

It will be noted that the h/hiST frequency response is identical to

the 8/ 8 DIST response of the B system (Figure, 4.2.1). This implies

that the C system, in responding to actual displacement commands, will
demonstrate the same, high performance tracking control as the B sys-
tem. But, when subjected to the classical beam disturbances, the C
system response will he greatly attenuated.

Figure 4.2.3 presents localizer deviation to ILS disturbance
frequency responses of System A, B, and C. At low 'requencies all,
three systems tracl. the localizer beam. The respo.se amplitude of
three systems begins to rise between 0.01 and 0.1 radians per second As
a result of the zero caused by proportional plus integral control.
The increase in the response of System C starts at a significantly
lower frequency because ILS disturbance is subject to the complementary
filter lag rather than just a proportional path. The complementary
filter of System C begins to significantly attenuate the response at
frequencies above o.06 radians per second. System B has almost an
octave wider band pass than System C to beam disturbances with the
inertial damping providing most of the response attenuation. The
frequency response of System A has a broad flat peak that is almost
an octave wider than the System B bandpass. The Bode p.Lot for System
A is typical of the response of a system quickened 'by incorporating
the derivative of the disturbance. The attenuation of the System A
response at high frequencies is primarily a result of decreasing later-
al position response to roll command in the forward path.
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Figure 4.2.4 contrasts the ILS disturbance response with the true
displacement response for System C. The curve of n / nNOISE is identi-

cal to the System C response curve in Figure 4.2.3. The curve identi-
fied Y/YDIST in Figure 4.2.4 represents the lateral deviation resulting

from commands equivalent to true position. The Y/YDIST bandpass of

System C is slightly greater than the System B bandpass because of the
higher gains. This shows that inertial smoothing does not compromise
the ability to track and respond to real lateral displacements.

4.3 Comparative Response to Beam Bends

Three shapes of artifi •ial beam bends were generally accepted as
the initial disturbances f be studied on the simulation.

o Sinusoidal (1-COS . t )
oT

o Rectangular (Step Functions, In and Out)

o Triangular (Ramps, In and Out)

After a comprehensive study, it was decided to complete the remain-
der of this program using the sinuscidal disturbances only. The rec-
tangular and triangular bends were rejected as valid upsets to the auto-
land systems, because neither shape possesses continuous derivativs
and, hence, these disturbances caused undue response in acceleration.
As a result, invalid exceedances of the maneuver criterion were observ-
ed, mainly in the A and B systems. Moreover, actual beam bends of ren-
tangular or triangular shape are never observed in practice. In any
event, Figure 4.3.1 is introduced to illustrate typical responses of
all three longitudinal systems to each type of beam bend. No system
was equipped with a beam limiter in the simulated runs of Figure 4.3.1
in order to demonstrate the increased amplitude of the airplane maneu-
ver (see Eq. 3.4.21) when the rectangular or the triangular bend was
used as the beam disturbance.

4.3.1 Pitch Axis Beam Bend Comparisons

As pointed out in Section 2, it was decided to mechanize each of
the three systems with a beam limiter of 0.2 degrees. This, of ccarse,
rendered a degree of "fairness'" or objectivity in evaluating each sys-
tem's performance against beam disturbances. Flight data, however,
soon revealed that the lesser performance of the A system against en-
vironmental upsets necessitated a substantially larger limiter in the
A system, but since all flight testing -gas conducted with the 0.2-deg
beam limiter installed, it became necessary to determine the extent of
the effect of the limiter on each system in order to achieve a practical
evaluation.

Fly down beam bend responses are illustrated in Figure 4.3.2 for
the A system, Figure 4.3.3 for the B system, and Figure 4.3.4 for the
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C system. From the foregoing illustrations, the factor of improvement
that the limiter rendered for beam bend response 'is shown below.

SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT FACTOR OF LIMITER

A 1.34

B 1.34

C 1.36

These factors were obtained by averaging the peak airplane maneu-
vers that resulted from the ':fly up" and "fly down" beam bends in each
system. Thus, since the limiter improves the beam disturbance perform-
ance approximately the same factor in all three systems, and since the
A system cannot perform satisfactorily with the 0.2-deg beam limit, an
improvement factor other than those already mentioned must be assigned
systems B and C over system A. This factor must be somewhat less than
1.34 since obviously, all beam disturbances encountered during coupled
approaches are not likely to saturate the G/S receiver limiter in the
A system, even in the presence of turbulence and/or wind shear. How-
ever, in considering the undisturbed flight paths on the four A system
approaches as seen in Figure 4.1.5, all four approaches develop a beam
error greater than the 0.2 deg. limit. Hence, the capability of the A
system to provide G/S tracking is substantially reduced. Figures 4.1.6
and 4.1.7, on the other hand, demonstrate the high controllability of
the B and C systems against winds in that the resulting beam error is
always less than the limit in all cases. Therefore, owing to the cap-
ability of systems B and C to operate with a 0.2-deg receiver limit,
a conservative improvement factor of 1.25 will be assigned systems B
and C over system A. This factor is completely independent of the
linear differences in beam noise rejection capability of the three sys-
tems.

The main advantage of the inertially smoothed system over a con-
ventional system is the capability of the inertial system to reject a
significantly greater portion of ILS beam bends (and other beam dis-

turbances) than the conventional system. This statement holds for all
frequencies but particularly in the pass band above 0.4 rad/sec. Figure
4.3.5 describes the ratio of the C system peak maneuver (Eq (3.4.21))
to the average peak maneuver of the A and B systems in the presence of
beam bends of various amplitudesi periods and altitudes. The A and B
system responses are averaged because the performance of the two systems
against beam disturbances is nearly identical. Notice that the ratio
in Figure 4.3.5 is less than 0.5 above 0.4 rad/sec and decreases even
further with increasing frequency. Above 1 rad/sec, the decrease in
the ratio of the peak maneuvers appears linear.

There is reason to believe that, in the small, low frequency reg-
ion, 0 - .04 rad/sec, which is not covered by the curve in Figure 4.3.5,
the C system peak maneuver may be slightly greater than that of the A or
B system. However, frequencies below 0.04 rad/sec correspond to a per-
iod greater than 120 sec, which, during typical approaches covers a
longitudinal distance of more than 25,000 ft. Bends of this unusual
length are not likely to exist at any ILS facility which is certified
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for Category II or III operation. Nevertheless. this low frequency
region provides the crucial test for inertial smoothing techniques.
It is the supposed susceptibility of inertially smoothed systems to
"mlmemorize" these long period bends as beam center that has caused the
industry in general to question the tenability of inertial smoothing.

In discussing this apparent disadvantage of the C system, it must
be pointed out that the C system will not cause the airplane to deviate
from the beam center any greater than the vertical distance of the peak
of the bend itself. Consequently, if a long period bend exists which
will cause the C system to exceed the maneuver criterion boundary, then
the peak amplitude of that bend will also exceed the boundary and,
hence, will cause the conventional systems to exceed the boundary also.

There has been speculation that glide slope beams similar to the
sketch in Figure 4.3.6 may exist at certain facilities. The concern
here is that the knee of the "dog leg" of such a bend may exist at the
critical, low altitudes, causing the C system to continue on a danger-
ously low path completely through threshold. System A or B meanwhile
with faster response characteristics will likely track the bend at the
"knee more closely and, thereby, will be in a more favorable position
at threshold. This leads to the suggestion that the B system, with
excellent wind resistance capability, will likely make consistent,
satisfactory autolands against this type bend whereas the C system,
with equal wind capability will be unacceptable in performance because
of its low position at threshold.

According to ILS inspection requirements published by the FAA,
glide slope beam limits are relatively small between 3500 ft and 4
nautical miles from threshold but can deviate rather substantially
within 3500 ft of thrashold. This, of course, implies that rapid
changes in the glide slope are tolerated only below 175 ft altitude.
Consequently, long term bends of the "dog leg" shape will not contain
amplitudes greater than 20 ua (.1 DEG) above 175 ft. See Figure 4.3.7.
This will pose only a minor problem for the C system. On the other
hand, the graphical average path may legitimately follow the sketch
shown in Figure 4.3-.7, and in this case, of the three systems, only
the C system could consistently make acceptable approaches on such a
beam.

The overall improvement of bhe C system against the more frequent-

ly encountered bends may best be illustrated by Telating some function
of the airplane maneuver to some function describing the bend. Since
the area under the curve of the (1-COSINE) function is a function of
the altitude; time duration and amplitude of the bend, it was decided
to plot the peak airplane maneuver against the "area" of the bend for
all three systems. The derivation of the expression for the area un-
der the bend follows.
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The area under bhe bend des'cribed by

A = /2 () BDST (.3,,

where A = area under bend . DEG-SEC

T =period of bend " SEC

ODIST ý= amplitude of bend i-- DEG

but 81D in equivalent feet~of altitude error, is

.: DIST

S 
8OAhT *=(-2.5-DISTJ h(i.32

' (4.3.2)

' where OAh = amplitude of bend -• feet

( I 'h _ altitude of disturbance -- feet

Now h in Eq '(4.3.2), must necessarily be the average altitude,

h; i.e., the'airplane altitude registered at the midpoint of

the bend. Thus,

I I +hT

I (4.3.3)

where h = altitude at midpoint of bend IL- ft

h =,altitude at beginning of ben4 -, ft0 ,

Ih ' nominal descent rate , 9.2 ft/sec

Substituting Eq (4.3.2)' and 'Eq (4.3.3) into Eq (4.3.1) results
in:
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A 1/2 T( 2 DIST h 0-9.2T /

T 95 DIST \( -9.2T -Sc (43.4)
2 DIST / Ft /e

The expression in Eq (4.3.41) was used to plot the independent
axis in Figure 41.3.8. The C system peak maneuver (from Eq (3.41.21))
was plotted on the dependent axis along with the average peak maneuver

for systems A and B. As a result, it can be seen that the improvement
of the C system over the conventional systems depends upon the area
of the curve. In the extremely small area (high frequency) regions,

termediate range, the improvement is slightly greater than two. For
extremely large areas (long periods), the peak maneuvers for the three
systems will converge and thus the improvement factor in the C system
will vanish.

In summarizing the advantages and disadvantages of the C system
against beam bends, the following conclusions are stated.

1) Under linear conditions, the C system is more than twice as
effective as either the A or the B system with respect to re-
jection of beam bends whose periods are greater than 0.5 rad/
sec and whose areas are less than 100 ft. sec.

2) For disturbances which cause beam limiter saturation, the C
system improvement factor, owing to the capability to limit
the G/S receiver beam error to 0.2 degrees must be increased
by 1.25 over the A system.

3) IThe total improvement factor of the C system against the cate-
jgory of bends described in 1) above is 2.5 with respect to
system A and 2.0 with rcE~pect to system B.

4) There is no evidence to supportL the supposition that the C
system performance is unacceptable in the presence of~ the
"dog leg" bend. To the extent that conventional systems are
capable of satisfactory performance against the long term
bend, so is the C system.

5) The C system provides the means to overcome extreme variations
in the graphical average path which, while passable under
flight inspection, may induce dangerous maneuvers in conven-
tional autoland systems.
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4.3.2 Roll Axis boam Bend Comparisons

The responae of the three systems to discrete (U-COSINE) local-
izer bends parallels the comparative frequency response plotted in
Figure 4.2.3. For sufficiently long period bends the three systems
have the same response. It is only for the shorter duration (higher
frequency) bends that the three systems exhibit response differences.

Figure 4.3.9 shows the amplitude versus duration boundary of
allowable (1-COSINE) localizer bends at 250 feet for the three systems.
The boundary was determined by violation of the maneuver and footprint
criteria reduced by the dispersion to all causes other than localizer
bends. The systems were assumed to be tracking the centerline per-
fectly before the discrete bend was inserted at two hundred fifty
feet. Figure 4.3.9 shows that inertial smoothing markedly increases
the size of permissible localizer bends.

The complementary filter retains localizer beam anomalies. That
is to say that the complementary filter is as slow to lose errors re-
sulting from past localizer signals as it is to acquire errors from
current localizer signals. This characteristic gives rise to a sus-
picion that inertial smoothing might degrade autoland performance on
ILES beams which have low frequency distortions far from threshold

Zone 2) but have good characteristics in the vicinity of threshold
Zone 1). Stylized distortions of this type (shown in Figure 4.3.10)

are a (i-COSINE) bend with a length over two miles, a dog leg bend, or
an effective bias in Zone 2 with respect to Zone 1.

Inertial smoothing essentially does not degrade system perform-
ance in the presence of long term localizer bends in Zone 2. Because
the low frequency response of the three systems is very similar, these
dog leg type bends degrade all three systems in a similar manner.

Figure 4.3.11 shows the in-flight response of the three systems
to the long term (1 - COSINE) bend shown in Figure 4.3.10. The ampli-
tude of this bend exceeds the CAT II specifications but is acceptable
for a CAT I localizer. The inertially smoothed System C has a re-
sponse to this twenty microamps bend with a one hundred second period
which is essentially the same as System B without inertial smoothing.
Both System B and C display significantly more phase shift between
disturbance and response than System A.

Figure 4.3.12 shows the response of the three systems to the in-
flight simulation of a localizer which has a fifteen microamps bias
in Zone 2 but has perfect centering in Zone 1 as shown in Figure
4.3.10. This simulated localizer exceeds CAT II specifications but is
acceptable for CAT I. Again the response of Systems B and C are very
much the same. This shows that inirtial smoothing does not seriously
degrade system performance even in the presence of such a severe dog
leg type beam bend. System A did cross through center sooner than
Systems B and C and returned to touchdown near the runway centerline.
But the response of System A violated the reduced maneuver criterion
for beam effects only.
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The dog leg shown in Figure 4.3.10 is the marginal case where the
extended Zone 2 segment intersects the restricted zone at threshold.
This bend is outside of both CAT II and CAT I specifications. This
bend has no worse effect on the inertially smoothed System C than on
the other systems.

4.4 Beam Failure Tolerances

The beam failure tolerance in this report is defined to be the
length of time that the autoland system will withstand an ILS trans-
mitter hardover without violating either the maneuver or footprint cri-
teria. Following the hardover period the ILS beam information is re-
turned to correct value.

In developing autoland control laws (especially for Category III
performance), the vulnerability of the ground station to certain types
of failure must be taken into account. Otherwise, the integrity of the
redundant, airborne system may be compromised by an essentially single
thread1 ILS beam.

Since the key advantage of inertial smoothing lies in the capabil-
ity to reduce path deviation in the presence of erroneous behavior of
the ILS beam, including hardovers, the adverse affect of ground station
hardover failure may be overcome by the application of the inertial
smoothing technique. Whether this is possible depends upon limiting
the duration of the hardover failure. In order for any airborne system
to survive an ILS hardover-type failure, the time of the failure must
be within the beam failure tolerance of that system. This section of
the report will establish the beam failure tolerances for all three
autoland systems.

4.4.1 Beam Failure Tolerance in the Pitch Axis

Using simulation equipment, varying durations of glide slope hard-
overs (both positive and negative directions) were introduced into each
system at several altitudes between 50 and 700 feet. That duration of
G/S hardover which caused each system to barely remain within the limits
of the maneuver criterion boundary was plotted against the altitude at
which the hardover was introduced. (It is to be noted that the A sys-
tem was not equipped with a beam limiter during these simulated trials).

Responses to beam failures of less than 10 seconds duration become
critical with respect to the footprint criterion below 300 ft. altitude.
Consequently, while simulating beam failures below 300 ft., it was dis-
covered that the beam failure tolerance decreased below that value de-
termined by the maneuver criterion, as shown in Figure 4.4.1. For all
three systems, the footprint criterion dominates the tolerance curves
at the lower altitudes. From the figure, it can be concluded that the

)1
1 Although switchiog arrangements are provided within ILS transmitter
stations where a "back-up" system nay be placed on line for a detected
malfunction, there is no simultaneous redundancy and, hence, the trans-
mitters are single thread devices.
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beam failure tolerances for all three systems are as follows:

o System A - .25 sec.

o System B - 2 sec.

o System C - 5 sec.

This particular study also revealed the altitude below which each
system becomes independent of the G/S beam; that is, the altitude at.
which the worse case beam disturbance (hardover) does not induce an
exceedance of either the footprint or the maneuver criterion. Table
4.4.1 contains the values for these particular altitudes. From the
Table, it can be concluded that unacceptable airplane response will
occur for glide slope beam hardovers introduced before the airplane
has descended below an altitude of

1) 70 ft. for System A

2) 87 ft. for System B

3) 130 ft. for System C

TABLE 4.4.1

Altitudes below which beam anomalies cannot induce violations in
the system.

BEAM DISTURBANCE AUTOPILOT SYST'E

A B C

FLY UP

Maneuver Criterion 76 118 166

Footprint Criterion 70 87 130

FLY DOWN

Maneuver Criterion 78 124 166

Footprint Criterion 78 132 178

4.4.2 Beam Failure Tolerance in the Roll Axis

Localizer hardovers (150 ua) of varying duration were introducee
to the simulated aircraft and automatic landing system at altitudes
between 50 and 550 feet. The maximum hardover duration that each syt
tern could tolerate without violating the maneuver or footprint crite3
was determined. The allowable localizer hardover duration as a func.
tion of altitude is plotted for all three systems and both criteria
Figure 4.4.2. The curves in Figure 4.4.2 are terminated at low alti
tude under the circumstance that the violation occurs at touchdown.
Rollout guidance was not a topic of consideration in this report.
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The allowable hardovers determined by the maneuver criterion for
Systems A and B are identical. The bardover input is so severe that
the response of Systems A and B is determined solely by the roll rate
and bank angle command limiters and is independent of other aspects
of control law configuration. For both System A and B, the allowable
hardover duration determined by the footprint criterion is always
longer than that allowed by the maneuver criterion because the maneu-
ver criterion anticipates that the footprint criteria will be violated.
For both Systems A and B, the maximum allowable localizer failure dur-
ation is 1.7 seconds determined at the most critical altitude of 100
feet.

For System C, the allowable hardover duration determined from the
footprint criterion is less than that determined from the maneuver cri-
terion only near 300 feet altitude. In this situation, the aircraft
departs from the footprint with an acceptable maneuver above 100 feet
but does not re-enter the footprint until the aircraft is below the
100 feet. System C can withstand localizer failure durations up to
12.7 seconds at the 250 ft. worst case altitude.

4.5 Effects of Overflight Interference

Overflight interference is a serious problem only on the localizer
although the same effect on a much smaller scale has been observed on
the glideslope. Inertial smoothing has the advantage of significantly
reducing nuisance wheel and bank angle activity and lateral path de-
viations resulting from overflight interference. There are no disadvan-
tages to the use of inertial smoothing in the presence of overflight
interference.

The overflight signature is produced by a moving reflector causing
multipath interference. The localizer signal reflected from a moving
aircraft adds to the direct signal at the approaching aircraft to cause
erroneous deviations. The overflight signature is a function of the
phase shift, signal strength ratio and relative differential depth of
modulation between the direct and reflected signals. The overflight
interference signatures are grouped into two broad categories: "high
altitude overflight" and "low altitude overflight".

The high altitude overflight signature is produced when the re-
flected signal is relatively weak compared to the direct signal. The
reflected signal interferes with the direct signal to cause an oscil-
latory disturbance on the localizer deviation that would have otherwise
been received. The frequency of the oscillatory error increases as the
disturbance progresses and the amplitude envelope is nearly symmetric.
A high altitude overflight disturbance was observed on about one third
of the approaches made during the flight test program. This disturb-
ance occurs frequently in service, especially at airports with heavy
traffic.

Figure 4.5.1 shows the typical signature of the high altitude over-
flight disturbance. The upper trace is an actual disturbance recorded
during flight test. The lower trace is the simulated disturbance which
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was used to obtain comparative flight test data. It is evident that
the simulated oyerfl4ght disturbance is 'a good model' for *the observed
pheno~ienon.

The response of each of the three systems to, the high altitude
overflight localizer disturbance is shown in Figure 4.5.2. 'The dis-
turbance causes System A to oscillate the ailerons violently, even to
full aLt~hority 'or hardover. Inertial smoothihg significantly decreased
the wheel activity of System CQ. Since the overflight has more area in
the fly left direction than the right, the aircraft deviated to the
left. System C exhibits only one-fourth the lateral deviation of Sys-
tem A. Figure 4.5.3 shows -the residual overflight induced lateral de-
viations in the touchdown zone. System A did not recover prior to
touchdown from the oVerflight disturbance at 750 feet. Systems B and

'C did recover before touchdown, however, ýSystei C exhibits a five foot
standoff. This standoff is most likely the result of;an INS tilt error
ps explained+ in Section ,4.6. The maneuver, equation average for System
A is three times that of System.C.

The low altitude overflight interference signature is shown in
Figure 4.5.4. This signature is produced when the reflected signal
is relatively strong compared to ithe direct signal. The disturbance
oscillation is about the apparent deviation of the' reflected signal
rather than the airect signal. This results in a more one sided char-
acter of the low altitude overflight; that is, the increasing frequency
oscillating error typically does riot pass through zero for a long por-
tion of the disturbance.

SThe response of the three systems to the lov altitude overflight
disturbance which was simulated during flight test is shown in Figure
4.5.5. The lateral deviation induced by the disturbance was thirty
five feet for System A. The maneuver equation peaked at fifty two feet,
violating Jthe "bends only" maneuver criterion, and the M.E.A. was 13.6
feet. The peak value of thc rancuvcr equation -as fifty four feet for
System B at touchdown, als.', violatiig the "bends only" maneuver criter-
ion. System C with inertial smoothing shows very small but distinct
path deviations resulting from the lz:w altitude overflight disturbance.
The peak value of the maneuver eqaaiion for System C was thirty three
feet, and the M.E.A. was 9.4 feet. An obvious feature of the lateral
deviation trace of System C in Figure 4.5.5 is the tendency to track

,at an angle to the runway centerline. Systems ,A and B show a similar
tendency. The angular tracking is only two tenths of a degree which is
probably the combined result of several causes and accounts for about
one half of the Sys3tem q.

1Ineztial smoothing dramatically reduces the activi~ty:and path de-
viation of System C in the presence of both high and low altitude lo-
calizer over-flight disturbence. For all disturbances of this type,
System C shows superior performance over that of either System A or
System B.
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4.6 Sensor Imposed Limitations

The quality of the sensor information provided to an autoland sys-
tem may have a critical effect on the performance of that system. As
pointed out in the roll axis analysis of Appendix B, the innovation of
the INS provided a second generation of airborne sensors, and as a con-
sequence, a number of limitations imposed by the first generation of
sensors were lifted. However, the INS platform is not without errors,
and therefore, certain limitations still exist, though on a much smal-
ler scale. The effects of certain INS errors on the performance of
the system C autopilot are discussed in this section.

Of the three autopilots used in this program, System A is least
sensitive to the quality of inertial information. A platform such as
conventional vertical gyro may be marginally suitable for use with an
inertially damped control law as basic stability becomes a problem.
As for the inertially smoothed System C, virtually no maneuver depen-
dent error is tolerable. Thus, only an inertial navigation system is
suitable as the source of inertial data for a first order complementary
filter type smoothed system.

All autoland autopilots have some degree of dependency on attitude,
acceleration and velocity information. To be useable, all this infor-
mation must be in the same coordinate system. The coordinate system is
oriented with respect to local true vertical and runway azimuth. Thus,
the fundamental problem in providing attitude, acceleration or velocity,
is a knowledge of airplane orientation with respect to this coordinate
system. A platform is the device which operates on some inertial prin-
ciple and provides this orientation information. The platform may be
a set of conventional vertical and directional gyros or, at the other
extreme (with regard to accuracy), an inertial navigation system.

The potential performance of all autoland autopilots is constrain-
ed, among other things, by quality of the inertial reference informa-
tion they are provided. The quality of the inertial information may
be characterized by the extent of maneuver dependent errors, maneuver
independent errors and signal format limitations.

The influence of maneuver independent errors and signal format
limitations on the performance of the roll axis System C are discussed
in subsection 4.6.2. It is shown that a significant offset at touch-
down results from the INS mis-estimate of vertical (tilt error). Fur-
ther, that this offset increases with the amount of complementary fil-
tering.

The pitch axis System C is less dependent upon highly accurate in-
ertial data than the roll axis. However, care must be taken in the
control law mechanization to minimize the effect of certain sources of
error. For System C, there is no significant path offset attributable
to inertial information errors.
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4.6.1 Sensor Limitations in the Pitch Axis

The derivation of the change in altitude rate presents the only
serious concern for sensor quality in the pitch axis. The limitations
of the sensors which produce the necessary variables for this deriva-
tion are best understood by simple mathematical analyses.

The change in altitude rate or vertical speed is expressed

c" (4.6.1)

where

Ah is the change in vertical speed,

h is the vertical speed command,

hD' is the derived vertical rate.

But

= v tan (4.6.2)c g

where V is ground speed from the 1NS
g

Sis the actual glide slope angle;

and h(4 3
h% D ='ADC + __ T (4.6.3)

T S+l T S+l

where .
hADC is vertical speed from the air data computer,

h is vertical acceleration from the INS,

T is the time constant of the derived altitude rate
network = 20 sec.

Both hADC and h in Eq (4.6.3) are highly sensitive to the

sensor quality which produces them.
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To illustrate, Eq (4.6.2) will be rewritten to express h a the verti-
Cf

cal. speed command as fed into the autopilot. Thus

=(v + AV + Eý ) sin( 8+ As) (464
e o g

where V is the initial ground speed at glide slope capture,

AV is the change in ground speed during the approach,g

E is the ground speed error,

A B is the difference between the nominal glide angle and
the actual angle.

Upon simplifying, Eq (4.6.4) becomes

I(v -V+ V A0 +E + Af ( 57.3 ( g3 5v+7.3 gA_57.3
+MTv) + Vo ~B+EB~~

~ (4.6.5)
ic

where the terms are grouped to indicate the true vertical speed com-
mand, hc' and the associated error, hE"

Examining the three terms which comprise the error in the verti-
cal speed comnand, the first two terms are constant values and are,
therefore, washed out through the path integrator during the initial
transient. Consequently, the only limitation with respect to the con-
stant errors is the time duration that may be available to wash out a
given amplitude of AB and E

V8

The third term in the error expression of Eq (4.6.5) is dynamic
and depends on the change in ground speed. Exact limitations due to
this error are unknown; however, the entire error can be totally elim-
inated simply by including the actual glide slope angle as an input to
the autopilot.

Examining Eq (4.6.3), the derived vertical rate feedback expres-
sion, a time log of 20 sec is incorporated to provide good attenuation
of the noise from the air data system. Hence, no limitations can now
be attributed to this particular source. However, this large time con-
stant gives rise to the need for compensation which is provided by the
second term in Eq (4.6.3). Since h in this term is provided by the
vertical accelerometer in the INS, D.C. offsets must be considered.
Consequently, the vertical accelerometer output is washed out with a
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100-sec time constant and, hence, Eq (4.6.3) is more accurately expres-
sed

h(AADC + 100oTs8h (4.6.6)
T S+I 100S+1

Although this washout circuit satisfactorily removes the DC errors, it
unfortunately introduces a long term stand-off of the beam after glide
slope capture. Hence, in order to prevent this standoff, another com-
pensation circuit (lead/lag) was required on the altC°ude rate from the
air data computer. The total expression then for the derived altitude
rate feedback is

6.= 1 ( 120S+1Ih + 2000Sh* (4.6.7)
20S+1 100S+1 lOOS+I

which, for the low pass band where

jt.

h J hA dt (4.6.8)
0

can be reduced to

= 2OSh + h+2000S%(2os+l) (lOOS+ L)
12000S +IRO0S+I h(469

= h ( (O00+l} (2OS+l} 469

Eq (4.6.9) simply implies that the derived altitude rate network pro-

duces a signal which is an excellent approximation of true vertical
speed.

With the possible exception of the small dynamic errors associated

with the vertical accelerometer, no limitations are imposed on the sys-
tem as a result of deriving the altitude rate feedback in the manner
described.

Another aspect of the sensor considerations is the requirement for
proper pre-glide slope capture synchronization of the glide path compu-
tational blocks. Owing to the lO0-second lag on both the vertical ac-
celeration and the vertical velocity signals (see Figure 2.3.4), the
computation cannot be placed in operation at an arbitrary time, such as
glide slope capture. In fact, to insure that accelerometer errors do
not aggravate the glide slope capture transient, the 100 second lags
should be in the "compute" mode more than 6 minutes prior to glide
slope capture. When digital autopilots are utilized to implement the
control laws, the altitude rate circuit might be energized and remain
in a "compute" mode throughout the flight. Although this requirement
applies to both the B and C systems, the complementary filter in the C
system greatly magnifies the need for "pre-synchronization" of the
derived vertical rate network.
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4.6.2 Sensor Limitations in the Roll Axis

System C implemented inertial smoothing with signals from an
ARINC 561-2 Inertial Navigation System. This INS has no maneuver de-
pendent errors which have a significant effect on inertial smoothing
or control system gains. The effect of the other errors are not negli-
gible. The maneuver independent errors may be modeled as a bias and
ramp error in track angle. The track angle signal format properties
are granularity, data rate, and computational time delay.

Bias errors in the track angle deviation signal would produce a
standoff from localizer center except that the path integrator develops
an output to cancel the bias error and return the aircraft to the cen-
terline. The dynamics of the bias error cancellation are dependent on
the low frequency path mode. System C also propagates the bias error
through the complementary filter gain and time constant to achieve
inertial smoothing. The approximate transfer function between track
angle error and gain programmed beam error is

K KGC S .Kg S

K+) KfCcK S +1 TrcoMpS + 1 (4.6.1)
GE C n ýCK11  _C__,C~p

The transfer function indicates that the steady state of no offset due
to bias error would be nearly achieved in three to four minutes of
tracking the localizer, since the two time constants are both twenty
seconds for System C.

Equation 4.6.1 shows that a localizer standoff will be induced by
ramp errors in track angle deviation. The ramp errors result from
platform tilt and accelerometer biases. Inertial smoothing increases
the displacement due to tilt as a function of the complementarv filter
time constant as shown in Figure 4.6.1. Inertial damping alone gives
a displacement sensitivity to tilt of five feet per milliradian. In-
ertial smoothing increases the sensitivity by 0.5 feet per milliradian
for each second of the complementary filter time constant. A one mil-
liradian tilt error is essentially worst case and causes a fifteen
foot standoff for System C. The postflight processing of inertial and
camera systems data modeled the inertial errors and estimated the mag-
nitude of tilt errors encountered during flight test. The standard
deviation of the actual tilt errors was on the order of 0.2 milli-
radian (three feet) and the largest tilt was 0.5 milliradians (7.5
feet).

Increasing the complementary filter time constant reduces the path
deviations due to ILS bends while paying a penalty in deviations in-
duced by inertial errors. This trade between ILS and INS induced er-
rors determines the optimum amount of inertial smoothing. However,
the trade study cannot accurately be made because of the lack of an
adequate knowledge of the ILS short term anomalies.
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The INS used for flight test was the Delco Carousel IV. This
system rotates the horizontal accelerometers about the vertical axis
at one revolution per minute. Thus, bias errors in the accelerometers
cause a sinusoidal track angle error of one cycle per minute. At air-
craft approach velocity, one cycle per minute covers a distance of
two nautical miles along the localizer. Equation 4.6.1 shows that at
this frequency System C has a sensitivity to accelerometer biases of
seven feet per milli g. The average accelerometer bias vector deter-
mined from flight data was 0.1 milli g (less than one foot) and the
largest estimated bias was 0.3 milli g (two feet).

A test was run on the analog simulator to determine the lag that
could be imposed on an otherwise perfect track angle signal before
any degradation in the B or C autopilot performance was noticeable. It
was found that a time constant of .4 seconds or less had virtually no
effect on system stability. The track angle signal from the hardware
used in flight test had a granularity of 0.04. degrees, a data rate
of five per second, and a staleness of 37 milliseconds at the time of
output. These characteristics were considered the equivalent of a .4
second lag. The standard INS digital output program does not provide
data at five per second and bad to be reprogrammed as described in
Appendix D in order to meet the requirements of Systems B and C.

4.7 Operational Requirements

There are essentially no operational requirements peculiar to the
inertially smoothed autoland system. Conversely, the inertially
smoothed system does not alleviate or reduce any operational require-
ments now in existence. Localizer intercept angles are functions of
the course width and airplane velocity as in all autoland systems.
Glide slope captures may be attained through the same range of speed
and flight path variations as conventional systems.

One factor which must be considered, however, is the probability
distribution of the error in the outer loop damping signal; i.e.,
ground heading in the roll axis and vertical speed in the pitch axis.
Because the time required to washout these errors is a function of
system gains, a maximum time can be established. Purther, the largest
error can be determined from probability considerations and, hence, for
a given speed, the minimum capture distance can be established. This
determination applies more specifically to the lateral axis, but by
the same reasoning, a minimum capture distance can be determined in the
longitudinal axis.
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5.0 FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM

The schedule, equipment, techniques, and results of the flight
test program are discussed in this section.

The test vehicle was the Boeing 727-E2 airplane (Figure 5.0.1).
The airplane was based at Boeing Field, Seattle. A short cruise flight
of approximately twenty five minutes was made to Grant County Airport,
in Central Washington, where the autoland experiments were conducted.
Typically, twelve approaches were made at Grant County Airport before
returning to Boeing Field, which resulted in an average flight dura-

•tion of three and one-half hours. Six such test flights were made be-
tween October 20 and November 19, 1971. In a total flight time of
twenty two hours, 65 automatic landings were made, including five on
return to Boeing Field.

The Boeing 727-E2 airplane is normally used for crew training
purposes and, thus, its avionics configuration is standard. For the
fli6ht experiments, a digital autopilot and associated equipment were
configured in such a manner as to permit functional substitution for
the airplane's existing autopilot. In addition, the digital autopilot
was programmed to permit selection of A, B or C autopilot control law
in either axis. Automatic landings were made on successive approaches
under the control of any of the three control laws, as selected by the
digital autopilot operator.

The flight tests were divided into five categories. These cate-
gories are listed in Table 5.1. Also shown are the number of flight
hours and approaches, and the dates on which the various experiments
were conducted. Functional tests required almost five hours of flight
time. The specific items checked for proper operation and correspon-
dence with the simulation are listed in the Table. The second cate-
gory of tests was intended to establish the baseline performance of
the complete system while using the Grant County Airport ILS beams.
During these tests, adjustments were made to the autopilot mode switch-
ing. Inspection of the localizer and glide slope instrumentation
traces revealed that the ILS beams were satisfactorily free of noise,
bends and offsets. It was necessary that the beams be of high quality
in order that the results of the subsequent flight experiments would
be as expected. The next tests were made to check the correlation be-
tween simulator predicted and actual flight recorded responses to
certain square disturbance inputs. The simulator predictions were
validated on six approaches.

The performance and disturbance data categories of flight experi-
ments were the principle subjects of the flight program. The forty
two approaches made in the last three flights provided the sought-
after data regarding the comparative autopilot's performance in the
presence of both environmental and 11S beam disturbances. In each
flight, the sequence of conditions was as follows: an approach on
autopilot A, B or C, in both pitch and roll axes, was made with no
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f

Flight Test Progr~ m Summary

Approx.
Flt Hrs., Approaches Dates

* (1971)

1. FunctionaliCheck (Tbta) (4.62) (•) total

a. Iner ops 3.25 3/4 Complete 10/20
b. Stalility and control coef.
c. Track, altitude hold
d. Glide slope, lopalizer
e. Disturbance inputs
f. Instrumentation system 1.37 1/4 remaining 10/26

2. Baseline Data (Total) .(1.2 (12)

a. Avezsage ,performance 1.91 6 10/26
b. ,Autopilot variations:
c. Moses Lake beam anomalies 2.0 6 11/3

3. Validation Data (Total! (2.0) (6) 11/3

a. S§quare, pulse i*puts
b. Footprint. Criteria

I I

I4. PerformAiice Data (Total) (1.4) (L3)

a. Moses Lake beam anomalies 1.4 i 5 11/10
b. Close-in capture i 1.0 4 11/16
c. Left-right captures 1.0 4 ll/19

I d. Additional average performance

5. Disturbance Data (Total) (_) (?9)

a,. Comparative autopilot response 2.6 10 11/10
Sb., Maneuver criteria - 2.4 10 11/16
c. Superposition and stationarity 3.3 9: 11/19

Grand Total 22k

NOTE: The return automatic landings at Boeing Field are included in
the totals. I
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artificial beam disturbance input; the next three approaches were then
made, one on each control law, with the same localizer and glide slope
beam disturbances introduced on each approach. This grouping of four
approaches was repeated three times on each flight. The objective of
this sequencing arrangement was to expose the three control laws to
nearly identical conditions. Thus, differences in results were almost
entirely attributable to the performance capabilities of three control
laws.
5.1 Experimental Test Equipment

No alterations to the airplane's autopilot wiring were permitted
because of cost considerations and the fact that the airplane was to
remain available, except on test flight days, for crew training. This
circumstance dictated a palletized experimental equipment configuration
in which the experimental autopilots and instrumentation could be plug-
ged in as a temporary substitute to the existing standard autopilots.
The substitution arrangement is illustrated in Figure 5.1.1. The in-
strumentation, autopilot and INS pallets were located in the cabin
section of the airplane. The modified autopilots were engineering
units that were physically interchangeable with the airplane's stan-
dard autopilot boxes. For non-experimental airplane use, the standard

airplane autopilots were retained in their normal racks. For the auto-
land experiments the standard autopilot boxes were removed and the
modified autopilot boxes substituted in their stead. A wire bundle ran
from the modified boxes to the autopilot pallet and it was through
these wires that electronic connection was made between the pallets and
the airplane controls and sensors. The switchovwr from standard to
experimental configuration could be made in about five minutes. The
experimental equipment pallets were left on the airplane through the
full five week flight test period. Laboratory checkout of the pallets
was performed on a 727 autopilot test bench. An analog computer simu-
lated airplane dynamics and generated autopilot feedback signals. The
test bench contained all the wiring existent in the actual airplane.
Consequently, when the palletized equipment was moved to the airplane,
checkout on the airplane itself took only two days. On the first
flight, four automatic landings were made.

5.1.1 Experimental Autopilot and INS

The autopilot and associated equipment were functionally and phy-
sically separated into three groups: the experimental autopilot pa.l-
let wihich housed the digital autopilots and signal distribution panel;
the INS pallet which contained the INS navigation, control and display
units; and the modified autopilot boxes which effectively coupled all
the test equipment to the airplane.

A picture of the autopilot pallet as installed in the airplane is
shown in Figure 5.1.2. Three prototype General Electric variable in-
crement digital computers were positioned one above the other on the
right-hand side. The upper and middle compuuers provided roll and
pitch axis computation respectively. The lower computer was carried
as a spare. Analog signal demodulation/modulation/isolation was per-
formed by signal conditioncr electronics in the lower left of the
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pallet. A digital prcgram memory (middle left side) simultaneously
stored all three pitch and roll control laws and the equations that
defined the beam disturbance inputs. This alterable digital program
memory was conveniently loaded through the punched paper tape reader
above it. Complete reloading of the prog-ram could be accomplished in
about twenty minutes. The alterable memory control and display unit,
in the upper left of the pallet, contained provisions for hand loading
changes to the memory. Thus, minor changes to the program could be
made, even while in flight, by the computer operator. Any such changes
could be post-flight incorporated into a revised punched paper tape.

At the very top left of the pallet was the control law and dis-
turbance input selection switch panel. The control select switches on
this panel permitted independent selection of the A, B or C control
law in both pitch and roll axes. The disturbance select switches per-
mitted selection of the type of beam disturbance and axis to which the
disturbance was to be inserted. The beam disturbances were introduced
by simply adding to the localizer and glide slope sigrnel inputs to the
autopilots. The beam disturbances were automatically initiated as
the airplane descended through a preselected radio altitude. Termin-
ation occurred after a preset period of time. The flight instruments
in the cockpit did not "see" the disturbance; they did, however, re-
flect the airplane response to a disturbance.

All the units comprising an AC Electronics Carousel IV inertial
navigation system were mounted on a single pallet. The inertial equip-
ment was standard in hardware and only slighf.ly modified in software

for compatibility with tX( requirements of the inertially-aided control
laws. The software alterations are discussed in detail in Appendix D.
Of the various INS analog outputs available, only pitch and roll atti-
tudes and vertical accelerat.on were used and these were unmodified.
The digital output line software was altered principally to increase
the data rate of the track angle output from once every 60o milliseconds
to once every 200 milliseconds. No change to the navigation program
was made and thus the alteration had no effect on the operation or per-
formance of the system. Ground speed and track angle, in digital for-
mat from the INS, were routed directly to 5he experimental autopilots.

One set of standard 727 airplae pitch and roll autopilot units
vas modified to provide airplane sensor and control signal routing to
the autopilot pallet. The modified 727 autopilots also provided con-
trol of the airplane elevator and aileron autopilot servos. The raodi-
fie& units were inserted in 'he existing standard autopilot trays for
the test flights.

5.1.2 Instrumentation

Two fourteen-channel, FM tape recorders were mounted in the in-
strumentation pallet as shown in Figure E.l. All signal inputs to
the recorders were conditioned to a continuous DC analog format. A
time code generator (in background of Figure 5.1.2) supplied a time
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record on one channel of each recorder.

The recorded data was made available within one day of the flight
in oscillograph strip-out form. Thus preliminary analysis of results
could be accomplished in time to generate any required change of plans
to the flight test scheduled for the next week. The tape data was
also "digitized" on a small computer to make the data compatible with
a 6600 digital computer. Within this 6600 computer, data processing
was performed to convert all data to engineering units, to Kalman fil-
ter the INS data with the ground camera position estimates, to compute
the maneuver criteria values, and to determine the center and gradient
of the Moses Lake airport localizer and Slide slope beams.

k
5.1.3 Camera Tracking System

Four ground-based cameras were used to determine aircraft true
position with respect to the runway during the last one and one-half
miles of the final approach. The camera control equipment was syn-
chronized to the IRIG time code generator in the airplane and a pic-
ture was taken every two seconds. Space position data was calculated
through post-flight photo reading (azimuth and elevation) and a digital
computer triangulation program. This estimate of airplane position was
then combined with INS data in a Kalman filtering technique to improve
overall accuracy. Essentially, the Kalman filtering removed much of
the randomness from the camera data. The net result was a vertical
and lateral position estimate that was accurate to within one foot for
the last 4500 feet of the approach. A discussion of the camera track-
ing system and Kalman filtering technique is given in Appendix C.

5.2 Grant County Airport UIS Beam Characteristics

The usefulness of much of the flight test data was fundamentally
predicated upon the assumption of the principle of superposition. That
is to say that the ILS beam must be free of multipath distortion in
order that beam disturbances artificially introduced within the auto-
pilot could be validly "added" to the received beam deviation. There
existed no means to compensate for beam distortion. Fortunately, the
Grant County Airport ILS beams were found to be free of any noticeableI distortion or roughness.

The analog simulation was programmed with the assumption of nomin-
al ILS beam course widths and the published Grant County 2.5 degree
glide slope angle. One to one correspond nce of the simulation and
flight test results depended upon nominal course width and course
center values for the Grant County ILS beams. However, off nominal
values could be taken into account and thus there was no absolute re-
quirement for nominal values. The ILS beams were found to be off-
nominal but satisfactory for the flight tests.

Both of the aircraft's Collins 51EV-1 ILS receivers were calibrated
before any flight tests were made. Centering offsets were less than
1 ua and sensitivities correct to within three percent.
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5.2.1 Glide Slope Beam

The glide slope beam was found to be marginally satisfactory for
the purposes of the flight tests, Beam centering and slope were close
to published value but sensitivity was far below allowable tolerance.
The beam was free of any noticeable roughness or bends.

The location of beam center, as shown in Figure 5.2.1, was calcu-
lated from camera data. The instantaneous values of beam error were
superimposed on the camera data to construct the beam center estimate.
Data from one steady approach on each of the last three flights were
used for the beam center calculations. The agreement between the data
was within a band of 4 feet of altitude and thus the beam appeared
quite stationary over a week's period of time. The straight line aver-
age in Figure 5.2.1 is drawn with reference to a plane inclined at
2.5 degrees that intersected the runway at the glide slope antenna
station. The beam appeared to emanate from a point seven feet under-
ground and had a slope of 2.46 degrees. At the Grant County facility,
the base of the glide slope antenna is approximately five feet lower
in elevation than the runway centerline. The reeson for the extended
beam center estimate failing by two feet to intersect the antenna base
remains unexplained.

The sensitivity of beam in microamps per degree of lctual devia-
tion from center was found to be 150 ua per degree instead oi the nom-
inal of 215 ua per degree. This fact resulted in larger excursions
in feet from beam center than had been expected. The tolerance speci-
fication on beam sensitivity would allow a minimum of 168 ua per de-
gree; thus the beam, in this respect, was out of tolerance.

The beam center estimate was used as the reference path for com-
putation of the pitch axis maneuver criterion.

"5.2.2 Localizer Beam

The localizer beam was found to be entirely satisfactory for the
purposes of the flight tests. The beam was free of any noticeable
roughness or bends.

The localizer beam center with respect to runway centerline was
statisticaljy estimated from over 1000 samples taken at one second in-
tervals on 25 approaches. This was done by calculating, from the
camera data, the equivalent degrees of deviation from centerline and
plotting it against the recorded localizer beam deviation signal. Draw-
ing a straight line for a least square fit gave a localizer offset of
less than .14ua and a gradient of 91.2 ua per degree. Converted to
dimensions of feet, these ua figures are, equivalent to a .41 foot left
bias offset and a 2.88 foot per ua sensitivity at runway threshold.
The measured sensitivity is 19 percent lower than is nominal for Cat II
localizer beams. Therefore, deviations in feet from centerline, for
all causes, mTere slightly higher than liould have occurred at a Cat II
facility with nominal sensitivity.
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5.3 Simulation Validation

In general, good agreement was obtained between the simulation
and the flight test results throughout all six flights. However, ow-
ing to wind gusts and shear, some response shapes from the flight data
were more difficult to correlate than others. In the pitch axis, for
example, the three beam disturbances, which were planned as validation
disturbances on the third flight, were coincident with substantial en-
vironmental activity, and as a result, correlation with the simulation
was vary difficult to achieve. Consequently, it was decided to use the
fifth flight, which was conducted under unusually calm winds to show
validation of the pitch axis simulation. The roll axis flight test
results, on the other hand, correlated very well with the simulation
results on the third flight as intended.

5.3.1 Simulation Validation in the Pitch Axis

Excellent correlation between the simulated and the flight test
responses against stylized beam bends was obtained on the second, third
and fourth approaches of flight number 5. The evidence of this agree-
ment is contained in Figures 5.3.1, 5.3.2 and 5.3.3, where each system
response against a common bend is depicted. This common bend was a
50 ua, 16 -sec, sinusoidal fly-down disturbance inserted at 200 ft al-
titude. The ground speed for these approaches ranged between ll8 and
128 KTS which compared favorably with the 125 KTS used on the simula-
tion.

It will be noted that in Figure 5.3.1, the A system responses,
that the airplane had been tracking slightly below the G/S prior to the
introduction of the beam disturbance; hence, the slight disagreement
between the two responses. A similar condition is shown in the B sys-
tem response of Figure 5.3.2, while the C system, responses in Figure
5.3.3 are almost coincident.

5.3.2 Roll Axis Simulation Validation

Close correlation between simulator predicted airplane response
and that actually obtained inflight is evident by inspection of Fig-
ures 5.3.4, (System A), 5.3.5, (System B), and 5.3.6 (System C). A
five second, 16 ua, square localizer disturbance was used as the forc-
ing function and is shown on the figures for reference. The dotted
line is the airplane response as determined on the simulator under no
wind conditions with a 125 knot approach speed.

During flight number 3, when all the flight data shown in these
figures were taken, a 15 knot tailwind existed which resulted in 140
knot ground speed. Because of this 15 KT increase in speed, the flight
responses "lag" those of the simulator. The significant factors that
indicate the close correlation are: the peak change in cross track
position due to the disturbance is very nearly the same for simulator
and flight data; the rate of divergence from original path is also the
same for simulator and flight data. Further, a high confidence in the
correlation is established by the repeatability of the flight data.
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5.4 Flight Test Performance Analysis

Beginning with the third flight of Nov. 3, 1971, and through the
&ixth flight of Nov. 19, 1971, those ILS disturbances, which either
produced marginal responses on the simulation or were otherwise selec-
ted for specific test objectives, were introduced into the various
autoland systems during live approaches. In addition, to isolate the
effects of non-ILS perturbations, several undisturbed approaches were
conducted on each of the. three systems, thus making available a broad
spectrum of response data. These flight data then provided the basis
for demonstrating the technique by which the performance of any auto-
land system may be analyzed.

In this analysis, both performance criteria are employed, and
since the data were taken from actual approaches, the "all causes"
boundaries apply.

To obtain a quantitative measure of relative performance of the
three autopilot control laws the average value of the maneuver equa-
tion, M.E.A. (see Section 3.5.3), was calculated from the data provided
by the camera tracking system and airborne instrumentation. These cal-
culations were made over a range of 0-8000 ft. from the G/S transmitter,
where the camera tracking coverage was provided.

Below 100 ft. altitude, where the footprint criteria apply, the
state of the airplane's position and rate of displacement from the de-
sired path provide a sound basis for judging the performance of each
system individually. Thus, a qualitative measure of system perform-
ance was obtained by plotting the deviation and rate of deviation from
the commanded path in both pitch and roll below 100 ft. The footprint
criteria boundaries are given on these plots and any violation of the
criteria is readily apparent.

5.4.1 Flight Test Performance in the Pitch Axis

Table 5.4.1 contains the descriptions of the glide slope beam dis-
turbances which were selected for the flight test performance analysis.
The rationale behind each disturbance is stated under REMARKS where
marginal performance is noted againkst the maneuver criterion, M.C.
or the footprint criterion, F.C. These twelve disturbances were used
to perturb the various autoland systems during coupled approaches at
Grant County Airport. A total of 45 such approaches were conducted,
12 of which were unperturbed, and the resulting performance of the
three systems was evaluated quantitatively with respect to the maneuver
criterion and graphically with respect to the footprint criterion.

An autothrottle was used on all approaches. On flight number 3
very poor performance was noted in that the unit permitted airspeed to
fall up to 10 knots below 2ommanded value. Also, whenever the aircraft
descended below beam, an unusually high nose up pitch attitude was
developed by the autopilot in an attempt to return. The autothrottle
was removed after the flight and recalibrated. Performance was im-
proved during the remainder of the flights. However, performance was
not as good as the autothrottle used on the simulator.
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The quantitative evaluation is summarized in Table 5.4.2. All the
approaches., for which the aircraft equipment and ground cameras were
operating properly on flight number 3 through 6, are included.

The values in this table represent the average value of the maneu-
ver equation, M.E.A. (see section 3.5.3) for each system as accumulated
on each approach. A composite average, or I'ean", was calculated for
both the aggregate of perturbed approaches and the unperturbed ap-
proaches with each system and is shown in the lower table.

For those approaches on which a violation of the "all causes"
maneuver criterion occurred, an asterisk is shown following the M.E.A.
value. It will be noted that, whereas System A exhibits a composite
average for both aggregates that is more than the predicted factor of
2 (see page 78 ) greater than the C system composite, the B system
composite averages are only slightly greater than that of the C sys-
tem. The primary reason for this failure to achieve the full pre-

dicted improvement in the C system over thp B system is that, in most
cases, the deviation due to atmospheric upsets was significantly great-
er than that attributable to the artificial beam disturbance. However,
a comparison of the performance of the three systems is more accurately
illustrated in the M.E.A. of disturbances No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3. These
beam disturbances were introduced on the fifth flight where the wind
conditions were known to be calm and, hence, had minor effect on the
M.E.A. value. In these cases, the results of the relative performances
come very close to expectations.

The autopilot's performance in the presence of these artificial
beem disturbances is illustrated graphically in Figure 5.4.1 (System A),
Figure 5.4.2 (System B) and Figure 5.4.3 (System C). These figures de-
scribe the trajectories of the airplane deviation and rate of deviation
from ideal glide path for that period of time during which landing gear
height above the runway elevation was between 100 and 50 feet. This is
the altitude band in which the footprint criterion applies. The "all
causes" footprint criterion boundary is shown on each figure for refer-
ence. The number associated with certain trajectories refers to the
disturbance number which perturbed that particular approach. The re-
sults shown in these figures substantiate the general predictions in
relative performance of 'he three systems. Note the absence of any
concentration or "aim point" in the trajectories of System A. It
should also be noted that 6 of the total A system approaches violated
the footprint boundary (5 of these violations were perturbed approaches).
Systems B and C, on the other hand, not only reflect a definite concen-
tration of trajectory points near the origin, but only one approach
in the B system, and one in the C system, exceeded the footprint criter-
ion boundary. Furthermore, the one C system approach which exceeded
the boundary was caused by disturbance number 8. Disturbance number 8
was a validation input that is similar to an eight second hardover.

5.4.2 Flight Test Performance in the Roll Axis

Table 5.4.3 contains the descriptions of the localizer beam dis-
turbances which were selected for the flight test performance analysis.
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The rationale behind each disturbance is stated under REMABXS. The
disturbance set included localizer beams good at high altitude but
bad at low altitude and those bad far out and good near threshold. Each
of the eleven disturbances was summed with the received localizer sig-
nal to simulate a distorted beam during coupled approaches with all
three systems at Grant County Airport. The resulting performance of
the three systems was evaluated quantitatively with respect to the
maneuver criterion and the footprint criterion.

The quantitative evaluation of roll axis performance is summarized
in Table 5.4.4. All the approaches, for which the aircraft equipment
and ground cameras were operating nominally on flight number 3 through
6, and 3 unperturbed approaches from flight number 2 are included in
the Table. The numerical values in the Table are the average value of
the maneuver equation, M.E.A. (see Section 3.5.3) for each of the 47

"( approaches including 9 which were unperturbed. The M.E.A.'s are or-
dered by system and disturbance (see Table 5.4.3). An asterisk (in
Table 5.4.4) is used to indicate violation of the maneuver criterion.

The M.E.A. values for each system may be compared on a given dis-
turbance to indicate relative performance against localizer beams which
may be stylized as the simulated one. The relative performance of the
three systems agreed with expectations. Disturbance 8, which included
a bias aifects the three systems about the same. Disturbance 7 pro-
duces a slightly lower M.E.A. for System C because, although System A
crosses through runway centerline quickly, it overshoots more than 50
feet to the right of centerline. System A exhibits a considerably
smaller M.E.A. for disturbance number 5, the long term 1-COSINE bend,
because it has less phase shift at this frequency than System B or C.
The 8 matched M.E.A. values for disturbances 1, 2, 3, 41, 6, 9, and 10
were averaged to produce a composite M.E.A. for System A, B, and C of
17.8, 10.1, and 8.3 feet respectively. Although these numbers are not
statistically significant because of the limited sample size, the trend
of performance improvement is strongly revealed. The composite M.E.A.
for the two matched sets of undisturbed approaches of System A, B, and
C is ll.5, 7.4, and 5.8 respectively.

The performance of Systems A, B, and C is depicted graphically
with respect to the lateral footprint in Figures 5.4.4., 5.4.5, and
5.4.6 respectively. Twelve of the matched sets of approaches listed
in Table 5.4.4 were used for the Figures. The second set of disturb-
ance number 1 approaches was not used. These Figures describe the
trajectories of aircraft lateral deviation and rate of deviation with
respect to the extended runway centerline with a point plotted each
second between 100 feet gear height above runway elevation and touch-
down. This is the altitude band in which the footprint criterion ap-
plies. The "all causes" footprint criterion is shown on each Figure
for reference. The disturbance number appears next to the appropriate
trajectory when possible. The results shown in these Figures substan-
tiate the general prediction of relative performance of the three sys-
tems. System A distinctly violates the all causes footprint for dis-
turbance numbers 2, 3, and 7, and has a marginal violation for dis-
turbance number 1. System B almost violates Zbe footprint criterion
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for disturbance number 10., All approaches with System C lie well with-
in the laterf~l footprint. Note that the trajectories of System A are
widely scattered rather than clustered near the origin. System B and
Q data points are progressively more clusteed around thel origin. If
the trajectories produced by disturbance numbers 5, 7, and 8 (worst.
case long term high altitude localizer beam .anomalies) did not appear
in Figure 5.4.6, the clustering of System.C resp6nses around the origin
would be even more apparent: This graphical comparison of approach:
data against_ the footprint criterion cleaily shows the performance im-

Sprovement trend predicted by simulation and analysis.
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6.o ILS BEAM REQUIREMENTS

The discussion in this section is intended to provide an insight
into the ILS beam quality requirements as a function of the type of
autopilot control law used and the type of. operation (Cat II or Cat
III). The type of operation dictates the required probability of
successfully completing the approach without violating either the
maneuver or footprint criteria. As previously noted, these success
rates are 95% for Cat II operation and 99.9999% for Cat IIIA opera-
tion. Cat 1liA operation or performance is.referred to in this sec-
tion to indicate that rollout control is outside the scope of this
study.

In order to maximize the relevance of the beam quality require-
ments, the beams are categorized in the context of the existing Cat I
and Cat II beam inspection specifications (Reference 2). No new beam
specifications that are independent of existing specifications are
proposed. However, an improved Cat II beam which would result in an
across-the-board improvement in performance cf all autopilots is de-
fined to ease the difficulty of achieving Cat III performance.

A three dimensional matrix of performance requirement, beam
quality and autopilot system would describe the dimensions of the

( next problem. The concern is whether the required performance can be
attained under the various combinations of beam quality and autopilot
control laws. Some of the combinations result in an obvious answer.
For example: Cat III performance cannot possibly be achieved with a
System A autopilot on a Cat I quality beam. At the other extreme, it
is expected that Cat IIIA performance can be achieved with e System C
autopilot on an improved Cat II Beam.

A statistical approach is taken in this section to define the
size of six "bends only" footprint criteria for autopilots A, B and C
under both Cat II and Cat IIIA performance conditions. This is done,
just as in Section 3.5, by subtracting from the "all causes" footprint
criteria an amount which takes into account the deviation variance
attributable to all causes except beam bends. Once the six "bends
only" footprint criteria in each axis are known, the actual size of
the allowable bends can be estimated from analog simulator data. Many
bhundxeds of approaches on each autopilot were made on the simulator
during which the approximate airplane response to a wide variety of
discrete beam anomalies was determined. The result of this investiga-
tion is an approximate definition of the maximum allowable discrete
beam anomalies which are tolerable to each of the three autopilots
under Cat II and Cat IIIA performance requirements.

The reader is cautioned that this statistical approach to the
definition of a group of "bends only" footprint criteria has accuracy
limitations and, as such, has limited absolute validity. There are two

Ref. 2 United States Standard Flight Inspection Manual, 217 Instrument
Landing System (ILS), OAP 8200.1 CHG 17, October 26, 1970.
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principal reasons for this: firstly., the statistical estimate of the

effect of "all other causes" is subject to considerable error because
very limited flight test data exist and secondly, no account is made
for the observation that improbable events occur far more frequently
than would be predicted by a Gausian extrapolation from a small samp-
ling. The conclusion is that it is not possible, from a statistical
analysis, to be highly confident that any autopilot is capable of
landing within the touchdown zone 999,999 times out of one million
attempts. This is so because it is equivalent to being confident of
the value of a number that is in the sixth significant place. However,
it is possible to be reasonably confident about the predicted proba-
bility of a given level of performance on a 19 out of 20 basis.

6.1 Cat II Performance on Cat I Beam

The potential of each of the threie !lutopilot control laws to pro-
vide Cat II performance while approaching on ILS beams of Cat I quality
is considered in this subsection. By definition, Cat II performance
results a 95 percent success rate under all combinations of atmospheric
and beam disturbances.

6.1.1 Longitudinal Axis

For Category II consideration, the "bends only" footprint (Figure

3.5.2) applies as a valid criterion to the B and C systems because:

(1) it was developed on the basis of 95% probability, and

(2) flight results suggest that the predicted wind dispersion
is approximately correct.

This footprint cannot apply to the A system, owing to the poor
wind performance. An appropriate CAT II footprint for the A system may
be derived by considering the 2 0 wind dispersion derived in Section
4.1.1. Utilizing the came method as that in Section 3.5.1, the "all
causes" footprint is reduced to yield an applicable CAT II "bends only"
footprint for System A.

These CAT II beam bend footprints for System A, B and C are shown
in Figure 6.1.1. The reader is reminded that whenever the airplane
trajectory lies within these footprint boundaries, the probability
that the airplane will not exceed the "all causes" boundary is greater
than .95.

Figure 6.1.2 describes the actual flight traces recorded on a C
system approach to Boeing Field on Nov. 10, 1971. This facility is
certified for Category I operations to a minimum height of 40o ft. and
exhibits a "diving" bend at approximately 3000 ft, range from thres-
hold. It is to be noted from the figure that this particular beam
fails to meet Category I or II requirements because of the excessive
slope reversal. The System C performance against this beam was excel-
lent according to the remaining flight traces as well as pilot opinion.
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6.1.2 Cat II Performance on Cat I Localizer Beam

Achieving Cat II automatic landing performance on Cat I localizer
beams is a ftmction of the performance requirements, the characteristics
of the Cat I localizer, and the sensitivity.of the autoland system to
localizer anomalies. Cat II performance is specified by the footprint
and maneuver criteria. The characteristics of Cat I localizers must
meet the specifications of reference (2). Specific beam signatures
meeting the Cat I requirements were hypothesized and the response to
these signatures was used to estimate the likelihood of each system
achieving the desired performance.

The roll axis "bends only" footprint for System B with the Cat II
success rate wes determined in Section 3.5.1.2. This reduced footprint
allowed the d'etermination of permissible localizer anomalies by con-
straining aatopilot response to them as presented in Section 4.3.2.
The maximu= allowable average touchdown displacement resulting from
deterministic localizer misalignment and bends was determined from
autopilot dispersion to all other causes and the required success rate.
Recall, from Section 3.5.1.2, that the width of the all causes foot-
print was reduced by a factor corresponding to the required luccess
rate times the autopilot standard deviation to all other cau.,es. For
the Cat II success rate of 19 out of 20 the factor 1.6 is used to mul-
tiply the standard deviation. Also the maximum allowable velocity was
reduced to the v.lue at which the parabolic constraint in the first
and third quadrants intersect the ordinate.

The best estimates of the standard deviation of each system to all
causes other than localizer misalignment and bends are:

A = ll.. feet
A

aB = 8.75 feet

BC = 8.0 feet

These estimates are based on (references 1 and 3) together with simu-
lation and flight test experience.

The appropriately reduced footpriat widths for Cat II performance
are presented in Table 6.1.1.

SYSTEM CAT II WIDTH

A 42 Feet

B 46 Feet

C 47 Feet

Table 6.1.1. Cat II Roll Axis "Bends Only" Footprints

The "bends only" footprint for System B is shown in Figure 3.5.3. The
equivalent footprint for System A would be contracted by four feet
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everywhere along the right and left hand boundaries and for System C
would be similarly expanded by one foot. The all causes maneuver cri-
terion must be reduced in the same proportion as the footprints (see
Section 3.5.2.2).

Figure 6.1.3 shows the Cat I localizer beam specifications from
(reference 2). Point A is four nautical miles from threshold. Point
B is 3500 feet from threshold and Point C is where the glide path is
100 feet above threshold. Localizer beam center is defined as the
average deviation in the region 1500 feet on each side of Point B. The
beam center is allowed to vary ± 15 ua from extended runway centerline.
The allowable localizer beam bends are specified with respect to beam
center. The allowable bends decrease linearly in Zone 2 from 30 ua
at Point A to 15 ua at Point B. The specification remains constant at
15 ua from Point B to Point C (Zone 3 for Cat I) and 30 ua beyond Point
A (Zone 1). No specification is placed on the Cat I localizer between
Point C and the localizer antenna.

The 15 ua allowable misalignment between localizer beam center and
extended runway centerline is equivalent to 35 feet for the tailored
course width. With bends of an additional 15 ua, the aircraft would
have to be outside the all causes footprint to have zero localizer de-
viation. If the 15 ua bend occurs on a localizer with no misalignment,
the problem is less serious.

The comparative response on the simulation to a 25 ua 1-COSINE
bend starting at 100 feet and lasting for 10 seconds is shown in Figure
6.1.4. This places localizer zero 58 feet from runway centerline at
threshold and is within the Cat I localizer specifications. System A
violates the maneuver and footprint criteria. System B does not vio-
late the criteria but comes close. System C performance is well within
the acceptable limits with the response less than half of the maximum
allowed for "bends only".

Figure 6.1.5 shows an automatic approach and landing made by Sys-
tem C on the return to Boeing Field (BFI) at the end of the fourth test
flight. The BFI localizer is at the edge of the Cat I tolerance with
a 15 ua beam bend in Zone 3. Pilots report that System A performance
on this localizer is marginal since frequently this beam bend causes
the aircraft to be outside the extended runway edges between altitudes
of 200 to 100 feet. System C shows outstanding performance with the
pilot commenting that the approach shown was the best automatic land-
ing that he has seen at BFI.

Performance on Cat I localizers with Cat II success rates is
highly dependent on the combination of misalignment and bends at a
particular facility. System A is unlikely to make Cat II performance
on more than a few Cat I beams. System B is likely to achieve Cat II
performance on a fair number of Cat I beams. System C is likely to
achieve Cat II performance on almost all Cat I beams and some beams
tl-.'. 'iave short term bends exceeding Cat I tolerances but good align-
ment. Figure 6.1.6 shows comparati-e flight data for a well aligned
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localizer with a simulrated bend which exceeds Cat I specifications.
The System C response to this bend is less than half the maximum
allowed by the Cat II footprint and maneuver criteria.

6.2 Cat II Performance on Cat II Beam

The potential of cach of the three autopilot control laws to pro-
vide Cat II performance while approaching on ILS beams of Cat II quali-
ty is considered in this subsection.

6.2.1 longitudinal Axis

In order to test each system against a Category II quality beam,
the long term beam disturbaiice, illustrated in Figure 6.2.1, was intro-
duced into each of the three simulated systems. This particular dis-
turbance represents the maximum allowable graphical path average under
Catego..y II specifications. The system responses, in vertical devia-
tion, to this particular disturbance are shown in Figure 6.2.2. As
noted, when compared to the Category II performance footprints in Fig-
ure 6.1.1, the A system exceeded the boundary, the B system was margin-
ally acceptable, and the C system was well within the footprint.

Several other comparisons were evaluated on the analog computer
with the same results. Thus, it is concluded that against Category II
beams, the A system may result in unacceptable performance at some
facilities, the B system performanr'd may be marginal at some facilities,
and the C system performance is ac;ceptable at all Cat II facilities.
However, the reader is cautioned against basing operational conclusions
on the foregoing discussion, chLefly because the pitch axis criteria in
this report were derived assuming worst case combinations of beam angle
and threshold crossing height. For example, it will be shown later
that the glide slope configurations may be more optimally designed,
thereby expanding the performance criteria boundaries for all systems.
Further discussion of this subject is reserved for Section 7.2 but it
is emphasized here that System A may meet Category II performance at
a given facility, depending upon the beam angle, reference datum and
the beam deviations within the graphical path average area.

6.2.2 Lateral Axis

The Cat II localizer specifications given in (reference 2) are
shown in Figure 6.2.3. The localizer beam center is defined as the
average indicated deviation between Point B and threshold (Zone 3 for
Cat II). Beam center must be within 11 ua of extended runway center-
line. In Zone 1, beam bends up to 30 ua from beam center are allowed
(this is the same as Cat I). In Zone 2, the allowable bends decrease
linearly from 30 ua at Point A to 5 ua at Point B and remain constant
at 5 ua in Zone 3.

The 11 ua allowable misalignment translates to 26 feet at tailored

course width. Similarly the allowable 5 ua bends are equivalent to 12
feet. The combination of allowable misalignment and bends for the Cat
II localizer is about half of that specified for Cat I.
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In generalZ all three systems can make Cat II performance on Cat
II localizer beams. However, System A meets the performance level with •
almost no margin. System B has more margin than System A. And System

C has sufficient margin that it can achieve Cat II performance on a
Cat I localizer beam.

The difference in performance margin is apparent when a misalign-
ment is combined with the permissible bends. Figure 6.2.4 shows the
flight data from a simulated localizer misalignment of 8 ua in addition
to an 8 ua I-COSINE bend with 8 second period starting at 200 feet of
altitude. This localizer is within Cat II tolerances because the
bends are allowed to exceed the specified level for 2 seconds out of
each 10 second interval for an aircraft with a ground speed of 100 to
110 knots. System A does not meet Cat II performance on this simulated
localizer which is within Cat II specifications. System A violated
the all causes maneuver criterion as well as its Cat II "bends only"
footprint. System B and C suppress the response to the bend so that
the affect of the misalignment predominates. Both System B and C satis-
fied their Cat II "bends only" footprint and maneuver criteria.

6.3 Cat II Operation on Out-of-Spec Cat II Beam

The possibility of relaxing some of the Cat II beam inspection
limits without incurring a serious penalty in resultant autopilot per-
formance is considered in this subsection.

6.3.1 Longitudinal Axis

The performance of the three systems against a glide slope beam
which fails to meet Category II inspection requirements is illustrated
in Figure 6.3.1. A comparison of the system responses against the
short term bend of Figure 6.2.1. It can be seen in Figure 6.3.1 that
all three systems remain within their respective Category II performance
criteria boundaries. However, it is especially emphasized that the re-
sponse of the C system is negligible and, hence, will easily tolerate
bends of much greater amplitude and duration.

The bend used in this comparison was introduced at an altitude of
150 feet. Thus, the relatively small responses by all three systems
testify for the hypothesis that beam information has minor effect at
these low altitudes. Thus, all three systems perform satisfactorily
against this particular disturbance. However, at higher altitudes,
the A and B systems would easily exceed the maneuver criterion boundary
when subjected to this same disturbance, while the C system would likely
be quite satisfactory.

This single illustration points out one important fact, The use
of an inertially smoothed control law opens the possibility of achiev-
ing Category II performance on certain ILS beams where the transmitted
signal cannot be retained within Category II limits, Whether this can
actually be achieved depends, of course, on the exact discrepancy that
causes the problem. A careful flight check with an inertially smoothed
autopilot at each problem facility would have to be made to confirm per-
formance.
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6.3.2 Lateral Axis

The out-of-spec Cat II beam decreases the margin in Cat II per-
formance. The margin of each system in achieving Cat II performance
on a Cat II localizer which is within Cat II tolerances was presented
in Section 6.2.2. The small margin of System A does not permit Cat II
performance if the localizer is much outside the Cat II specif;.cations.
In fact, some localizers within Cat II specifications prevent System
A from achieving Cat II performance. System B has a larger footprint
and reduced sensitivity to beam bends which allow System B to meet
Cat II performance requirements on localizer beams further outside
Cat II tolerances than the beams on which System A is successful. Sys-
tem C can achieve Cat II performance on Cat I lccalizers so the out-
of-spec Cat II localizer could be as bad as Cat I tolerances and still
permit System C to meet Cat II performance requirements.

6.4 Cat IIlA Performance on Cat II Beam

The potential of each of the three autopilot control laws to pro-
vide Cat IIIA performance while approaching on any Cat II IITS beam is
considered in this subsection.

6.4.1 Longitudinal Axis

The "all causes" footprint cannot be reduced in a practical sense
to cover Category IIIA operation. That is, the variance of a 4.9 (7
distribution for the "all causes" footprint is less than the variance
of the wind-induced deviation, even for systems B and C. Hence, no
allowance can be made for the beam irregularities. Thus, none of the
three autoland systems is capable of meeting the Category IIIA per-
formance requirements as measlired by the "all causes" footprint bound-
ary in this report.

6.4.2 Lateral Axis

The three roll axis "bends only" footprints for the Cat II success
rate were determined in Section 6.1.2. Now for Cat IIlA, the success
rate is 999,999 out of 1,000,000 approaches and the multiplying factor
on the standard deviation is 4.75. Using the autopilot standard devia-
tions listed in Section 6.1.2, the appropriately reduced footprint
widths for Cat IIIA performance are presente2 in Table 6.4.1.

SYSTEM CAT IIIA WIDTH

A 7
B 18

C 22

TABLE 6.4.1. CAT mIIA ROLL AXIS "BENDS ONLY" FOOMPhNTS
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The three Cat IIIA "bends only" footprints together with the all causes
footprint are shown graphically in Figure 6.4.1. The all causes maneu-
ver equation must be reduced in the same ratio as the footprints (see
Section 3.5.2.2).

The Cat IIIA 'bends only' footprint for System A is only 7 feet
wide. This is equivalent to 3 ua on the tailored course width for the
combined effects of misalignment and bends. Thus, it is highly un-
likely that System A can achieve Cat IIIA performance on Cat II local-
izers.

Neither System B nor System C can achieve Cat IIIA performance on
all Cat II localizers since a misalignment of 25 feet is within specifi-
cations and there is no requirement to reduce such a misalignment.

6.5 Cat IIIA Performance on Improved Cat II Beam

The potential of each of the three autopilot control laws to pro-
vide Cat IIIA performance while approaching on an improved CAT II ILS
beam is considered in this subsection.

6.5.1 Longitudinal Axis

To achieve good performance, all autopilots fundamentally rely up-
on accurate adjustment of the ILS beam average center and sensitivity.
It is clear, for instance, that if a localizer beam is biased off run-
way center 10 ua all along the approach course, the airplane will, on
average, land offset by the equivalent number of feet; 23 feet in this
instance. It is possible to say 23 feet because the localizer beam
sensitivity is purposely adjusted to provide a standard sensitivity
(feet to microamps) in the touchdown zone at all facilities. Consider-
able effort is made to accurately position the course center and ad-
just the sensitivity of localizer beams to a common standard for all
facilities. This effort has its reward in providing a near zero mean
for lateral axis displacement error. Also, because of standardized
beam sensitivity, approach coupler gain programming can be provided
nearly constant lateral guidance feedback gain to the autopilot. This
provides for uniform autopilot tracking performance at all facilities.
To a large degree, because of this care in localizer beam centering
and sensitivity, the B and C system autopilots, as pointed out in Sec-
tion 6.4.1, may well be capable of Cat IIIA performance on Cat II or
Cat III beams.

Glide slope beams, by comparison to localizer, are permitted to
have a wide variation in the position of average beam center and also
in sensitivity. Figure 6.5.1 illustrates the extreme glide slope beam
angle and threshold crossing height allowable by Cat II specifications.
The pitch axis footprint and maneuver criteria developed in Section
3.3 were derived by assuming that the maximum allowable above ideal
path error was constrained by a 2.5 degree beam with a threshold cross-
ing height of 60 feet. Similarly, the maximum allowable below beam
error was constrained by a 3.0 degree beam with a threshold crossing
height of 47 feet. The resulting footprint was then appropriate for
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the worst case sites in the whole population of Cat II glide slope
beams. The footprint is so -confining that a performance success rate
of 99.9999 percent is not possible with any of the three autopilots.

In view of the fact that the footprint which applies to the whole
populatLon of Cat II glide slope facilities is so confining, it is of
interest to consider the advantages that would accrue from a standard-

ization of glide slope beam sites. In Figure 6.5.2 a 2.5 degree and a
3.0 degree "optimally" located glide slope beams are illustrated. The
apparent point of emination of these two beams is approximately ll70
feet down runway. At this location, and with the given threshold cross-
ing heights, the probability of landing between 300 feet and 2500 feet
down runway is maximized. This statement is predicated upon the use
of a flare coupler with performance as specified in Section 3.3. Were
all 2.5 and 3.0 degree beams sited as in the Figure, the resulting
maximum allowable above and below beam displacement error limits for
corresponding footprints would be as shown. These limits were calcu-
lated with the same equations as were used to determine the far more
confining "all facilities" footprint.

The threshold crossing heights in Figure 6.5.2 were purposely
chosen to allow a larger below beam error than above beam error. This
is because autopilots will fall below beam more often than above. This
is a result of gain programming as a function of radio altitude. If
the airplane is below beam, the glide slope feedback gain is low and
oppositely when above beam. Thus, if the airplane is below beam, it
will not climb back up to the beam as, rapidly as it would descend if
it were above beam.

For an "optimally" located 2.5 degree beam, the top to bottom
footrint dimension is 54 feet as opposed to 41 feet for the "all
facilities" footprint. For an "optimally"located 3.0 degree beam, the
top to bottom foctprint is 69 feet.

The "optimally" located 3.0 degree beam leads to the footprint
shown in Figure 6.5.3. The corresponding "bends only" footprint, de-
termined by taking into account all other causes on a 4.75 0 basis is
also shown in the Figure. This Cat III "bends only" footprint is
nearly the same size as the Cat II "bends only" footprint applicable
to all facilities as given in Figure 6.1.1. That is to say that the
bends allowance on a Cat III Beam can be the same as presently apply
for Cat II beams if a standard 3.0 beam with a 60 foot threshold
crossing height is used. There is then, a great potential advantage
in standardizing the siting of glide slope beams.

6.5.2 Lateral Axis

It is unlikely that localizer installations in general could be
improved to meet the 3 ua requirement for combined effects of mis-
alignment and bends which would enable System A to meet Cat IIIA per-
formance. A localizer improved to maintain alignment within 11 feet
of runway centerline and with the presently specified 5 ua bends in
Zone 3 would allow System B to achieve Cat IiA performance. A local-
izer improved to maintain alignment within 15 feet would allow System C
to achieve Cat IIIA performance even if the Zone 3 bend specification
were relaxed to 10 ua.
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS

The System C autopilot was found to possess performance equal to

or better than the other autopilots in all cases. The performance ad-,
vantage was particularly noted for tracking problems resulting from
imperfect IIS beam information. The attenuation of beam bend effects
permits the path gain of System C to be increased over that of the non-
inertially smoothed autopilots. This results in improved tracking,
performance in the face of wind (atmospheric) disturbances. Thus the
complementary filtering technique that reduced the effect of beam ano-
malies also leads to a reduction in the effect of atmospheric disturb-
ances.

7.1 Exploitation of Inertial Smoothing Advantages

Marked attenuation of the adverse effects of some unique chaiacter-
istics of the ILS beams is made possible by use of. the inertially
smoothed control law. Localizer overflight interference and beam fail-
ure shutdown are two examples of ILS beam characteristics which are be-
yond the capability of non-inertially smoothed autopilots to satisfac.ý
torily cope with. The effect of localizer overflight on the performance
of the conventional autopilot (System A) is so seveie that unacceptable
touchdown offset can result from overflights anywhere between outer
marker and threshold. This unacceptable result does not, of course,
happen every time as the residual effect at touchdown is propor'tional
to the amplitude of the disturbance and its timing. The timing may
result in the airplane being at a peak displacement at touchdown or
at other times very nearly on center.

The claim has been made that the failure of non-inertially smoothed
autopilots to satisfactorily cope with localizer overflight disturb-
ances can be overcome by simply spacing airport approach/departure traf-
fic to prevent an overflight situation. This operational solution h~s
the direct consequence of reducing the arrival/departure rate per' run-
way per hour to a level far below that for VFR conditions. Traffic de-
lays in IFR conditions are almost assured. Furthermore, there is no
guarantee that overflight effects are precluded by this operati.onal
procedure. Aircraft overflying the airport at two thousand feet or
more can cause overflight transients. This phenomenon has been ob-
served while approaching Boeing Field runway 13R as another aircraft
passed over the airport at two thousand feet on an approach to Seattle
Tacoma Airport. This is in spite of the fact the Boeing Field is
equipped with a directional localizer system.

The ILS beams are single-thread in that there is no simultaneous!
redundancy employed to provide fail-passive or fail-operational.charac-
teristics. Rather, upon failure detection by the ground based monitors,
a back-up transmitter is brought on line after some time deiay. Should
the cause have been the antenna system, the problem will persist and
another time delay passed before complete shutdown. During this whqle
interval, the airplane may have been receiving h~rdover guidance infor-
mation. The conventional autopilot equipped airplane, especially in
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the pitch axis, maneuvers unacceptably within a half-second of an ILS
hardover failure. The. inertially smoothed autopilot control, by com-
parison, can withstand hardover failure for five seconds or more. Thus
the delay times between ILS transmitter switchover and shutdown can be
set to long enough periods bo minimize nuisance (false) :failure de-
tectionsaon the -art of the'ground based monitors azd yet assure safety
due to the toleranac of the inertially smoothed autopilots to limited
period hardover guidance. information.

In sthnmary, with regard to these two particular ILS beam charac-
teristics, the ue of an inertially smoothed autopilot offers consider-

!able relief to the compromise between 'system(combined ILS and air-
plane) utility and performance.

SThe advantages of the inertially-smoothed eatopil6t for opera ion
on ILS beams are not limited to ,the alleviation of the two above men-
tioned unique characteristics of the iLS guidance system. As reviewed
in Section 6.0, inerti4l smoothing provides significant attenuation
of the effects of beam bends and' ncise which exist, to a significant

* extent,. aE many facilities.

The inertially smoothed autopilot has been flown on three Cat I
ITIZ beams in the Seattle area. The Boeing Field ILS beam is the worst
from the standpoint of low altitude localizer and glide slope bends.
At this facility, both'lateral 'and longitudinal control precision
through to touchdown, are quite acceptable. The localizer back course

at Boeing Field has many bends that, far exceed the front course Cat I
inspection limits and yet touchdown close to centerline has been achiev-
ed with the System C roll control law. The localizer guidance informa-
tion was simply switched out just bef9re overflying the antenna site

iand pure inertial guidance was then used for the last thirty seconds
before touchdown. Limited actuai flight experience with the iner-
tially smoothed' autopilot precludes justification for a claim that
ýatisfactory approach and touchdown performance can be achi.eved at all
ILS facilities. However, it does appear thst if the average beam align-
meni is near centerline, satisfactory performance is achievable even ia
the presence 'of a continuous series of 30 ua bends, each up to ten sec-
onds duration. Thus at facilities where the backcourse or the low al-
titude end of the frontcourse localizer is otherwise unusable due to
large bendis of ten peconds or less duration, the application of iner-
tial smoothing may result in acceptable coupled approach performance.
The samei argumpnt applies f6r low al.titudq g) !,de path bends. That is,
at those facilities where the minimum descent altitude in coupled ap-
proach is limited br consideration of excessive slope reversal, the in-
ertially -smoothed pitch autopilot may provide arceptable performance in
spite of this problem.

7.2 ILS Siting to Maximize Approach Sticcess Rate

The trades between ILS beam alignment and 'tht. tolerable levels of
beam bends are e*plai'ned in Section 6.5. It is apparent that there
exists a great incentive to coptrol both the localizer and glide slope



beam centers, at all facilities, to a common siting standard.

In thie case of the localizer beam, the closer the beam alignment
is maintained to runway centerline, the greater the tolerance that can
be allowed for beam bends.

In the ca.e of the glide slope bsam, the allowable toleraice on
bends is severely limited because the location of average beam center
at commissioning is permitted a significant variation. The lack of a
universal standard for glide path beami location with respect to the
touchd-wn zone, results in a requirement to limit Cat II beam bends to
values of approximately one-half of what might otherwise be tolerable.
When concerned with providing a level of system performance that is
consistent with Cat III operations. no allowance can be made for beam
bends if the average beam location is permitted the same wide latitude
as for Cat II beam specification*. Preliminary analysis leads to a

choice of combination between beam angle and threshold crossing height
as shoN;n in Figure 6.5.2. However, in spite of this "optimal" place-
ment of the 2.5 degre; beam, only a small margin can be permitted as
an allowance for beam bends. An "optimally" placed 3.0 degree beam
can be permitted beam bends that are approximately one-half the size
as are presently permitted by Cat II specifis-Itions.
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ArPENIDC A

THEORY OF THE COMPEIMENTARY FILTER

This Appendix is included to provide mathematical background on
complementary filtering for readers who may be unfamiliar with this
control 3ngineering technique. For this reason, the discussion may
be somehiht pedestrian for the automatic control specialist. The dis-
cussion is particularly orientated to the use of a first order comple-
mentary filter to derive an improved estimate of lateral position.

Althongh the tirst order complementary filter is a classical ;-
vice which is well knomn, it is informative to examine its charazt o,-
istics from a particular point of view. The beam rate and inertially
damped systems are briefly reviewed with the intent of establishing
the point of view and a baseline for comparison.

A.1 THE ILS POSITION SIGNAL

The high frequency noise in the ILS beam signal has been removed
(or attenuated) by a low pass filter. This may be expressed in block
diagram form as in Figure A-1.

Y A
SYILS

FIGURE A-!

In the block diagram YI is the lateral displacement from the

runway centerline in cartesian coordinates derived from the ILS local-
A

izer, and Y is the estimated position. However, as previously men-
tioned, YIL has errors, which may be represented as:

YIL = Y + Ye (A.1)

where Y is the true position and Y is the error in the measuremente

of nosition.
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Now the block diagram of Figure A-i may be expressed in equation
form as:

Y= TS " ILS = Ts-1 + y + s +1 Ye (A.2)

It is seen from equation (A.2) that the true position signal has been.
dynamically modified in the process of modifying the position errors.
In other words, the low pass filter removes high frequency information
content from the position signal. This loss of informatior may be
demonstrated graphically in Bode plot form as in Figure A-2.

A'

A Odb.
20 1Oglo I

-6db--Y I'.

-12db I--l- -..

l1T ZIT 31t

FIGURE A-2

Notice that the information loss ib reflected by a decreasing ratio
of estimated to actual position at frequencies above the breakpoint,

IfT . However, this high frequency information may be necessary
to preserve system stability (phase margin). As a consequsnce, the
time constant, T , is limited to some maximum value by stesiility
considerations.

A.2 THE BEAM RAE SIGNAL

In the conventional system, the velocity signal, necessary for
system damping, must be derived from the po "tion signal. This has
been done by a high pass or 'washout" as shown in block diagram form
in Figure A-3.

AA

FIGURE A-3
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However, since the position error is assumed to be mostly high
frequency, the derived rate signal accentuates the noise problem by
placing a higher gain on the high frequencies than the low frequencies.
In order to help alleviate the problem, an additional low pass is added
to the derived rate network as in Figure A-4.

YXLS S
S(TjS + I)(T2s + 1)

FIGURE A-4

In equation form the block diagram becomes:

S _ S S
Y = T-TS+l T TI Y (t 2 +l) Ye (A.3)

or replacing sY by

A S
Y (T 2S+l) Ye (A.4)

Thus the velocity estimate is double low passed velocity corrupted by
bandpassed noise. Both system stability and performance argue for high
gains and small time constants in the velocity signal. However, the high
frequency character of the noise forces a compromise between unnecessary
activity resulting from noise and the desire to minimize path devia-
tions in turbulence and windsheax. In practice the optimal gains and
time constants result in a system whose performance is less than de-
cired.

A.3 THE INERTIAL VELOCITY SIGNAL

If a source of velocity information independent of the ILS beam
signal is available, the problem of accentuating beam noise by differ-
entiation to obtain velocity no longer exists as an impediment to sys-
tem performance. Such an independent velocity signal may be obtained
by processing the signals from an inertial navigation system.

The velocity signal, v yIs, from the inertial navigation system is

good, but not perfect. There are errors in the signal which cause it
to differ from the true velocity. That is:
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&

v YN Y +V Y (A. 5)

The inertial velocity errors,, v , are primarily low frequency errors.
e

Therefore, a better estimate of the velocity is obtained by high pass-
ing the inertial velocity signal as in Figure A-5.

VyINS .... .S .y

T• S+ I

FIGURE A-5

Of course the true velocity as well as the new velocity errors are dy-
namically modiiied when using this velocity estimator:

A. T S ,+ T SY = T S-- T S-- ye (A.6)

The effect of the high pass is to remove or attenuate the velocity
damping signal at low frequencies, which may lead to undesirable,
lightly damped, low frequency modes if system gains and time constants
are not chosen with great care.

As a consequence of the removal of the low frequency velocity in-
formation, the best autoland system of the inertially damped class
falls short of the design engineer's fond hopes. However, these auto-
land systems show a significant performance increment over those using
velocity information derived from the ILS signal. These autoland sys-
tems exhibit less senjitivity to ILS beam noise, improved damping,
and improved turbulence and windshear response. However, the time con-
stant in the position estimator (Figure A-1) is still limited to a
maximum value for which the estimator's response to low frequency beam
disturbances or "beam bends" of ten seconds duration or longer is sig-
nificant.

A.4 THE COMPLEMENTARY FILTER

The system sensitivity to localizer anomalies may be reduced by
making further use of the inertial velocity signal. By properly com-
bining velocity with position through the use of a complementary fil-
ter as the position estimator, system stability becomes independent
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of the time constant of the low pass on position error. This allows
the selection of the complementary filter time constant solely on the
basis of ILS and inertial error characteristics with no need to con-
sider system stability.

The first order complementary filter position estimator may be
derived by first examining the low pass position estimator of equa-
tion (A.2):

A 1y =-- Y+- Ye (A.7)
T~ ~ 8+1T +

Notice that another term may be added to replace the high frequency
information removed by the low pass on position. This may be written
as:

Y Y + Ye + T S+ Y (A.8)

By combining terms equation (A.8) may be reduced to:

A 1
Y Y + Ts-' Ye (A.9)

This seemingly trivial result is important when a source of position

and its derivatives with errors independent of the ILS errors is
available. The inertial sensors will be shown to provide this re-
quired information.

Rewriting the expression for inertially determined velocity found

in equation (A.5) gives:

v =Y+ v =SY+ V (A.lO)

Clearly, the inertial navigator providcc the velocity (sY) needed for
the additional term in equation (A.8). Neglecting the INS error and
making the substitution of (A,10) into (A.8) and making use of (A.1)
to reduce (Y + Ye) yields

A 1 YILS + T V (A.)
Y __ T s+ T S- INS

which is the equation for the first order complementary filter posi-
tion estimator in the form which emphasizes its input signals. Figure
A-6 illustrates equation (A.11) in block diagram form.
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SY ILS .. ..

FIGURE A-6

In order to examine the errors in the estimated position, substitute
(A.I) and (A.10) into (A.1l) to obtain:

A 1 Ts T
Y - Y + --- Ye+-T-s jY + --- v (A.12)T s+l T s+l T s+1 T s+l Y

"'hen combine terms to obtain:

A 1 'T
Y = Y+ Ts+l Ye + 7e (A.13)

Notice that the position estimate produced by the complementary fil-
ter contains the signal or true position, Y, without dynamic modifica-
tions. This is why the complementary filter time constant has no in-
fluence on system stability. Only the errors are dynamically modified
and it is solely by consideration of the response of the estimator to
these errors that the complementary filter time constant is determined.
The trade-off for optimization purposes is between attenuating ILS
distortions above the break frequency and amplifying velocity errors
below the break frequency of the complementary filter.

A. 5 COMPLEMENTARY FILTER RESPONSE TO INERTIAL VELOCITY ERRORS

Recall that the errors in the velocity signal are primarily low
frequency. These errors are essentially a bias error resulting from
the long term integration of acceleration errors and a ramp error due
to tilt.
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The bias velocity error results in a bias error or standoff in
the position estimate. These errors are related bya gain aetermined
by the complementary filter time constant. This bias in the position
estimate has the potential to cause the aatoland system to track an
offset course parallel to the runway centerline.

A.6 USE OF A WASHOUT TO RMVE STANDOFF

The problem of the steady state estimation error by a first order,
complementary filter subjected to bias errors in the derivative signal
has been frequently encountered and is a well known problem. The typ-
ical solution applied to the problem has been washing out the deriva-
tive signal before putting it into the complementary filter as in Fig-
ure A-7.

VyLS ______

T1 S+ I

I _ _.

"" ~ ~VYI~ l"2S, .
INS J T2 S+

FIGURE A-7

In equation form, this becomes:

A 1 tT, 2  sY = TIS+I YILS + "(T S+l') (T g8÷i) 7 YINS (.4

Making the substitution from equations (A.1) and (A.1O) yields:
6A

A i 1 1 -T t 2  a SY +

1 TS+1 e TS+l) C'T 2S+l)

T1 T2 S (A.l5)

(T 2+1) ( T 2s8)1•9e



And finally grouping terms yields:

A TI T2  S2 + T2 S 1

1TT2  1+ + T2 )S+l Y+ I- Y +

T, T 2 S (A.16)T'?l ( T 2S+l) Vye (.6

This approach has indeed placed a free differentiation in the num-
erator of the transfer function multiplying v , thus there is no

steady state estimation error resulting from the derivative bias error,
v . But in the process the numerator and denominator of the transfer

function on true position, Y, no longer cancel. The resulting dynamic
modification of Y constrains the freedom of choice of time constants
by the system designer. The constraints prevent obtaining the best
possible system. However, to have the freedom to achieve the best
possible system, the system designer may use a higher order complemen-
tary filter which removes the steady state estimation errors without
dynamically modifying the true position information contained in the
position esbimate.

A.7 TME USE OF A PATH INTEGRATOR TO CANCEL STANDOFF

An alternate solution to the position estimation steady-state-
offset problem is available using what is commonly called a "path inte-
grator". The raw ILS signal is integrated and this integral summed
with the position estimate for use in commanding aircraft maneuvering.
This technique was investigated and successfully flight tested during
Boeing sponsored work in '1969. The use of parallel integration was
chosen becatise it allows more design freedom than the technique of
Section A.6, and higher order complementary filters were not felt to
be required where 561 quality INS systems were employed. If the air-
craft is not following a path of zero ILS deviation, the deviation
will be integrated to cause an appropriate maneuver to reduce the ILS
deviation. Consequently, the stable autoland system with a path in-
tegrator will reach a steady state of zero ILS deviation. At this
time, the output of the path integrator cancels the bias error in the
position estimate. Thus the path integrator may be viewed as an esti-
mator of the velocity error in the inertial velocity signal.

A.8 OTHER INERTIAL SMOOTHING PROBLEMS AND CURES

Use of the path integrator to cancel position estimation errors
has inherent characteristics which prevent it from being the best
possible system. These characteristics lead to the following problem
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areas:

1) Initialization

2) Time require'ý to reach steady state

3) Undesirable effects of changing the time constant while
tracking the centerline

4) Undesirable response to INS tilt errors

The first problem is associated with turning on or starting the
complementary filter. The position estimate, Y, at the time of turn-
on must satisfy:

A
Y=y +Y + T v (A,17)AY Y Ye f

where Yi is the instantaneous true position, Yef is the steady state

position error, and vf is the steady state inertial velocity error.
Ye.r

Unfortunately, it is not possible to have sufficient information prior
to starting the complementary filter to exactly establish the correct
initial condition. The resulting initial condition error must propaia
gate through the complementary filter to the steady state value. The
propagation speed is strongly influenced by the time constant. Fcr
heavy filtering of the position errors, considerable time is required
to reach the steady state.

This brings up the second problem, the time required to reach
steady state. It was just shown that the complementary filter time
constant is one factor contributing to the problem. The second con-
tributing factor is the system dynamic response resulting from use
of the path integrator.

The path integrator, in conjunction with other dynamics, intro-
duces a low frequency response with a long settling time. The result
is a system which requires about two and one-half minutes to settle
out errors. This settling time places a constraint on system use in
the form of a minimum tracking time or minimum intercept distance.
For an aircraft with a velocity of 135 knots, the two and one-half
minute settling time requires a minimum intercept distance of about
five and one-half nautical miles from the runway threshold.

The third problem, undesirable effects of changing the time con-
stant while tracking the centerline, results from the transfer func-
tion between inertial velocity error and the error in the position
estimate. Subtract true position from the position estimate, equation
A13, to obtain the error in the estimate.

T ( A 1 8Ye = "Y = -T S+--- Ye + "Y S+- v Ye (.
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Notice that the inertial velocity error, ve , is multiplied by the

complementary filter time constant, T . Thus, as the complementary
filter time constant is changed, the aircraft is required to maneuver
to change the path integrator output to the new value required to can-
cel the estimation error. This induced maneuver essentially prohibits
changing the complementary filter time constant while tracking.

The fourth problem is the undesirable response to tilt errors.
The tilt error results in an acceleration error induced by gravity.
The acceleration error is integrated inside the inertial system to pro-
duce a ramp velocity error, which causes a ramp in the error in the
estimated position. To cancel this ramp error in the steady state,
the path integrator output must also ramp which requires that the air-
craft fly an offset course parallel to the runway centerline in order
to drive the path 'integrator. Thus the first order complementary fil-
ter system with path integral velocity error correction is vulnerable
to standoff in the presence of tilt.

The configuration for System C resulted from a trade study to

maximize the rejection of beam while minimizing the tracking errors
resulting from these four problems. Althcvgh System C exhibited ex-
cellent performance, these problems may be further reduced by using
the more complex technique of higher order complementary filtering.
In addition, the higher order complementary filters allow achieving
steady state estimation more rapidly than path integration, because
the former case depends only on complementary filter dynamics while
the latter is dependent on aircraft path following dynamics. Higher
order filtering offers the potential of the use of INS systems of lower
cost than the 561 types. This potential, however, can only be achieved
through autoland system synthesis based on trades between the INS
error characteristics and the ILS errors. Inadequate ILS data are
available today to permit these trades to be properly accomplished.

4
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APPENDIX Bi

ROLL AUTOPILOT STABILITY ANALYSIS

Several valid reasons can be stated to defend the autoland 6ngih-
eer's desire to include an inertial navigation platform in the flight'
controls hardware. Foremost among these reasons is the precise attitude
control that can be attained using the high quality attitude feedback
from the INS; the engineer does not have to concern himself with the
long term washouts that result from vertical gyro erection systems.
The availability of ground speed which can be utilized to generate pre-
cise Y commands constitutes another reason why the INS, is a valfiable
asset. Also, stabilized accelerations, which are available in the INS,
are highly desirable in autoland progyz.ims because of the excellent re-
sistance to environmental upsets that can be obtained with good quality
accelerometers.

In the lateral controls area, the INS system is invaluable in that
it has the capability to compute and output ground track.; For years,
the lateral autoland controls designer has compromised between good
system damping and excess control activity. Moreoveri the adverse
effect of crosswinds has continually 'haznpered the engineer's effort
to produce a highly accurate autoland system. Now, however, ground
track from the INS has provided the means to reconcile the stability/
wheel activity compromise and to resolve the wind problem. To illus-
trate, consider the following, simple analysis.

B.1 A SIMPLE ROOT-IOCUS ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM A

Figure B-1 (Page 202) is an extremely simplified representation of
the localizer controlled, lateral approach system. (Figure B-1 neglects
actuator dynamics, beam filters, limits on command rate, and the block
diagram is based on complete decoupling between the roll and direction-
al axes). A root locus on Kfl , .e beam gain in Figiire B-1., shows an

unstable situation when the rate taker and lagged roll gains, K A and

respectively, are set to zero as seen in the sketch of Figure B-2.

STABLE UNSfABLE

x

FIGJRE B-2
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The complex pair of poles (attitude loop) is approximately independent
of Kr%, but the pair of poles at the origin move off into the unstable

region for any K y) > 0. To stabill.e this outer loop, beam rate is

required essentially to cancel one of the poles at the origin. Theo-
retically then, Figure B-3 shows the K r root locus that would result

if a nominal K n were set and a perfect beam rate signal were fed back

to the autopilot.

LAX

STBLE UNSTABLE

FIGURE B-3

However, perfect pole/zero cancellation is prohibited by the KI gain

and the imperfect beam rate taker; and, in actuality, owing to the two
break frequencies of the rate taker, the root locus contains a pair of
complex zeros as shown in Figure B-4. These loci are based on a fixed
K ri gain .-nd vary with K gain.

STABLE ,UNSTABLE

4

:ii
FIGURE B-4+
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Notice that the unstable poles In Figure B-4 move toward the complex
zeros in the stable region as the K 6 gain is increased. Now, in or-

der to effectively cancel the poles and zeros, the K ý gain must be

extremely large, so large in fact that the surface activity becomes
prohibitive. An investigation of the crosswind induced lateral dis-
placement also demands that the highest beam rate gain possible be in-
corporated into the system. But again, the wheel activity limits the
value of the beam rate gain. (Directional stability is also affected).
Since the extremely noisy beam (and other considerations) definitely
limits the value of K e , as well as K n , another source of damp-

ing must be sought.

Referring again to Figure B-l, for a constant speed, the beam

rate is proportional to the product of true heading and distance to
the localizer. (Actually this is not a true relationship as Figvre B-1
ignores the side force contribution to beam rate, and conseque.itly
this block diagram can only be considered valid in a quiescent environ-
ment. This point is not to be taken lightly, because it is the side
force contribution to T) that establishes a great deal of the need for

an INS). This proportional relationship raises the question - - why
not feed back heading as a damping signal? This solution was used in
many autopilots in the late '50's and early 1960's. However, there are
problems with this solution also. To illustrate, when the airplane is
subjected to a cross wind upset, the tendency of the airplane to
weathercock produces a heading change which is not related to beam
rate; i.e., the heading change during weathercocking commands a roll
angle in the wrong direction. Further, low fron 1-,ncy heading changes
required to track the beam in the presence of wind shears, required
outputs from a path integrator, which due to stability limitation was
slow in responding. The wind shear response of these systems was very
poor. Therefore, heading cannot be relied upon to approximate beam
rate because of the environmental disturbances.

In this analysis, airplane heading can be considered as being
comprised of two distinct terms as follows:

Sg

V f

where 4WIND is the initial heading transient that results from a

wind upset. The second term in Eq. (B-l), as seen in Figure B-l, is
the beading that results from bank angle-induced turns. It follows
that since 4 is desired as a beam damping signal, and since OWIND

is always in the wrong direction, the next obvious step is to integrate
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the bank angle and feed it back to the autopilot. However, 2p~ure in-
tegration cannot be used since the airplane may be mistrimmed; i.e.,
a steady roll'angle may prevail throughout the approach. Consequentlyi
prior to the innovation of the INS, the autoland engineer approximated
this integral with a long time constant lag oni the bank angle and used
this signal to supplement the beam rate; hence, thc term "lagged roll".
The root locus of the lagged roll gain, %,.' with K n and K h set

to values which are generally b.ing utilized in first generation auto-
land systems, resembles the skecch in Figure B-5.

STABLE., " ,,• UNSTABLE

FIGTIRE B-5

Notice that while the "old" low-frequency oscillatory poles have mi-
grated veey close to the complex zero pair into a well-damped posi-
tion, another low frequency, real pole (the lagged roll break fre-
quency) has been created which moves toward the first low frequency
pole, and the two form another complex pair. Higher K,ý gains will

move these poles around a circle, return to the real axis between the
two zeros, and move respectively toward each zero; i.e., good damping
is difficult to achieve unless Kr and Kh can be increased to move

the zeros further into the stable region. The lagged rol" gain, un-
fortunately, also affects the Dutch Roll mode which, until now, has

been aselmed dormant. A more thorough analysis sh=4s that a strong
interaction exists between the lagged roll gain and the yaw damper gain.
Consequently, a constraint is imposed on the lagged roll gain not only
because of the low frequency damping but also because increasing KL

tends to destabilize the Dutch Roll roots.
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This simple rodt locus analysis, has illustrated whvy a compy'omise
always results when beam rate-and lagged roll are used to stabilize
the lateral system. The problem, though seemingly complex, boils down
to one simple fact: a clean, complete representation of the beam rate
is not available.

B.2 SIMP.' ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM B

The INS computes a track angle signal, 'LJA' which can be ex-

pressed

*TA t + 8 DA (B-2)

In this expression, I is simply the true heading (including wind con-

siderations) and 0DA is the drift angle across the ground. Thus, the

combination of heading and drift avail a signal which is ideal for
damping the beami because a wind upset a induces a track error in
the "correct" direction, and hence the resulting commanded bank angle
is into the wind; i.e., a commanded return to beam center. While the
block diagram of Figure B-1 shows that (inertial) heading leads the
beam by 90-DEG and is, therefore, proportional to 11 , the mathemati-'

"cal relationship between track angle and beam rate will now be derived.

The lateral velocity, in a two-dimensional axis system, can be
expressed:

SY V SIN ( * 4'TA)* (B-3)

Now, from simple trigonometry

SINW-k1 5 73(B-4)

Differentiating Eq. (B-4)

S= 57.3 6 p- 0"Y)
p2

=57.3 - P_ (5(.3-5)p -
P p

The AT is the difference between commanded track and actual

track.
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But since p - Vg, multiplying by P and substituting EQ (B-4)

into Eq (3-5) yields

YP o'(.3Y + Vg n (B-6)

Now in the autopilot, the compensated beam error (the beam error that
has been multiolied by a function of range),

n p can be expressed

P
np = - n

K (0-7)

where k is a constant, usually about 40,000. Differentiating Eq.
(B-7)

S (Pn + n )=+ n Tivn), (B-8)

since P = -V as noted before.

Substituting Eq. (B-6) into Eq. (B-8) and reducing yields
* 1

npp - 57.3Y (B-9)

But, from Eq. (B-3) and Eq. (B-9)

K Vgp= vgSIN( A ) (B-10)

Thus, in the autopilot, the programmed beam rate, np , is propor-

tional to the ground track angle, A ý TA"

Now since it was assumed in Section B.1 that no wind upsets exist-
ed, Figure B-1 again applies and * can be regarded as OTA i.e.,

ODA is always zero. Therefore, the damping signal for beam rate will

be ' , and the root locus for the track angle gain K V is similar

to the sketch in Figure B-6 (K Ti is set to nominal and K j and

KL are set to zero).
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STABLE ,UNSTABLE

FIGURE B-6

It is important to note that the "unstable", low-frequency poles

migrate toward the stable, real axis, and as K * is increased fur-

ther, one pole cancels the zero at the origin while the other forms a
complex pair with one of the attitude loop poles. If the K gain

is adjusted properly, the only remaining low frequency poles will be
retained near the real axis and further from the origin than was pos-
sible with the lagged roll system. Hence, OTA is by far the less

complex and most straightforward damping signal with which the local-
izer coupler can be stabilized.

A more comprehensive analysis, which includes a 3-degree-of-
freedom airplane, actuator dynamics, yaw damper, etc., draws the same
conclusion as the above, 6imple analyses. There is no substiVute for
MNS track angle in :t abilizing the lateral approach coupler and, hence,
"%,ind-proofins" the airplane during approaches.

B-3 OMR FACTORS

The simple analyses in Sections B.1 and B.2 were presented to
show that the INS offers the most desirable means of damping the ILS-
localizer system. It was pointed out that beam rate was limited as a
damping signal because of the poor quality beam error signal. It is
interesting to see the relationship between the beam rate gain as
used in conventional autoland system (System A), an6 the track angle
gain used in System B and C. From Eq. (B-IO),

n .0055 A8, (B-11)
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Eq. (B-11) simply states that, during the approach, 6*TAI , in deg, is

about 180 times greater than the programmed beam rate. This means
that, if a synthesis of the track angle-damped system calls for a gain
between 2.5 (System B) and 3.5 (System C) an equivalent gain in the
beam rate-damped (A) system would be between 400 and 600, a virtual
impossibility. 1 This comparison shows much more clearly why the INS-
damped lateral autopilot is preferred to the beam rate-damped auto-
pilot.

When the crosswind is taken under consideration, the argument for
the INS is greatly enhanced. To illustrate, consider Figure B-7, a
frequency response comparison between System A and System B. The sub-
ject response is lateral displacement, Y, to crosswind, V in ft/ft/

y
see, and while both systems show peak response near a .35 rad/sec, the
lagged roll system peak response is twice that of the INS system.

Wind shear responses of these two couplers present even more con-
vincing evidence that the INS-damped autopilot is preferred to a beam
rate/lagged roll system. Responses to the classical 8 kt/l00 ft wind
shear show that peak lateral deviation of the INS-damped system is
between 1/4 to 1/2 that of the beam rate system, depending upon the
methods of implementation. Actually, this is not surprising when Eq.
(B-2) is considered. Whenever the approaching airplane is subjected
to a crosswind shear, the drift angle ODA begins to develop accord-

ing to the side force time constant (Cya ) of the airplane. As

the airplane weathercocks into the crosswind, heading changes adverse-
ly, but no adverse feedback ensues because the drift angle dominates
the maneuver. Hence, if the airplane weathercocking time constant

were zero, then A0 would always be equal to the negative of A$DA

and no autopilot commands would be generated. However, d 0 DA leads

A* and a OTA begins to develop which commands the airplane to

roll "into" the wind to null the •TA" Meanwhile, the very small

beam error which results is nulled by the beam error plus integral of
beam error. All this takes place without concern for the roll angle,
and it follows that the lead action afforded by the INS track angle
-will hold the lateral offset to the smallest possible value.

B.4 GAIN COMPARISONS

With respect to system gains, the track angle stabilized approach
coupler exhibits gains which are considerably greater than the gains
of a conventional coupler. Consider the following comparisons.

1 System A rate gains are typically 75.
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Gain C Sys. A Sys.

Kyn 80 23

S4 0.7

Kh •6o 75

P 0 3.5

Intuitively, one would suppose that the wheel or surface activity
would be prohibitive with the C system, but such is not the case.
Figure B-8 shows the wheel/beam ( 6 w//n ) response for System B

and System A. The improvement is obvious. To explain the reasons why
the high gain, track angle-damped system exhibits less wheel activity
than the beam rate-damped system would require a rather lengthy dis-
cussion. However, Reference 12 treats this subject in great detail
and also contains many frequency response plots which compare several
systems with respect to wheel activity, environmental performance, etc.
It will be noted here that one may attain even greater reduction of
wheel activity in System B by lowering the gains, but this will also
cayuse degradation of crosswind performance, particularly wind shear.

B. 5 SUwMiRY OF ROLL AXIS STABILITY ANALYSIS

To summarize, the localizer tracking mode is more efficiently
stabilized by the INS track angle signal rather than the combination
of beam rate and lagged roll because:

1. A clean, localizer-independent signal, which is directly pro-
portional to beam rate, is available in the INS. This sig-
nal requires no special shaping (except perhaps a simple
granularity filter). Consequently, a straightforward approach
toward properly tuning the system is available.

2. There is no noise induced limit on the damping gain.

3. The shifting of airplane heading in crosswinds does not affect
the relationship between track angle and beam rate.

4. The crosswind-induced dispersion is considerably less in

System B.

Ref. 1P Boeing Document D6-23937TN, Comparative Study of Automatic
Landing Systems, M. E1-Moslimany, June 6, 1969.
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APPENDIX C

CAMERA TRACKING SYSTEM

Photographic data combined with on-board inertial navigation
S~system data were utilized to measure the aircraft path from approxi-
Smately 5.,000 feet away from the runway threshold to touchdown. The

• camera system used was designed and built by The Boeing Company.
• Boeing document D6-22679-1., Instrumentation Camera System., Aircraft

Noise Tests, describes this system in detail and gives an accuracy
analysis. The inertial navigation system is the Carousel IV installed
on-board the ILS Autoland test airplane. Boeing document D6-40198 TN,
Position Determination During Autoland Tests, describes the method
utilized to combine the photographic data and the INS data and the re-
sulting expected accuracy.

C.1 CAMERAS INSTALLATION

The camera and target locations were surveyed utilizing Boeing
docunient D6-19164, Grant County Runway Lights, for bench mark data.
Figure C.l.1 shows the installation of Camera Number 1 and its sur-
veyed reference points (targets). The same arrangement of targets was
placed in front of the other three cameras. The field of view (azi-
muth) and approximate location of all four cameras is shown in Figure
C.1.2. The elevation coverage of each camera was between horizon and
ten degrees up. The airplane was in the field of view of the rear pair
of cameras (#1 and #2) from 7000 feet before to 2000 feet after thres-
hold. The forward pair of cameras provided redundant coverage as the
airplane passed from 300 feet attitude down through 100 feet. This
four camera coverage provided maximum accuracy in the last 4000 feet
just ahead of threshold. Test pictures taken of a runway marker of
known location confirmed that the cameras had an angular accuracy of
better than one milliradian on a 10- basis.

The cameras and their power supplies were remotely controlled by
an interface installed in a van located immediately North of the glide
slope trailer. All photographs were taken at two second intervals on
the even integer second. The picture taking was started upon command
from the test conductor aboard the aircraft. This command was verbally
transmitted over the VHF transceiver as the airplane descended through
400 feet altitude. The photographs had BCD time code displayed in the
lower right hand corner. Time code generators in the aircraft and on
the ground were synchronized in the morning of the day of test prior
to each day's testing. The aircraft time code generator was the master.
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C.2 . POSITION DETERMINATION FROM CAMERA DATA'

On each approach approximately twenty pictures were taken by each
cbmera on 70 mm film. Th4s film was "read" on a special projector
with a moveabl, X-Ycursor. The azimuth and elevation angles between
the airplanL's right main landing gear and two of the targets were auto-,
matically recorded in digital format. These angles, ip addition to
known camera location and orientation, permitted computation of airplane
position through triangulation. The resultant airplane position esti-
mate was accurate to about three feet laterally and vertically, on a
1 a0 basis, over the last 6000 feet of theý approach.

C.3 POSITION DETERMINATION FROM INS AND CAMERA DATA

Track angle, grdund speed and vertical accelera~tion INS signal
outputs were rqcorded in-fltght. A filtering scheme using these pieces
of information, a computer model of the, INS S ch'ler loop, and the cam-
era-generated estimate of airplane position, was mechanized to improve
upon the cmera-generated position estimate. Essentially, the INS

I model was initialized at the first space ,position that had been deter-
mihed through triangulati6n of .the camera data. The INS model was

-then caused to track the camera data at, two second intervals until the
end of the approach. Throughout the process,:error eptimates of re-
corded INs data were geperated., This process was referred to as the
forward pass. A backward pass iwas then made using INS data, corrected
by the final eiror estimates.

CA.4 PLOT ACCURACY ESTIMATES

The estimated accuracy of the photo-INS, system is generated ar.
part of the position estimation procgss, given initial INS error stan-
dard deviations and camera error standard deviations. The camera error
was predicted to be 1 milliradian (2 d ).: The magnitudes, on a 2 0
bashs, qf 13 inertial errors were selected to be as follows at the time
of the first camera observation:

x Y Z

Pqsition, Ft 200 10 10

Velocity, Ft/Sec 10 10 5

Tilt, Milliradian .5 ..5 -

Accelei'ometer bias, lO"3 G '.2 .2 10

Azimuth, Milliradian 20

Z Ac'celerometer scale factor %, 1

where: X - ran'ge from glide slope antenna -: Ft.

S- lateral displacement from centerline -Fb,

Z - altitude above runway elevation Ft.
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The resultant position accuracy estimates varied from approach to
approach, due principally to varying times of camera turn-on. Figure
C.1.3 shows representative accuracy estimates (specifically, those of
the fourth flight, third approach). The discrete points plotted are
the position estimates obtained during the forward pass through the
camera data, i.e., the positions obtained are those at the instant a
picture is taken, using only past and present inertial and camera data.
The curves are generated by a backward pass using inertial data back-
wards from the last picture time, corrected by inertial error esti-mates at that time. In Figure C.1.3, the lateral displacement error
probability for the backward pass is always better than two feet on a
S2 C basis. The calculated accuracy of vertical position as a func-

tion of range is not as good.r Note that the forward pass vertical positions are estimated to be
more accurate than the backward pass, due mainly to a vertical acceler-
ometer scale factor and noise problem. On the second and subsequent
flight, a poorly designed amplifier was placed between the vertical
acceleromter outputs and the recorder inputs. And due to an unfortun-
ate combiration of circumstances, the post-flight position processing
could not be carried out until the entire sequence of flights was corn-
pieted, at which time it became apparent that considerable accelero-
meter scale factor, bias and random error had been introduced by the
amplifier. Thus, the forward pass which is heavily weighted to camerainformation is the more accurate. Even so, the forward pass estimates

are accurate to within two feet on a 2 0 basis over the last five
thousand feet of the approach. In the body of this report, for the
vertical axis, the forward axis, the forward pass estimates are used.

2
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APPENDIX D

INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM (INS) MECHANIZATION

D1. SUMMARY

A standard Delco Carousel IV ARINC 561 INS was used to support
this program. The INS computer program was slightly modified to pro-
vide the outputs required by the G.E. Autoland autopilot computer at
the correct rate, format and scaling. No hardware modifications were
necessary.

The software modification involved approximately one man month of
programming, integration and troubleshooting effort by one engineer.

D.2 INS REQUIREMENTS

Certain special INS requirements existed for operation with ILS
Autoland equipment:

- Compute and output Track Angle (TK) and Ground Speed (GS) at a
minimum rate of 5 times/sec. on the standard ARINC 561 binary
digital output.

- Minimize the delay between computation and output.

- Provide additional "•ital outputs of Drift Angle (DA), True
Headirg (TH), Lati'; ',: (LT), aLd Lorgibude (LN) for test in-
strumentation purposes.

- Assign the following label codes to the ARINC 561 format
digital outputs:

MSB 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 ISB

TK 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1

jL GS 0 0 0 1 0 ! 1 1

DA 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

TH 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1

LIN 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1

TIT 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
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- Scale all data as follows:

Data Units MSB (Bit 29) Resolution

Velocity Ft/Sec. 512 o.ooo488

Angular Semi circles 900 0.044

D.3 CAROUSEL IV SOFTWARE MODIFICATION

The baseline computer program was the 031J version currently used
on the 747 airplane. This program has an identification number 4663-
0010. Thirty nine (39) computer locations were modified (patched)
and hand loaded into the Carousel IV computer to satisfy the require-
ments of the Inertially Augmented Autoland program. This modified
computer program was identified as 4663-3333. The 'patches' and an
explanation for each change are listed in Table D.1.

The 'patches' listed in Table D.1 represent the final version
which was used on Flight test #4 and subsequent flights. For the first
three flights, location 5576 was not patched to change the 75 Knot GS
cutoff for TK and DA angle computation which is used in the 031J pro-
gram. On Flight #3 under adverse head wind conditions, airplane
groundspeed fluctuated between 70 an' d 80 knots during approach to Boe-

ing Field. This caused 200 erroneous steps in the TK output from the
INS because of the 75 knot cutout on the TK computation. Changing the
GS limit to 38 knots eliminated the possibility of a recurrence. For
the first two flights, different label codes were used for TH, DA, LT
and LN, and a different output order was used. These were changed to
correct an intermittent label recognition problem in the G.E. autopilot
computer on Flights 1 and 2, and to decrease the staleness of TK data.

The basic 031J computer program has tiree computation loops of
50 msec, 200 msec and 6oo msec. It nlso has automatic digital I/O
which, after initiation by an OUT 35 instruction, transmits up to 64
memory locations - in sequence to the three digital outputs, the CDV,
BCD, and binary outputs.

The modifications that were necessary for the inertially aug-
mented autoland program were to change the computation loop in which

Sthe specified functions were calculated to the 200 msec loop, and to
put them out on the binary bus immediately after computation.

Considering each computation loop, the following changes were
made:

50 msec loop

o Delete the intersystem comparison automatic I/O because
it would interfere with the output array and the 200 msec
automatic I/O.

o Delete TK and DA computation.
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200 msec loop

o Add TK and DA computation

o Compute GS

o Load oatput array with TK, DA, GS and TH

o Initiate automatic I/O to output 10 words, CDU Right,
CDU Left, CDU Discretes, Spare, LT, LN, TK, TH, DA, GS.

o Delete computation of Crosstrack, Track Angle error and
Steering signal because these outputs were not required
and the memory space saved was convenient for the above
computation changes.

600 m sec loop

o Change the Control Display Unit (CDU) output locations,
CDU Right, CDU Left, and CDU Discrete, to include in the
200 m sec automatic I/O output.

o Delete storage in automatic I/O memory array except for
LN and LT.

o Delete automatic I/O output of 30 words

o Delete Intersystem comparison routine because not used and
interfered with the automatic I/o memory array.

Miscellaneous

o Changed the labels and allocations for the automatic I/O
memory array.

o Deleted setting of MALF code 31 because the changes re-
sulted in MALF 31 being set in the Align mode causing a
nuisance warning.

o Changed the c-mputer program identifier.

o Changed the balances to validify the computer memory sum
check.

The 031J computer program tape has six trailers, E, F, G, H, I,
J, which are intended foi- laboratory use. Three of these trailers,
H, I, and J, were loaded into the computer to give the capability of
loading memory locations through the CDU. This was convenient since
minor software changes can then be made without removing equipment
from the airplane.

The final software changes used for the autoland test were func-
tional rather than refined. A complete listing of the changes is given
in Table D.l. Given more time, the specific requirements of the iner-
tially augmented autoland program could have been met while retaining
all the other features of the basic 031J program. Since Boeing does
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not have the facilities to do a full raassemblyof the Carousel IV
computer program , the, primary object'ive.was to provide: the specified
outputs for the inezti4- Augmented autond' pogram, withna
of memory locatio chanes. Boein .has a Carousel IV memory load and
verify unit (LVD=), and system checkout instllations at the Doeig
Renton plant. These -faCilities were used to support •this`program. MlS
zepairs and maintenance support were provided by Delco.,Electronics
Seattle repair center.

Two ban- weaknesses of the current 031J computer program were
identified 6 ing this development. Firstly, the current ,practice of
using tht automatic I/0 memory array locations for temporary storage
of variables in addition to the output functions presented some diffi-
rmlties and made some output array locations unuseable for the 200Wm
sec output mechanization. Secondly, the practice of cutting off the
computation of TK and DA when GS is less than 75 Kt interfered with
Flight test #3, and must be changed if the 33S is used for autoland
augmentation.
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CAROUSEL IV COMPUTER PROGRAM MODIFICATION

TABLE D.I

LOCATION MOD. CONTENTS REMARKS

2370 70707645 Balancer number to correct memory sum check
2376 46633333 Modified computer program identification number
2420 16354337 Deletes normal intersystem comparison output
2700 21252027
2702 20332123
2704 22212121 Modified label codes for output functions
2706 40402111
2710 42004100 J
4260 00001213 Bypass autopilot interface test
4302 00005025 Bypass storage of TK in 50 m sec loop
4310 00005027 Bypass storage of DA in 50 m sec loop
5246 00003570 Bypass intersystem subroutine
57n04 00000000 Bypass STANDBY mode JUMP instruction

5706 61503150 J
5710 31662075 Compute GS in 200 m sec loop
5712 4o756166
5714 23101143I
5716 30242612 Store GS in output array
5720 20325025 Compute TK during 200 m sec loop
5722 26150102 Store, TK in output array
5724 01023027 Process TH during 200 m sec loop
5726 30322614 Store TH in output array
5730 20305027 Compute DA during 200 m sec loop
5732 26130102 Store DA in output array
5734 43623360 R5736 12240335 10 word array output during 200 m sec loop

S6702 20623340 Relocate CNTRC
7034 33741204 Bypass MAIF 31
7154 00006341 Bypass storage of Wind Speed in output array
7161t 32550000 Bypass storage of Wind Angle in output array
7416 10360000 Bypass storage of GS during 600 m sec loop

10524 00000000 Bypass storage of TK during 600 m sec loop
10532 26213645 Relocate LEFT (CDU Display output)
10534 26223646 Relocate RIGHT (CDU Display output)
10536 26233647 Relocate OUTDIS (CDU Discrete output)
10542 32550000 Bypass outpi't array during 600 m sec loopr 12170 43773062
12172 01012062 Relocate CNTRC

5576 14065356 Change GS Limit to 38 Knots
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APPENDIX E

INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA REDUCTION

The data recording system components were mounted in a pallet
consisting of a double-width AN4O rack 42 inches high. The AMC0
frames (P/N F42-19-25) were bolted at their bases to a 1/4 inch thick
aluminum plate which had four seat-track mounting brackets attached.
Two 3/8 inch diameter steel cables with turnbuckles were attached to
the aft side of the frames to provide a safety anchor for forward
directed acceleration forces. Side panels for the pallet were fabri-
cated with cut-outs to allow access to tape recorder electronics, see
Figure E.l.

The data recording system functional diagram is shown in Figure
E.2. Two Sangamo Model 3562 magnetic tape recorders with wideband
11M record/reproduce electronics were used for data recording. IRIG B
modulated time code was recorded with direct record electronics on
Channel 1 of each recorder. Calico Model 7000 monitor oscilloscopes
allowed continuous monitor of either the input signal to the record
electronics or the reproduced recorded signal for each channel. The
tape input panel (Drawing E2FAA 430.02) utilized 5,000 ohm trimpots
to attenuate ±10 volt nominal signals from the autopilot pallet to
±1.4 volts compatible with the FM record electronics. Front panel
switches provided for the insertion of a calibration voltage across
the attenuator such that precise setting of attenuation was not nec-
essary. The voltage calibration source (Drawing E2FAA 430.01) con-
tained a regulated precision 10 volt power supply and switching nec-
essary to provide 110 volts, zero and -10 volts calibration voltages.
The calibration voltage was checked periodically with a digital volt-
meter and found to be 10 ± .005 volts, with typical calibration cur-
rent loading.
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Recorded parameters were patched to the instrumentation pallet
inputs at the Burndy-Block panel at the rear of the autopilot pallet.
The channel assignments are shown below:

Pitch Axis Roll Axis

TRIG B Time Code IRIG B Time Code

Radio Altitude-Fine Voice

Ground Speed Radio Altitude-Coarse

Vertical Acceleration Track Angle Deviation

Pitch Attitude Roll Attitude

Pitch Rate Roll Rate

Vertical Speed-Barometric Roll Command

Vertical Speed-Derived Aileron Command

Glide Slope Beam Error Localizer Beam Error

Glide Slope Beam Disturbance Localizer Beam Disturbance

Indicated Airspeed Yaw Rate

Elevator Position Course-Heading Error

Elevator Command Track Select Error

Pitch Autopilot Mode Roll Autopilot Mode

E.1 DATA REDUCTION

The recorded FM magnetic tapes were played back at the SIMCOM
Facility shown in block diagram, Figure E.3. Quick-look analog strip-
out of the data was accomplished on a direct-write oscillograph. Time
intervals of data to be digitized were input via a teletype to the
PDP-8 computer which controlled the FM magnetic tape transport, digi-
tizing process, and digital data output format. This digital data,
recorded on digital magnetic tape, was further processed and integrated
with the photographic data by a CDC 6600 computer (See Appendix C).
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TRANSLATOR INTERFACE SAMPLE AND OSCILLOGRAPH
Q HOLD

12-BIT
BCD TIME CODE BINARY INPUTS
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PDP-8 COMPUTER 600K
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Figure E. 3
SIMCOM FM TAPE DIGITIZING SYSTEM
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